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I ABSTRACT

MIt i& only as an aesthetic phenomenon that ex~stence

and the world a~ eternally justified. u this sentence,

repeated twice in The Birth of Tragedy, and standing as

it does as the essential purpose and motivation of the book,

seems to be an intention~l turning about of the Lutheran

doctrine of sale fide. Here art appropriates to itself

what is essentially a religious_function; art is'the realm

of human activity where experiences are ordered and intens

ified, and subsequently, where redemption is to be gained.

~n formulating his ideas on art and on Greek tragedy

Nietzsche was influenced by Wagner. It was Wagner's music,

above all else, that opened up to Nietzsche new problems

for art and religion. The musical dissonance or Tristan.
opened up to Nietzsche the secret key to Greek tragedy. It

was the recognition of the Dionysian origin of tragedy, of_

its origin out of the spirit of music, that enabled Nietzsche

to discover the essence of tragedy free from the conventiorr-.

al aesthetics, which expected tragedy to answer the criter

ion of the plastic arts, that ~s, of beauty. The Birth

of TragedY announced to the world, as Nietzsche wrote to

Wagner, that ·practically nothing remains of traditional

~heorles of 'AEsthetics',- In what follows an interpret

ation of the religious significance of this new aesthetics
'~

will be offered by way of a study of the role of W~er's
~

Tristan and Isolde in The Birth of Tragedy.



PREFAQE

The intent of this thesis is to interpret The Birth of

Tragedy from the view-point of the Wagnerian art-work, with

special emphasis on Nietzsche's interpretation of 1ristan and

Isolde. From this approach we stek to deal with the problem

of t~e religious signific~ce of art as it appears in 1he Birth

of Tra~edy. We do not, therefore, seek to understand what
{

Niet 7 sche is saying about Greek tragedy, about Socratism or

Platonism, as problems for the understanding of the Greek

religious experience, but rather as problems for the under

standing of the ~eligious experience or nineteenth century

romant'icism, problems to which The Birth of Tragedy, especially

the latte~ half, addresses· itself. The meaning of NietzSChe's

formula that "it is only as an aesthetic phenomenon that

existence and the world are eternally justified" w.ill

therefore be dealt with as an interpretation of the religious

function of Wagnerian art. How does the influence of

Wagner lead Nietzsche into a metaphysics of art and what does

this metaphysics mean?

But why should this be a problem for religion at all?

What makes the aesthet~c doctrine of The Birth o£ Tragedy

so ~mportant to the stu~y of religion? I believe it is

important and I hope I ha~e 'succeeded in drawing out this

importance in the body of the thesis and that I have presented



the thesis in such a way that the intention summarized above
e

is implicit t~rou~hout. It may, however, be helpful to

introduce our topic by explainin~ in a general way how
-.

The Birth of Traeedy faces us as a religious problem, at least

for this .author.

In The Birth of Tra~ed~ Nietzsche attempts a total

re-evaluation of art. In his own words he claimed that with

The Birth of Traeedy "practically nothing remains of "tradition

al theories of 'AEsthetics'." This re-evaluation was made

necessary by a chanRln~ religious consciousness, a changing

consciousness which Nietzsche became more acutely aware of~

and which he hoped to bring to fuller realization in his

later writinss. Further more, it is our thesis that this

re-evaluation was inspired by Nietzsche's appreciation of

the Wagnerian art-work, especially of Tristan. What he
4

heard in those bottomless disco~ds had a profound effect on

the young Nietzsche and set the atmosphere in which all his

ruture thought was to develop, in which it would continue

to grow even after his break with Wagner.

Our word "aesthetics" come~ from the Greek word "alsthesis",

which means sensation, or perception. As such aesthetics

pertains to phenomena since phenoflena are the objects of

our sensation -- those things which "appear". Any sensation,

therefore, is a potentially aesthe~ic sensation. But aesthetics

18- clearly much more than just sensations, for then the

term -aesthetic sensatlon~ would be mere red~~dancy and we

would have no need for two words. Let·us say, therefore,

v



that aesthetics is the meaningful ordering of our sensations •.

It mAkes our sensations of mere objects into sensations of

-reality", providing, that is, that one acce~ts the idea that

art (the aesthetic phenomenon) is able to reveal reality, in

some sense, and is not merely an imitation of phenomena which

themselves are only appearances ?~d do not have any corre-

spondence to reality which men can percelve. (This last

qualification is necessary because one could concelve of art

revealing real i ty by means of imi tating phenomena if one

ascribed some sort of reality to phenomena or if one believed

there to be som€' correspondence between phenomena, that which

art imitates, and reality, and if this correspondence were

perceivable, that is, within the realm of aesthetics). Even

the revelation of the meaninglessness of reality, as an

aesthetic sen·sation, is a revelation of reality and i$

fundamentally a religious revelation (the division between

religion and philosop~y is superficial here, although the

emphasis in The Birth of Tragedy is upon the former, due to

the influence of Schopenhauer, who maintains that philosophy

cannot reveal reality.

This proposi tion tr'a tart 1 s able to reveal reali t;', and

is not merely an imitation of phenomena, enables us to

get some insight .into what it was that Nietzsche heard in

those "bottoMless discords" (or infinite melody) and why

what he heard had such a prQfound a~d lasting effect upon

him. W~at Niet2sche heard was the announcement that reality

had become an abyss of meaninglessness. Where formerly men

l
k
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had found a reality that was hospitable, harmonious and

eternal and \'1hich could be understood by reason, now this

reality was seen to be, if not inhospitable, at least indif

ferent, relative and dissonant. It was irrational, being

not just beyond reason, but even contrary to it. Heality

had become an abyss, a vacuum. This vacuum was all around

man :- whether he looked to the world of phenomena and nature
f~

(reali ty in the crude selse~) or beyond phenomena to the
~

universal (reality in the hi~her sense).

But somewhere, on middle ground, man was able to create

a hospitable-environment in which he could live. This middle

ground was art. It is important to note that art is now

something man creates. Man must create his own order and

meaning out of nothing. 1his is because there is nothing

left for the artist to imitate. Reality has become an

abyss of meaningl~ssness and chaos (which is to say not only

that phenomena have ceased to correspond to a higher reality,

but that this hip;~:er reali ty has lost its inherent meaning

and that we must provide the meaning ourselves). As a result

of this, however, we rind that the artist is creating an order

and meaning which is forever being contradicted by his

existence, by the 'element of meaninglessness in reality.

Rather than building walls ~~ound his art in order to shut

out this contradiction, in which case art would become

rigid and sterile, Nietzsche advises that the artist accept

the contradiction and even make it a part of his art. He

, '".

L
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becomes, as such, what Nietzsche calls a Dionysian artist.

He not only creRtes, he also destroys so that he may create
-

ever new and fresh art-works. This dichotomy of creativity

and de~!'tructiveness is embodied in the Apollinian and the

Dionysian art-tendencies. Musical dissonance 1s the Dionysian.

It is the principle of destruction and me~inglessness as the
*

necessary counterpart of the creative aspect of the artiSt.

Certain difficulties present themselves to us in this

system, at least as I have presented it. First, the artist

as creator seems to be in the Impossibl~ predicament of

bein~ told to create out of nothin~. Ex nihilo nihil fit.

F thermore, it often seems to us that the art-work, and in

f ct, our entire lives, are but a dream that has no dreamer--

we are surrounded by images and illusIons, but that these

ions cannot be said to be false because we have no

~standard of truth by which to measure them. The earth

disappears from under our feet. In his Self-criticism, which

Nietzsche included in the second editlon of ~he Birth of

Tragedy as a preface to it, he regrets his use of the language

of Kant and Schopenhauer, whom he lumps together -- but is he
f~

really unaware that he is lorced to 4se this language in

order to avoid tr.e absurdity of a creation out of nothing,
. ~

a dream without a dreamer? It seems unlikely that a thinker

of Nietzsche's caliber could have been oblivious to such a

difficulty and therefre his system is a great deal more

* Particularly relevant to this pro~~~~ is S 58 in The Gay Science
IIOnly as Creators". )



involved tban I have been able to present it here. An
-

inescapable necessity dictates th~t the langua~e of -universal

will" and "thinG-in-itself" be introduced in order to avoid

the impression of absurdity. But does Nietasche succeed

in this task? Accordin~ to Nietzsche himself no. He

wrote in his Self-Criticism that ~he Birth of Tragedy was

-mArked by every defect of ycut~n, "wIthout the will to

logical cle~nliness, very convinced 2~d therefore disdtlinful

of proof, mistrustful even of the £roprie~ of proof",

"undecided whether it should communicate or conceal itself."

FJced by this very percept~ve criticism by Nietzsche

himself. how do we approach this veiled. almost impenetrable,

book? ene way would be to expose all its impossibilities

and absurdities. out for this task we should have to be as

grest a ~enius as Nietzsche. and as Clever at pursuing and
,

unravellin~ as he is at concealing and obscurir.~. And it
j

is by no means certal? that we would have acco~plished very
I

much by this if in the meantime we had not understood what

motivated Nietzscr.e's apparent carelessness. It seems in

fact that to expose an absurdity or a contradiction is a

way out of coming to understand what the absurdity means

and the latter is by far the greater and more inportant.

For us, however, it is enoug~ that we keep these absurdities

in mind in the .back Of our minds -- and proceed simply

to try and understand t~e work before U8.

How. given all of this, do we begin? Because we are

approaching The Birth c( Trueedy throu~h the Wagnerian' art-



work, and throu~h Trist3n specifically, d substantial intro-...

duction may be necessary in order to locate the ~roblem

which concerns us in its general scope. Thus we ber:in with

CHAPTEH ONE -- A 1'1i::'1'APhlSlCS OF A.. 1 '1' • This ch.:lpter 1s meant

as an introdu_'tion. It is meant to establish the viability

and value of dealing wi th The Birth of ~'raGed'y by our method.

In doloR this we sh~ll have to come to ~rips with the very

general problems which face us before \'le thro\-l ourselves

in the spec i fic. In otr.er words, we mus t %:now f'cnerally

where WE' are, what is the nature of the tc:sk before us,

before we enter our thesis proper.

SUB-PEAlJINGS

1 ) The Problem It is not unnatural tJHlt, in order to

accomplish the above, we sho~.tld ask by wh~H p<:ith I:ietzsche 1,)

approached his topic. Given, however, that we have already .
determined our probleQ, ie., the relation between the aesthetic

doc trine of J. he Birth of TragedY and the ~/af'l1er1 <m art-Hork,

a certain amount of distortion is implied. ~here are

certainly other ways of approaching 'The Birth of 'Traf~edy.

Wuener's art, though of primary importance for Nietzf'.~r.e in

approachinp; his problem, is not the only deor by which he

enters it. And yet, our choice of an approach is not, beca~se
,

of that, arbitrary. In this section we hope to show how

closely the central purpose of The Birth 0f 7rahedy is tied

to Wagr.,er.

Nietzsche and "'h1.Kner This section will examine the

relationship between Hietzsche and Wagner in greafer detail

x
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8l1d will examine -the influence of Wagner over The Birth of

TragedY, particularly the influence of Wagner'-s musical

dissonance.

The Wagnc~ian Art-work ~his section shall,briefly

outline th.-:, chief characteristics of wapner's art in order.., ~

to show how Warner's art created a need for a new meta-

physics of art and how this need found its way into The

BiifPt:h OJ Trar:eciy.

The problem of art and religion,

Art, Science and Ethics Thus far we have dealt
/Ii

ith the cpeclfic problem of art. ~e must now, however?,
~

art witt-.in th~ \·lhole. How·is art, according to Nietzsche,
~

areas of human eXistence, such as \.

only

4)

""-...Ll'I'-'J al i ty and se ience?

A Modern Day Orpheus

the problem posed by the above triangular relationship,

is dravm out by means of an analogy. The analogy is more,

I hope, than a poetic affectation. It is meant to set a~

attitude of critica1 reflection. In the body of the thesis
R

we must confine ourselves merely to tmderstandillg what

~ietzsche is saying. ~

CHAPTER Ti.JO· -- THE AFOLLINIiJ~ AND 'IltE L'Iut~YSlJill: THE
AESTf!E'l'lC iJGC'~H:iI"E 01'~ 'IHr:: BIH'l'h OF 'llihGi:.lJ~.

This cha·pter is mean t to explica te as cl~arly as
,. .

po;ssible the system of the Apollinian and the Dionysian as it

is presented to us in The Birth of Tra~eQY in Nietzsche's

analysis of Greek.tragedy and to compare this system to the

art-theories of Wagner on the synthesis o~ the arts ahd the ;

primacy of music.

xi



Nusical dissonance Nas what

provided Niet7sche with the insight into aesthetics that

enabled hjrn to formulate a new aesthetics. Parallel to this

is the relation between pessimism and tragedy. It is necessary

to separate Nietzsche's so-call~d pessimism from tt:at of

Schopenhuuer in order to rectify any misunderstandings that

may be encournp::ed by Nietzsche I s use of the language of

Schopenhaucr.

2} ',j'he Birth of Tragedy out of the Sp1ri t of Nusic

Given this Hpessimistic" world-view, we must explIcate the

development of traged~ from Homer to Aeschylus, as'Njetzsche

portrays it, and explain the relationship between the)

Apollinian ann DIonysian art-tendencies, with particular

emphasis upon the consequences this system has for ethics.

3) Promett-,eus Unbound Adopting Nietzsche's analogy,
lit

we shall explain the relation between the Apollinian

and the Dionysian through .th e my th 0 f Prof!le theus.

Of special importance in this section is the role of justice

and sacrilege in trag~dy.

The Lyricist as Artist

lated into a concrete example

This analogy is then trans

that of the lyricist -- in
".

order to prepare the way for dealing with Wagner.

5)
,

Wagner and Gesamtkunstwerk With the foregoing

explication of the'aesthetic doctri~e of The Birth of TraRedy

we are now ready to comp.::l,re wagner's art-theopies to it.-

CHAPTER 'I'EREE~- THE SPIHIT OF HUSIC nl;D THE J'iUSIC-PRACTISING
SOCHA'Ii:.:3.

The split between chapter one and two is not, as
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might be expected, between section 1-15 of. the book and 15-25.

This would pave provided, of course, an easy division between

Nietzsche's discussion of Greek trap:edy and Nietzsche's

discussion of the re-birth of tragedy which he believed he

saw in the ~.,ragnerian art-\'lorl<: .. We found, however, that
~

Nietzsche's discussion of the death of tragedy in ancient

Greece and his discussion of the re-birth of tragedy in

the modePTI world formed, in fact, one topic and that it ought

to be dealt with together -- separately from his discussion

of the rise of tragedy.

1 ) The Death of Tragedv The nature of the death of

tragedy, which Nietzsche describes as a suicide; is briefly

explained.

2 & J) - Euripides and Socrates

.'

These sections deal with

the respon~iblity of these men in the death of trae;edy and

isolates the factors which, according to Nietzsche, made them

hostile to tragedy. This brings us to Nietzsche's great

critique of Socratic rational~sm.

4) The ~usic-PractlsingSocrates Nietzsche uses

both Socrates and Euripides to prove that science wi}' lead

to a re-birth of art in the true metaphysical sense of the word.

Modern Alexandrian Culture., We now come to

Nietzsche's most significant leap. He now applies the insights

of his critique of Greek aesthetic problems to the modern

world and makes an attack upon historicism, theoreticism,

morality and optimism.-- the four faults of modern culture.

6) Op~ra and Gntimism The four faults of modern



culture can be seen to be embodied in Nietzsche's critique

of Opera. And this clearly enables us, at last, to bring

together the subject of Greel{ trar;edy with Romantic art,.

and with WUfgler specifically.

Beethoven the Clairvoyant and Endless helod;;: The

for this section is Waener's essay, Beethoven,

in which Wagner traces the development of his own art. The

essay was writte durinG the period of Wagner's friendship
..:

with Nietzsche and shortly before the publication of The

d ~..Jap:ner' s are at their nearest juxtaposl tion.theo

..;;;;.,;;;~~"-,,--,,--....:T,,-,:r:::-'''__'~('"....:~...;;;d~V and so the parallel between Nietzsche's

, 8) This section should make

clear that our real topic is Waener, and that Greek tragedy

only concerns us .incidentally.

CHAPTER FO VB rlRISTAN A!:D THE EXT li~CTION OF' TliE INTELL~CT

This brings us finally to Tristan. Drawing upon all of the

earlier chapters we can now apply them to an analysis of

Tristan and what Tristan meant to Nietzsche. Tristan, there

fore, becomes a model by w~1ich to understand what Nietzsche

is saying. And this, in turn, leads to our final conclusions

on what Nietzsche is saying on art and religion, and through

them, what he is saying about the nature of reality.

Tristan and Isolde as Relieiolls Vra~a Nany critics

have said that Tristan is not a tragedy because it is a

religious drama. fl.'his section will attempt to suggest

ho~ Tristan can be both. Otherwise, talking about Tristan

as tragedy would disqualify us rrom dealing wit~ it as a

religious topic.



2) The Themes of Trist:m: Love and the Universal Will 

It is necessary, before we attempt to understand what 

Nietzsche is s3.ying about Trist.::..n, to attempt some understanding 

of it, and its themes, 'on .o_~ ONn." This is because the 

actual references to Trist2...l1 {n The Birth of 'l'rar;ed;y ru-e 

rather scal1 ty. Nietzsche is wri ting, as he confesses in his 

Self-Criticism, to those who have already been initiated. 

He aSSUl:lCS \'Ie are already thoroughly faoiliar \./i th Tristan. 

Therefore we must initiate ourselves. 

3) Tri stan and the He-Birth of Tra.rredy in the i'iodern \v'orld 

The place of 'Tristan in the modern world, its almost eschato-

logical significance, is here explained; what ''las Nietzsche' s 

interpretation of the predicament of philosophy in the modern 

world ,in the light of the so-called pessimism of Kant and 

SChopenhauer and Nhat was the destiny of the \/agnerinn art-t-lOrk 

in filling the vacuum left by the death of philosophy. 

4) Nietzsche's Interpretation of Tristan N~etzsche IS' 

analysis of the operation of the Apollinian and the Dionysian 

art-tendencies in Tristan. 

Art, Religion and Reality. kere we mus t, 'fn 

conclusion, offer some ~terpretation of what Nietzsche's 

aesthetic doctrine means for us religiously. The best way 

of approaching this is, I think, by asking the question, 

what. 3:s Nietzsche saying about reali ty? This, ~o\'/ever, is 

an extremely complex question, and only very tentative 

answers, more in the form of questions and directions, can 

be made. 
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THE PROBLE!'l 

CHAP'l'EH ONE 

A METAPHYSICS OF AR'f 

) 

'~ 

A spectacle superb, but still,161as, a spectacle! 
Where seize I thee~ Oh nature infinite? 

Faust. 
Cited by Wagner in Beethoven, p70 

.. 
In his Self-Criticism Nietzsche confesses that The Birth 

of Tragedy was written tn the language of Kant anu Schopen

hauer and he regrets that din those days I still lacked the 

courage (or immodesty?) to permit myself in every wayan 

individual lanp:uage of my own for such individual views and 

hazards -- and that instead I tried laboriously to express 

by means of Schopenhauerian and Kantian formulas strange and 

new valuations 'l<1hich were basically at odds wi th Kant IS 

1. 
and Schopen~auer's spirit and taste! II Indeed, Nietzsche's 

view of Kant as a pessimist i~ certainly a questionable one; 

his interpretation of tragedy is so far from that of Schopen-

hauer that the use of Schopenhau~r's language leads to 

.~onfusion and misunderstanding. In The Birth of Trage~ 

Nietzsche is reaching out towards new .. "valuations d wh,ich, 

as he later came to realize, were completely antagonistic 

1. B.T. Attempt at Self-Criticism , § 6 

r--



2. 

to those of Kant and Schopenhauer. 

,The Birth of Tragedy appears to be tied only to the 

language of Kant and Schopenhauer, while in spirit it 

struggles to go beyond them, beyond their ethics particularly. 

Nevertheless, Kant and Schopenhauer are its starting point. 

Like a young man who is beginning to reach maturity but 

has not yet left home, one is not sure of where Nietzsche is 

going; one is only a\llare of a feeling that his spirit is 

yearning f~new horizons. The radical division between 

noumena and p~nomena made in The Birth of Tragedy, the 

pessimism of its world view and' attitude to eXistence, the 

characterization of reality ("thing-in-itself") as veiled by 

ma~a, and the denial of the intellectual apprehension of 

reality -- all this points to some debt to Kant and Schopen-
2. 

hauer. Yet all of this is ,merely his starting point. In 
.... 

the end \lie feel that we have come a long way from them, and 

that if we are still there in body, so to speak, we are no 
~ ,~ 

longer there in spirit. 
, 

Yet.we might also say that the figure of Schopenhauer 

is similarly o~er~shadowed by another, one for whose sake 

Nietzsche in fact takes issue with Schopenhauer on a crucial 

pOint. This man is Richard Wagner, to whom The Birth of 

Traged~ is dedicated, and who was as enthusiastic a reader 

2. Nietzsche's understanding o~ Kant scems td be almost entirely through 
Schopenhauer and Sehopenhauerls intorpretution o~ Kent. Kent is mentioned 
only twice in The Birth of Tragedy, both"times in connection to Schopen
bau.er -- "Knnt and Schopenh.auer H

• Tb.us, while Sehopenhauer's influence 
is evident throughout, ove~ as a quaSi-antagonist, Kant is always shaded 
by a dietl,net Schopenhauerio.n hue., . .-

• 



3. 

of Schopenhauer as Nietzsche w~s. Wagner had adopted 

Schopenhauer I s phi losophy wholesale,' w·~.th very Ii t tIe or no , 

conscious modification, and applied it in his writings to 

his o",m world-vie\'l and art theories. Although Nietzsche 

knew of Schopenhauer and was captivated by him before he knew 

Wagner, and although Nietzsche was independent enough to have 

his own understanding of Schopenhauer, much of what he says 

in The Birth of Tr~~edy about Schopenhauer can be taken, 

indirectly if not always directly, as part of his commentary. 
\ ..... , \ 

.on the \olagnerian art-work. , . 

Nietzsche had' Qiscovered Schopenhauer quite independently 

of \.Jagner and qui te be accident, picking up a dusty copy of 

The' World as \ii1l and Hepresentatlon at a second hand bookstore. 

He devoured the book enthusiastically, finding in Schopenhauer 

an h educator" and an exampie; a man wl:o was bold and independent 

enough to strike out his own lonely path. The two men, , 
" 

Nietzsche and Wagner, therefore found upon becoming friends 

that they shared a mutual passion for the philosophy of Schopen

hauer. Schopenhauer was their common ground. In Schopenhauer 

both men saw new possibilities opened up for aesthetic theory. , 
And Wa~er, as an artist himself of consuderable power and 

charisma, served to ferment the ideas opened up to Nietzsche 

by Schopenhauer. 

For Nietzsche The Birth of Tragedy put an end to tradi

tional aesthetics. Here aesthetics grows to monstrous 

proportions and crosses the boundries of art into religion. 

.. 
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4. 

This is revealed in the sentence, repeated twice in The Birth .. 
of Trar;edy -- "It is only as an aesthet,ic (astheticsches) 

ph~nomenon that existence (Dasein) and the world are eternally 

justified (eerechtfertiet)". This sentence, which speaks 

from the heart of The Birth of Tracedx and which stands as 
.. 

the essential purpose and motivation of the book, seems to be 

an intentional turning about of the Lutheran doctrine of ./ 

sole fide. Here art appropriates to itself what is essent

ially a religious function, providing, > that is, we understand 

experience as the essential religious problem for man.' J;t 

is primarily t}1e task of The Birth of Tragedy to offer a 

psychology of experience, that is, of the acts of perception 
:t 

and apperception, in which art is seen as the field of human 

acti vi ty where this is done, \~here experiences are ordered 

and ~ntensified, and s~bsequently, where redemption is to 

be gained. 

It is appropriate that much of the'motivation and origin 

of the ideas expressed in The Birth of Traeedy is to be found 

in the person of Wagner, who was not a philosopher or thinker, 

but an artist a man who seemed the living embodiment of 

the artistic and creative spirit described in The Birth of 

Tragedy._ Wagner felt inluitively that art was redemptive, 

but he did not have the ability to express, or for that 

matter to think in his own mind, what such an idea meant. 

'Largely he latched onto the philosophy, or at'least the 
d 

verbiage, of Schopenhauer in order to back up his clai~s 

particularly his personal claim to have accomplished the ~ 
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redemptive in nrt. In this lieht his operas ought to have 

spol<en for themselves. but they did not and therefore \.Jagner 

had to wrestle clumsily with a theory of art that could 

justify his claims. Naturally, when Nietzsche, with his 

impressive comrnrmd of philosophy and classical philology, 

and his unsurpassed talent at writin~, undertook to take 

up the pen in ';lagner I s cause, the resul t could not have been 

otl-;'er than n "questionable book" J "an impossible book", 

but nevertheless a book that'·satisfied 'the best minds of" 

the times'." 

" Nietzsche O\-.red a great deal to 1.JaVler for the insight 
, "\ 

that enabled him to construct the system of The Birth of 

Tragedy. Quite simply -- The Birth of Tragedy, even that 

part on Greek drama, could not have been conceived without 

'rJap;ner. Niet:--sche's primary purpose in \,lritinr: 'I'he Birth 

of Trapedy may have simply been to justify ~agnerrs claim 

to re-embody the principles of Oreek drama, a claim which 

Wagner took very seriously and in which, clearly, Nietzsche 

believed. For this purpose great insie;ht into The Birth of 

!ragedy is to be gained by shm'ling the extent to which 

Nietzsche's theories paralleled Hagner's and formed a sort 

of runnin~ cOIT.mentary on the Wagnerian art-work, especially 

on Tristan, th-e \'lork most re,:ered by Nietzsche, most in 

his mind durin~ the writing of ~he Birth of Tragedy, and 

most heavily steeped in Schopenhauer and philosophy,. But , 

at this point we may do well to look more closely at 

WagnerJ s relation to Nietzsche, his influence on The Birth 



of Trar;cdy, his art-theories and the special place of 

Tristan and Isolde. 

NIETZSCHE AND WAGt\l::R 

6. 

Nietzsche had revered Wagner, as his sister tells us, and 

as he himself tells us in Ecce Homo, ever since he made the 

acquaintance of Von Bfilow's piano score of Tristan and Isolde 

and strugr,led with the difficulties of playing 1t. His oppor-

tun 1 ty to meet the inaccessl ble t'ias ter came when Wagner happened ,. 

to visit Leipzig, where Nietzsche was staying. When Nietzsche 

returned home on November 9, 1868, he found a note stuck 

on his door which read -- "If you wish to meet Richard 

WaQ'ler t come to the Theatre Cafe at a quarter to four", 
J. 

signed by a friend. The meeting of the two men was finally 

arranged and by the spring of 1869 Nietzsche was visiting 

Wagner's retreat at Triebschen as regularly as his busy 

schedule permitted. The meeting of the two men was one of 

the great··cultural events~ of the nineteenth century; 

as it is 80 often with such great men it was more of a 

cultural event than it was a friendship such as the mundane 

world conceives of friendship. Indeed, it hardly seems 

proper that, in this thesls.,which ought "to confine itself 

to this ~cultural event ll and nothing else rmore exactly . " 
with the religiouG aspects of the event), to waste even 

, 

these .tew Nords on the relationship of' Nietzsche and Wagner. 

,. Nietz9che-''':e.gner Correspon<ianoe, edited by Elizabeth 
Foeratet-Iact7.sche. Boni & Liveright Inc. l~ew York 
1921. p5. 
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But necessity h7re seems to force itself upon us Importuna~ely. 

Of these two great geniuses, to which do we attribute 

the thought and to which the spirit of The Birth of Tragedy? 

So often do we hear the voice of ~agnar speaking in the work 

before us that we are inclined to believe Nietzsche totally 

under his spell and attribute Nietzsche's later break with 

Wagner to the natural urge of his own genius freeing itself 

from Wagner's hypnotic influence and staking out its own 

territory. But likewise we could expose the manifest 

influence of N~tzsche on Wagner's post-1870 writing. The 

purpose of this ~esis is not, however, to study the 1nfluence 

of Wagner on The Birth of Tragedy, or vice versa. Rather, 

Wagner serves as a model for Nietzsche's theory, and at 

times as a foil. Ultimately Nietzsche himself is but an 

actor, one of the many Hamlets acting out an eternal drama. 

There is no drama without actors, nor, for that matter, 

actors without a drama. As long, therefore, as we are 

limited to approaching the drama through the actors we 

shall be called by necessity to deal with the question of 

influence and of relationships, that ls, biographlcal 

and historical questions, even though in themselves these 

questions are of no value and can only be considered a 

waste of time. 

Wagner's influer-ce on the conception and particularly 

on the final form of The Birth of Tra~edy was great. In 

his Preface to Richard WaF,ner Nietzsche says that as he 
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hatched his ideas on the birth of tragedy he ·was communlcating 

with you as if you were present, and hence could write down 

only what was in keeping w1th that presence". )Hagner 

hovered over the genesis of The Birth of Tra~edy like an 
, 

anxious father, as well he might who rightly saw the work 

as the greatest and most profound monument ever erected to 

his cause. So much did he find the book to advocate Wagner

ism that he declared Nietzsche to be -the only person who 

knows what I am driving at," add1ng in the same breath that 

II foresee a time when I shall be obliged to defend your 
4. 

book against you, yourself." Undoubtedly he sensed that 

the spell he had cast over Nietzsche, as he had,cast over 

so many other people, simply would not endure the test of 

s~ independent a spirit. Wagner greatly treasured the friend

ship of Nietzsche and every indication of a slackening of 

their relationship, or of Nietzsche's devotion and loyalty, 

caused him distress and fits of jealousy and sulkiness. This 

was the greatest and most valuable of his converts. His 

prestigious position as a professor of Philology as Basle, 

and this final monument of erudLtion and WagnerisID, The 

Birth of Tragedy, must have fairly turned the Master's 

head. How flattering it must have been for Wagner, till 
. 

then scorned and shut out of the world of erudition, now to 

see himself reflected (and need we add, not at all accurately, 

but certainly flatteringly!) in so fine a mirror as Nietzsche's 

genius. He declares, with indebtedness, that "I must have 

4. Ibid, p179 

L 
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it [The Birth of Tra~~dY] in order to get in the proper 

mood for working aft~r breakfast, as I aID a.gain hard at 

work on the lA.s tact [presumablY of The Hhinegold] since 
). 

reading your book." 

Nietzsche himself felt certain qualms about becoming 
~ 

so absorbed into the cause of another. He had sufficient 

apprecln.tion of his o't'm genius to hear the inner reproach 

of self-betrayal. He intimated to his sister that certain 

of his own ideas had been suppressed out of deference to 

War:ner and \'ll'ote to ~s friend R8hde that "No one can form 
.......... - .-, 

the faintest. conception of the genesis of such a work, of 

the trouble and torment it is to keep one's self from being 

corrupted by other ideas (Nietzsche's italics] pressing 
~ 

in from all sides: of the courage required in concclving 

-and carrying out one's own ideas, and above all in this 

particular case, of the tremendous obligations I felt 

towards Wagner and which to be perfectly frank with you, 
6. 

caus~d me much inward contrition:n But, as Elizabeth 

Nietzsc}'e says, "consideration for his friend won the day". 

In 1871 Nietzsc~e set to work re-writing what was to have. 

born the title of Greek Cheerfulness, welding it il'\to a 

'work of Wagnerian propaganda and adding. unknown to Waener 

hirnsel f I the ,las t sec tions t wh~ch were to raise such an: out

ra~e among his more bhard-headed u colleagues. 

5. 

6. 

The thoughts opened up to th'e world in The Birth of 

Ibid, 

Ibid, -
p99 

pp85-36 
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T~agedy sen t lI~i ld shl vers" up the spin,es of Nietzsche IS 

~ellow philolo~ists. who were as much enraged as Wagner 
"' 

was deli~hted that a philologist should address himself not 

to his fellow philologists, but to a musician -- and one of 

a somewhat scandalous reputation at that • "Perhaps such 

readers will find it offensive,· Nietzsche wrote in his 

• Preface to Hichard ...Jar;ner, that an aesthetic problem should 

be taken so seriousay -- assuming they are unab~e to consider 

art more than a pleasant side-line, a readily dispensable 

tinkling of bells that accompanies the 'seriousness of l:1:f"e'u. -Nietzsche persisted despite the scorn and opposition, 

convinced in his heart that he was one to wnom "profound 

honours and experiences" had been vouchsafed and that he 
<7 

was one of the fighters for a new cultural movement. 

Nietzsche felt an enormous debt to Wagner because Wagner had 

opened to him a world which no philologist could have entered 

alone. l'or a long time Nietzsche had been searching for 

a philological topic in music, for which he had always had 

a special love. He found this topic opened up to him in 

Wagner's thought and work, -espeCially Tristan. And for 

crossing the artificial boundries erected by the academic 

world of his time, Nietzsche incited the vague sense i~ his 

colleagues of having been betrayed. Nietzsche was to pay 

a price fo~ his insight. Wagner felt certain j~bs of 
conscience and ~elt that he was somehO\~ responsible for 

~ . 
Nietzsche1s ~all from 'favour in the academic world. He 

writes -- "I have not been able to find anything in my 
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'letters' to indictate that I have blazed a path for you 

(as you say) but, on the contrary, it seems to me as lr I 

had done nothing but hang an additional burden about your 
7. 

neck." 

Yet, for all of Wagner's hwnble protests, Wagner himself 

could not have been unaware that The Birth of Tr~gedy would 

have been inconceivable were it not for the very special 
.--

ins1~ht of his music. Nietzsche~whose conservative dis-
8. 

position inclined him by nature to traditional music, was 

only Uweaned" from it Nith difriculty -- it took all of 

Wagner's magnetic personality to ~o so, and still Nietzsche 

displayed a sOl?ewhat Pberetical tl inclination towards Brahms. 

In fact, one near brea~ between Nietzsche and Wagner occured 

as early as 1874 when Nietzsche indiscreetly brought a copy 

of Brahms! Song of Triumph to Bayreuth and left it on 

Wagner1s piano. Wagner reacted "like a bu~l to a red cloth" 

and flew into a rage, while Nietzsche, without a word, 
9. 

stared "with a look of astonished dignity." What Nietzsche 

hoped to discover by such a ras,h action we can only guess. 

Tentative as was Nietzsche's devotion to Wagner's 

chromaticism and dissonance, it opened to him the secret 

key to' Greek tragedy •• It was the recognition of the Dionysian 
"--

origin of tragedy, that is, of its origin. out of the spirit 

of music,' that enabled Nietzsche to discover the essence of 

7. Ibid. pl;5· 
o 

8. See Love, Frl~drich~- The Youn~ Nietzsche and the Wagnerian 
Experience! New York, AHS Press, 1960 

9. Gutman, Robert, Rtchard \~a<;ncr, The !-1an, His !-1ind, and. His Music, 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. New York, 1968. p~54. 
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tra~edy free from the conventional aesthetics, which expected 

tragedy to answer the criterion of the plastic arts, that is, 

of beauty. The trumpet sound of The Birth of Tragedy 

announced to the world, as Nietzsche wrote to Wagner, that 

·practically nothing remains of traditional theories of 
10. 

'AEsthetics'." 

THE WAGNERIAN ART-WORK 

The "new aesthetics we have already described as crossing 

the boundries of art into religion. Now we have stated that 

Nietzsche's radical aesthetic doctrine owed very much to the 

insight of Wagner's musiC, especially of Tristan. It may 

the~efore be beneficial at this point to examine the connec

~ between art and religion and especially between music' 

and religion in Wagner's art-work and theory. As import-
o • 

ant as this connection is, as much as one cannot be under-

stood without the other, it is hoped that the following 

will ~emonstrate how it is possible to examine the quest~on 

solely from the light of religion while leaving out purely 

musical questions. 

Wagner ~imself declared that his critics did not so much 

question his abilities as they did his tendencies. Wagner, 

indeed, was the manifestation of some of the most extreme 

tendencies of his times~ sbmewhat.broadly and loosely 

Nietzsche-Wagner Co~respondance, ~p. cit. pl48. 
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termed "romantic". It was n~ver in Wagner's'nature to 

be satisfied \'iith a II mere l1 \'lork of art. For Wagner expres

sion was not an end it i~self -- even though Waener was 

a master of expressionistic technique. Always Wagner 

seemed to be striving to coax something out of art which 

had never been coaxed out of it betore and he had an enormous 

sense of his own genius and destiny a feeling that he 

stood in the right place and at the rirht moment of evolu-
11. 

tionary time to fulfill this sacred task. 

Such a belief, however, could hardly have been considered 

self-~vident. And so Wagner found it necessary to indulge 

in theoretical and specula ti ve \'lri ting in which he drew upon 

politic~lJ philosophic, racist and religious formulations 

which were far from clear and which only necessitated more 

polemic and propaganda on his part. In these writings 

art is assigned tasks not conventionally considered to be 

within the realm of aesthetics, but which increased the 

power not only of the art-work, but also of the artist. 

For example, early in his career Wagner made the identi:fic

ation of art, and especially theatrical ~t, with the Yolk, 

and sought to involve art in revolution. These notions 

are expressed in his early writing Art and Revolution and 

were embodied in the early drafts of The Ring where the gods 

were meant as parodies of the old ruling class. Wagner's 

11. Nietzsche, even usee the word KAIROS to describe ''Iagner's 
timeliness and a s~ilar ~eelin6 o~ KAIROS prevades the Birth o£. 
Tragedy. But there is also a hint that Wagner is si:n:.ply vpportuni.stiC. 
Ih Wagner at Bayreuth Nietzsche says that IIthere is a very intimate 
relation between grc&tness and the i~stinot which discerns the proper 
moment at which to actll- praise which i'orebodes Nietzsche 1 s disenchant
ment. 
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active .participation in the revolution of 1848 in Dresden 

caused him to be forced into exile. In exile he became 

disillusioned and in a fit of pessimism he sought to harness 

art in a quest for the eternal longing, man's deepest need 

and being -- redemption through love and death (in short, 

the metaphysical system of Tristan). The idea of the v~ 

did not disappear, but became mystical. In the private 

experience of Tristan the waves of the universal will, as 

in the music of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, as Wagner inter

preted it, break down the barriers of the indl~idual and 

so consecrate man to a higher community. In his later years, 

under the influence of unheard of artistic success and the 

careful direction of Cosima, this private experience was 

institutionalized. Art·now became the helper, the gUiding 

spirit, indeed, the saviour of institutional religions that 
12. 

had grown artificial. Wagner's last work, which he himself 

saw as topping and completing his career, Parsifal, was 

designated by him as a "Consecrational Festival PlayP and 

performed the religious rites previously performed only by 

priests in churches. Wagner's inscription on the copy of 

Parsifal sent to Nietzsche contains a rare example in which 
.-

Wagner appears to ridicule himself. He writes -- -for his 

dear friend, Friedrich Nietzsche, Richard Wagner, Church 
13. e 

Councillor." But Wagner's jest does not disguise his 

high se~iousness. To such an extent has Wagner confused 

12. Religion and Art. 

Nietzsche, Ecco Homo, 

.p213. 

8-5· 
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religion and art that he could even forget at times that he 

was an atheist! 

Lt was out of these unusual, vague and unstable notions 
14. 

which approach the comic and burlesque that the -ideology" 

of Wagnerism emerged, an ideology nursed and promoted by 

Waf;ner himself. "Paradox)cally,- writes one critic, "although 

Wagnerism had begun with an idea about art, one did not need 

to be a musician to be a Wagnerian. The ideology could 
15. 

flourish divested of any essential artistic import. u 

In spite of the overwhelming role of conscious theo

rizing, however, Wagner still regunkJ himself as an artist 

who worked unoonsciously and inst~nctively. in whom the 

world, in its ftevolutionary march from unconsciousness to 
, 

consciousness", "displays itself and comes to conscious-
16. 

ness". He speaks of his prose writing, therefore, with 

repugnance, regarding criticism as unmanly and any form of 

literary poetry leaning on the didactic in which the 

Hconscious tendence takes the place of the directly wit-
17. 

nessed scene from life H. (i.e. Plato) as inartistic. It 

was, he says, his ·perception that he was, as an artist, 

frustrated in his goals, falling short of the ideal, meeting 

14. Nietzsche attempted to come to terms with this Bide of 
Wagner I B personal ity in \'1o.gner at Bayreuth (sec • .; r pl15) Concernipg 
\'lagnerls life 80S a nocturnal traveller, his unrest", his chaneing of 
asaooiateA and dwelling place) which seemA analogous to his changing 
mind, Nietzsche writes that his 1 ife consisted mainly of comedy and 
burlesque, "this und.i.gnified element in it .•• he who more then anyone 
else, perhaps, breathed freely only itl subl ima and more than suhlime 
spheres. « 

15. Kerman, in S08 son Review, XIII, 1960, P;';O 
16. Wagner, ~ukunf'9tmusik, Ope cit.' p296.' 

17. Wagner, . Destiny of Opera, pl;~. 
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with hostility and ridicUle, tbat led him to interrupt his 

unconscious artistic production and to indulge in theoretical 
1tl, 

writings which, he says, went against his nature'and 

into which he ~ ~orcedt not by the ·need~ul coolness" o~ 
19. " 

the theoretical man, but by a passionate impatience. 

BiB major theoretical writing, Opera and Drama. was wrltten 
.(-

during the years of his eXile, during which time his artistic 

production sank to nil. 

Tristan and Isolde is one of the works of Wagner which 
20. 

~lowed cut of an entirely uncritical state of mind, a deep 
21. 

need arising out of a frustration in love and a pessimism 

in life altogether, in which Wa~er nevertheless experienced 

the great delight of spontaneous creation. Yet, when his 

critical mind returned Wagner round that he had created a 

work of art that had grown beyond his theories and he ~elt 
, 
that he had to justify it, and especially that he had to 

justify the unprecedented dominance o~ music. a dominance 

that ran counter to his earlier theories. All his previous 

theories must have seemed inadequate now, all his previous 

art-works must have shrunk in comparison and the still in

complete Ring must have cried ~or revisions. And so Tristan 

seems to be responsible ~or perpetrating a body of new art 
A theories quite aifferent from the previous ones, art-

"theories which drew fDom wide sources and which were to, 

~ind their greatest expression in The Birth o~ Trag~dy. 

18,_ Wagner, 

19. 

20. 

Zukunfstmus ik , 

p.?21. 

p.?27-},1. 

p297. 



ART, SC1ENCE AND ETHICS. 

In the aesthetics of The Birth of Tragedy two things 

appear in the role of antagonists, i.e., ~wo things are se~n 

to be antagonistic and detrimental to art. These two things 

are .science and ethics. 1'his is not to say that a crude and 

simple line is drawn between art and sCience, or between 

art and ethics. In fact the three are so interrelated by 

Nietzsc~e to each other that none really stands apart from 

any ot~er in a totally independent way. They are bound to 

each other by a sort of'necessity, like three points on a 

triangle. This necessity is in contrast to the often arb

itrary relations drawn between art and ethics, and between 
22. 

art and science by Wagner. Yet, although Nietzsche preserves 

the interrelatjon between art, science and ethics in a much 

more meaningful way. he also increases the tension between 

them and 60 makes their relationship much more dynamic. In 

emphasizing this tension Nietzsche Is,.perhaps, bringing to 

the fore the central aesthetic problem of his time. 

Ethics With his usual irony and sarcasm Nietzsche points 

out that Apollo. the deity of illusion and dreams, as his 

name (shining one) indicates, is also the ethical deity. ~n 

this way Nietzsche places morals in the same category as 

21. Letter to Liszt, Dec. 16, le:>4. War:ner on ~·rosic a.nd Drama, 
eds. A. Goldman & E. Sprinchorn, E. P. Dutton & Co, New York, 1964. 

22. This arbitrariness is particularly notable in i-Iag-ner IS later 
writingsc. His art is of'ten criticized for tnis-- Hanslick considered 
the pl~t of Tristan, with itE magic potions, as too arbitrary. Nietzsche 
says in The Gay Science tba.t Wagner "finds sounds :for those secre't. an d 
uncanny old nights of the soul in wnicn cause and effect appear to be 
unhinged and any moment something can come into being lout o:f nothir~I.H 
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art, as an aesthetic phenomenon and as an illusion. The 
(-

primary illusion for whic,h Apollo is responsible is the 

principle of individuation. It~s ~rom this illusion that 

{ the need arises t~~~boundries of the individual, , . 
1 

to "measure in thq Hellenic sense~. And thus Apollo becomes 
! 

the ethical deitY~APOIlOJ as ethical deity, extracts 
2:3. 

measure of his dis es." This is to say, he requires 
I 

moral restraint and the delimiting of the boundries between 

one individual and the other. This measure, this order, is, 

however. a mere illusi.on. It is destroyed by the tide of 

the Dionysian, which wells up from the depths of Being and 

which represents a chaotic, formless, undelimited reality 

lying underneath the surface of appearances and which always 

threatens to explode the appearances, as a volcano explodes 

the surface of the earth. This Dionysian impulse is not, 

however, an enemy of the Apollinian aesthetic phenomenon.,: 

Rather it is its necessary counterpart. Taken by itself the 

aesthetic phenomenon of morals and ethics is incomplete. 

Taken by itself, although it is an aesthetic phenomenon, it 

is hostile to true art because it refuses its counterpart -

it refuses artistic balance. Like a rebellious son it denies 

its parentage while at the same time it prematurely claims 

its inheritance, seeking inroads into art by such devises as 

poetic justice and the deus ex machina. It becomes a 

phenomena by itself as distinct from and in conflict with 

B.T. p46. 

/ 
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the aesthetic phenomenon. ) 

In his Self-Criticis~ Nie~che reflects upon the unique 

value of The Birth of Tragesy in the conflict between ethics 

and aesthetics. -What," he aSks,~een in the perspective 
24. 

of life, is the significance of morality?~ Nothing, 

accordin~ to Nietzsche. ~Already," he says, "in the preface 

addressed to Ric~ard Wagner, art and n21 morality. is present-
25. 

ed as the truly metaphysical activity of man. u In The 

Birtlrt of Traeed;y he believed. he had gone beyond prev ious 

attempts to justify art against the objections of ethical 

philosophers, including those of Schopenhauer, which Nietzsche 

saw as compromising art with ethics. UHere,1I he says, 

"perhaps for the first time, a pessimism 'beyond good and 

evil' is suggested. Here that 'perversity of mind' gains 

speech and formulation against which Schopenhauer never 

wearied of hurling his most irate curses and thunderbolts; 

a philosophy that dares to move, to demote, morality into 

the realm of appearance and not merely among 'appearances' 

or phenomenon (in the sense assigned these words by Ideal

istic 'philosophers) but among 'deception', as semblance, 
26. 

delusion, error, interpretation, contrivace, art." Ethics, 

for Nietzsche. are merely a neurosl$ of art; a sort of 

schizophrenia whereby one face of art establishes a separate 

identity and begins to harass art as a whole. 

24. B.'t. Attempt at Self-Criticism. 

Ibid. 

26. Ibid. 
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Soience. This ethical aspect of the Apollinian gives birth 

to yet another enemy of art-- science. Along with the ethic

al demands of moral restraint and delimiting occurs the 
27-. 

demand -- "know thyslef". Self-knowledge is necessary 

before more.l demands can be ronde of men. Theref?re, along 

with the invasion of" ethics into art comes the invasion of 

science. Only what is known can be aesthetically beautiful, 

according to science. And soon this science shows itself 

to be cold and rnec~-Ianical. Knowing is chained to the demands 

of dialectical language. It is purely intellectual. "The 

Apollinian tendency," Nietzsche says, "has 1,l{ithdra\'rn into 
28. 

the cocoon of logical sChematism." 

Nietzsche's concern here is shared by many other 

romantic artists. The homantic Movement, of which The 

Birt~ of Tragedy is an expression, is often described as 

a reaction to the rationalism of the 18th century enlighten

ment. ~Sclencen is used in ~he Birth of TraeedY in the 

broad sense of "rationalism rt ; Socrates is ~derstood as 

the chief representative of such a sCie~- the proto

type of the theoretical man. Nietzsche portrays Socrates 
29. 

as a Itdespotic lor;iclan" who believed that only what 

was knowable by logic had any value. He follows Schopen

hauer, a philosopher with great appeal to the Romantic 

Movement, in insisting that theoretical investigation has 

27. B.T. § 4 p46. 

28. B.T. el 14 p91. 

29. B.T. ~ 14 p92. 
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its limitations and that what 1s beyond these limits has 

value also -- perhaps the only value. 

Contrastin~ the artist and the theoretical man, 

Nietzsche says that Mwhenever the truth is uncovered, the 

artist will always clin~ with rapt gaze to what still 

remains covering even after such uncovering; but the theo-

retical man enjoys and finds satisfaction in the discarded 

coverin~ and finds the highest obJect of his pleusure in 

the process of an ever happy uncovering that succeeds 
30. 

thr~ug~ his mm efforts." NietzBche cites the example of 

Lessinr;, athe most honest theoretical man- who -dared to 

announce that he cared more for the search after truth 

than for truth itself--'~nd thus revealed the fundamental 

secret of science, to the astonishment. and indeed the 
31. 

anger, of the scient1fic community." Put in other words, 

the theoretical man seeks "to fathom the depths and to 
32. 

separate true know~ed~e from appearance and error", while 

the artist rejoices in this appearance, in this creation 

~ destruction. 

While emphasizing the tension between science and art 

Nietzsche also establishes between them a blood relation-

ship, not just throu~h ethics, as we have seen, but 

directly. He says that so-1ence must inevi tably end by 

becoming art. SCience, in fact, although it destroyed 
/".c::sl 

~. B. T. § 15 p94. \''hat is curious hore is that Nietzsche 
p..gnores what would seem moat obvioua, i.e. that cU\" att.ention ought to 

jbe directed to what is \.U1cove.red and revealed J the truth_ Nietzsche is 
> undoubtedl~" fully aware of the wily in which he is turning around the 

scientific presumption thRt sciencE:' is concerned with "t.ruth". 



the old art, particularly the old tragedy, also leads to 

its re-birth in a revitalized and new f'orm. In this way 

Nietzsche is offering us an aesthetic interpretation of 

22. 

what the limitations and end of' 'science mean to us exist

entially. The aesthetic philosophy that Nietzsche devel

oped in his later, more mature books, such as The Gay 

SCience, his entire moral (or anti-moral) philosophy, 

althouGh outgrowing and revising much of The Birth of 

Trapf'?dy, is neverthelesR based on its fundamental insigr-.t, 

which 1s merely refined and developed by the older Nietzsche. 

Of course, one could raise the objection trat setting 

up such a tension between art and science poses certain 

dangers. Science, we may say, goes one way towards a 

soul-less mechanical system, and art veers sharply towards 

romanticism and sensationalism. The two phenomena can 

scarcely be understood separately. The movement of the one 

may seem erratic and aimless unless one keeps in mind the 

movements of' the other. A f'earf'ul syrnetry can be seen to 

be working-- the more one veers in one direction, the more 

the other veers in the other direction in order to keep 

the precarious teeter-totter from tipping. The illusion 

of balance between the two encourages our recklessness. 

And this seems to be the extent of Nietzsche's much hoped 

for re-birth of art out of' the phoenix-like scientific 

splrit-- a last "jubilant dance" of the artist before he 

drops completely over the horizon. 

B.T. 

B.T. 

; 15 

§ 15 

p95. 

p97. 



A NODEHN DAY ORPHEUS 

In Wagner at Bayreuth Nietzsche clai~s that Wagner's 

big discovery was that art and life were one. In this light 

his efforts to make art redemptive compare to those of a 

mythical artist of antlquity-- Orpheus. In The Gay Science 

Nietzsche calls Wagner "the Orpheus of all secret misery" 

who "has incorporated in art some things that had previously 
3). 

~) seemed inexpressi ble and even unworthy of art". Orpheus. 

the mythical poet-singer of ancient Greece, has B~emed 

to many to represtnt the power of art over life, its powers 

of red~ption. This life-giving power of music Nietzsche 

affirms in The Gay Science, saying -- ·Oh, if you are still 
'. )4. 

stones and animals, then better look for your 0rpheus. a 

9rpheus enchanted the wild animals of Thrace, and even 

the forces of nature seemed moved by the power of his lyre. 

His music seemed to mirror the world itself and reflect, 

even control, its chan~ing forms. He thus found himself 

in the possession of great power. Not, however, until fate 

plucked Euridice from him on the e~ of his wedding did 

Orpheus~ consumed in 8rief, raging against the gods, truly 

realize that his art must now move into action. This crisis 

of hi8 life becomes, therefore, the crisis of his art. He 

decides to venture into the underworld to bring back to life 

what death had taken from him, using, like Dante and Vereil, 

The Gay Science , 8 87, p143. 

Ibid. § 286, 
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for example, the power of his poetic license; but using 

this pO\'ler, Wllike .LJ..ante and Vergil, in order to rob Hell. 

In Hell itself Orpheus expresses in the strongest possible 
" 

terms the force of h'urnan longing against the ruthless in

difference of nature. He lulls Cherebus to sleep, moves 

Charon to pity and, singing a hymn to. life 'to the Furies, 

soon has the Infernal Chorus itself singing -, 
No undertaking of man is tried in vain, 
Nor can nature arm against him further 

oy 35. 
. . . . 

Orpheus's success, however, depends not on his ability 

to merely move Hell by his grief, but also on his power to 
~ 

regulate his own emotions and passions by the medium of 

Apollinian control -- and. being the son of Apollo himself 

he ought to be prepared to do this. Indeed, he may seem 

to achieve t~is, an almost otherworl~liness, by means of 

his self-control and aesthetic sensibility. We can see 

him in the Elysian field when, as,in a dream, Eurydice is 

returned to him. But can we truly imagine the poet, whose 

passions brought him willingly to the very depths of Hell, 

dwelling in serene wonder now the object of all his longings 

and desires has been returned to him? As one critic wrote 

of Nontreverdifs opera-- "as a man he cannot shape his 

emotions to Pluto's shrewd decree; face to face with the 

situation, he looks. back, and fails. Life and art are not 

;5. From L'Ori'eo, an opera by 14onteverJi. Cited in Joseph 
Ke~manl8 Opera. as Drama, Vintage Books, New York, 1956, p36. 

'\ 

, , 



)6. 
necessarily one." 

How are life and art to be held together? Artists 

seems to set a very bad example and constitute an argument 

a~ainst the possibility of such a union, rather than an 

argument for it. Art, as the Buddha said, seems to be the 

widest path leaaing away ~rom salvation and tie may add, 

from life itself. Speaking of artistic natures in general, 

Nietzsche says that whoever is completely and wholly an 

artist (Homer, Goethe) is forever separated from the "realM, 

the actual -- we can see how he wearies of this eternal 

"unreal! ty" and falsi ty o~ his·- inmost existence and wishes 

for once actually to be. And, he adds, ~or this typical 
)7~ 

velleity o~ the artist, Wagner was to pay dearly. 

I' ,Wherever .idolatry is "triumphed over, art has ~ound 

its way into the religious life of man, in the face of 

recurrine outbursts of iconoclasm, only through the back 

door. A persistent suspicion has ,haunted men that art is 

a spiritual danger, leading men into illusion and darkness, 

to become ensnarled by appearances. Art has been tolerated 

only if ~t is t'am~d, that is, if it is put to educational 

us, into the service of ethics and morality. Nietzsche's 

system of Apollinlan and Dionysian is an attemp:t to dis

cover ways in which art may be shown to have a religious 

functioncomplet~ly outside of, though not, as we have 

seen, unrelated to, the ;realm of ethics and, what is tied 

to it, the realm of science. For this reason, of cours~, 

. Ibid. p28. 

NietzBche, C~neolo&y o~ Morals, III • 4 • 

... 
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Socrates is one of the central antagonists of The Birth of 

Trage~, along with Plato. Nietzsche must overcome the

reservations about art which Socrates and Plato expound if 

he is to convincingly present art as being redemptive. 

What Nietzsche takes to be the Platonic reservation 

about art, that it deals only with illusions and appeur-

ances and is therefore two steps removed from realjty, is 

central to Nietzsche's system. Nietzsche's response to 

this is complex. He accepts it as a valid (but not all 

inclusive) criticism and applies it to his own criticism 
• of Apollinian art-- and ironically. traces Socratism's 

origins to that Apollinian. Nietzsche does not. in fact, 

endeavour to show that art can reveal reality, although 

his use o~ such Kantian terminology as "thing-in-itself", 

and such SChopeghauerian language as Muniversal will", when 

applied to the Dionysian art tendenCies, would seem to 

su~gest this. The Dionysian brings us face ,to face with 

the abyss. Thus it destroys the Apollinian illusions. It 

can only be described as revealing "reality" in a very 

negative sense. NeVertheless, owing to the fact that this 

negative"revelation is spoken of by Nietzsche with such 

positive enthusiasm, we can speak in some sense as if 

Ni~tzsche had, while accepting Plato's reservations about 

art, at the same time reversed them. It is on the basis o£ 

his Dionysian insight that Nietzsche launches what is for 

him a very imperatiVe attack upon the Socratic position. 

"Let us imagine,· he says, nthe one great Cyclops 
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eye of Socrates fixed on tragedy, an eye in which the rair 

~renzy of artistic enthusiasm had never glowed. To this 

eye was denied the p~easure of gazing into the Dionysian 
38. 

abysses." In Wagner this lack is overcome. In him the 

Dionysian spiri t re-a\oJakens. And Wagner t unlike Orpheus, 

is not fooled by appearances or shadow~aVing experienced, 

perhaps, the abyss underneath them. Therefore, according 

to Nietzsche, Wagner's music did not stoop to "realism·, 

that is, was not beguiled into "representationalism·, into 

becoming the mirror of phenomenon, and therefy the image of 
39. 

an illusion. And, unlike Orpheus, both Tristan and Isolde 

are models of a resolute segregation of their love from 

their phenomenal selves, even if this segregation brought 

them face to face with the abyss. Niether of them, unlike 

Orpheus, looks back. Like Faust, Wagner rejoices in serene 
',. 

\-londer at the po\'1er of his art, but is not satiated by it, 

knowing it to be illusion. He cries in despair-- MA spectacle 

superb! But still, alas! 
40. 

o Nature infinite?" 

a spectacle. where seize I thee, 

Wagner believed this cry answered in the most positive 

way by music, affixing his seal, as Nietzsche said, to 

Scpopenhauer's metaphysics of music. It seemed clear that 

the universal, "nature infinite", could never be grasped 

}8. B. T. ~ 14 p89. 
;9. ~fuether Nietzsche was right or wrong in this is a muSicians' 
question. In any case, Nietz.sche hilnsel i" came to feel that he" was 
wrong and came to see in Wagner's music a paltry replica o~ phenomena. 

40. Wagner, Beethoven, p70. .. 
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so long as individuals remained locked in their individual

ity. And so it was clear that the art form must go beyond 

indi viduation. Nusic itself had to be freed. One' .might say 

that the lyre of Orpheus, with its emphasis on symetry and 

proportion (Apollinian restraint) had to 'give way to the 

pipe of Dionysus, with its more free and unorganized movement. 
" 

"The psalmodizing artist of Apollo, with his phantom harp

sound ••• paled before an art that, in its intoxication, 
41. 

spoke the truth." That is the creed of Die 1'1eistersinger. 

Art must be freed from laws of form and plunge itself into 

a head-on, direct confrontation with nature, intuitively 
.' 42. 
experienced. By claiming, through music, a realm of art 

that spoke directly from the "universal will" and did not 

merely imitate phenomenon and in so doing prepare for itself 

the fate of Orpheus, Wagner thus had no use either {"or theo

ries and cri ties, or for ethics. This, at least, is \oJhat 

Nietzsche believed. He marveled that the artist who had 

plumbed the depths of pessimism in Tristan still had the 

strength of spirit to recover and become healthy in Die 

Meistersinger. Perhaps Nietzsche failed to realize that for 

" Wagner universal will carried a far too positive meaning to 

be tr.uly Dionysian. It is these misunderstandings and 

complexities t~~t orten make The Birth of Traged~ 

1ilpenet~able. 

41. B.T. p46. 

42. Die '~ieistel"B1nr:er is, as Niet.zsche point.ed out., opt.imist.ic, 
while Trist.an is pessimist~c. The role Ol~ t.he "Dionysian" is, t.here
£ore, quit.e dir~erent in the one than in the other. In t.he lat.ter 
case it. leads to death, in the former t.o vict.ory. 

( 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE APOLLINIAN AND T,hE DIONYSIAN: THE AESTHETIC 
DOC'I'HINE OF TilE BIHTH Or' THAGEDY 

Mephistopheles: 
"Little one, let ,your ~ight shine with sound." 

Homunculus: 
"Thus shall it flash and ring." 

Faust, Part II Bayard Taylor 

-Do I hear the light? 
The light goes out.-

trans. 

Tristan, Act III, Scene 2. 

PESSIMISM AND TRAGEDY 

Entrance into the mystery rites of tragedy, Nietzsche 
> impresses upon us, is gained only by those human beings who 

possess a certain mental attitude, ~ strength and vision 

that brings them face to face with~the vanity and horror 

of existence. To them the wisdom of Silenus has spoken. 

the wisdom that "what is best of all is utterly beyond 

your reach: not to be born, not to be,' to be nothing. 
1. 

But the second best for you 1s -~ to die soon.- This 
~ 

quotation, cited from Sophocles"Oedipus Colonus, is also 

1. B. T. p42. 

,. 
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2. 
cited by Schopenhauer as proof of his pessimistic world-

view. We may assume that Nietzsche had Schopenhauer in 

mind when he made the quote, accept that while Schopenhauer 

endores the wisdom of ~ilenus, Nietzsche, as we shall see, 

reverses it. 
-

In Schopenhauer's view man is condemned, through the 

principil~ individuationis, to be torn from the universal 
~ 

and flung into an ephemeral world of shadows, there to be 

ruthlessly driven by his insatiable will. Rarely in this 

situation is he able to p~rceive things beyo~d their appear

ance. The veil of maya, the mere phenomenon, obscures his 

vision. In this world the devil is master; Mephistopheles, . 
the master of illusion and deoeption, the trickster and 

charmer, is always.ready to lure us into the land of shades 

in all manner of illusive quests. Schopenhauer cites 

Luther's Commentary on Galatians to this effect-- hIn our 

bodies and circumstanc~s, however, we are all subject to 

the devil and are strangers in this world, of which he is 

prince and lord. Hence eVeryth~ is under his rule, the 

bread we eat, the beyerage we drink, the clothes we use, 
3. 

even the air and everything by whioh we live in the flesh.w 

-The myth of the Fall of man,· Schopenhauer says, •••• is 

the only thing in the ~ld ~estament to which I can concede 

a metaphysical, ~lthough only allegorical, truth; indeed it 

1s this alone that reconciles me to,the Old Testament. 4 • 

2. Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation, Vol. II, 
Chapter 46, ".On t.ne Vanit.y and Suf'1A ering 01' Lit'e ft • p587 

Ibid. p580 -----
< 

4. Presumably because of its pessimism. 
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Thus our existence resembles not ing but the consequenoe of 
5. 

a false step and a guilty desire.- The fall of man~ as 

well as that of the devil, ·consisted in the fact that the 

one, like the other, had ascribed to himself I and me, mine 
6. 

and to me." In other words, the prlncipium individuationis 

was the cause of the fall of ~ and his separation from 

God. Living within the law of this principle each man 

becomes a wolf to the other and the world a Dante-esque 

Inferno where ·one man must be the devil of another"; it is 

a Mbattle ground of .tormented.and agonized beings who continue 
7. 

to exist only by each devouring the other.~ 

It is necessary to de~l with this subject, not in order f 

to say anything authoritative concerning the pessimism of 

Schopenhauer, but in order to penetrate the mood with which 

The Birth of Tragedy begins to reveal itself, which from the 

very outset characterizes existence as appearance by com-

paring it to a dream. Nietzsche says, with Schopenhauer in 

mind, that "philosophical men even have a presentjment that 

the reality in which we live and have our being is also mere 

appearance, and that another, quite different reality lies 
, 

beneath it. Schopenhauer actually indicates as the orit-

erion of philosophical ability the occassional ability to 

view men and things as mere phantoms or dream images.· Thus 

the aesthetically sensitive man stands in the same rela

tion to the reality of dreams as the philosopher does to 

Ibid •. 

Ibid. 

~. 
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the reality of eXistence; he is a close and willing observer, 

for these images afford him an interpretation of life, and 
, 8. 

by.reflecting on these processes he trains himself for life.-

In Schopenahuer's pessimism we see intimations of 

Nietzsche's Dionysian category. In Nietzsche's view this 

pessimistic world-view gives rise to the metaphysical'need 

in man to realize the unity of the universal which is lost 

in the princinium individuationis. But how is this to be 

done? Nietzsche goes along with much of Schopenhauer 1 s 

pessimism, insofar as it opened to. him, as he believed, the 

possibility of a truly metaphysical task for art •. But he . 
~ found Schopenhauer's Christian and ethical conclusions 

"difficult. Nietzsche seems to have belatedlY grasped the 

confusion that had arisen over his use 01' Schopenh~uerian 

terminology and language to explain, for example~ the mean

ing of the Dionysian, or of his concept of tragedy. In his 

Self-Cri tl.cism, Nietzsche presents us wi th Schopenhauer IS 

conception of the tragic, quoting from The World as Will 

and Representation ---"That which bestows on everything 
1 , 

tragic its peculiar elevating force is the discovery that 

the l'lorld, that life ... can never give satisfaction and hence 

is not worthy of our affection: this constitutes the tr~gic 

spirit -- it leads to resignation.- Nietzsche cries out -

whow differently Dionysus spoke to me! How far removed I 
9. 

was from a1 resign~tionism!· It seems, therefore, 

8. B.T .. § 1. p34. 

9. B.T. ~mpt at Selr-Criti~ismt § 6 
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that Nietzsche's formula that nit is only, as an aesthetic 

phenomenon that existence and the world are eternally just

ified" is not only an intentional reversal of Luther's 

sole fide, but also an unconscious, or as yet unopen, 

opposition to Schopenhauer's doctrine of denial of the 

will-to-live, which, when applied to art is, as Schopen

hauer would see it, to lead to resignation, to point out 

the vanity of existence in order to make us deny it, it 

is clear that it does not justify existence, but denies it 

and lends us away from 11fe itself. Nietzsche opposed 

this us~ of art, but at the same time he made use of Schopen

hauer's pessimism in order to reach his understanding of 

the Dionysian origin of tragedy, its origin out of the 

spirit of music. 

THE BIRTH OF TRAGEDY OUT OF THE SPIRIT OF MUSIC 

Nietzsche's understanding of aesthetic phenomena, and 

more specifically of tragedy, revolves around his distinc

tion between the Apollinian and the Dionysian, "the separate 

art worlds of dreams and intoxicationn• The beautiful 

illusions of the dream world, in which, Nietzsche'says, 

citing Lucretius, the "glorious divine figures first 

appeared to the souls of man~, ~. to the Greek poetE, is 

the origin of the Apolllnian art-impulse. The master of 

this world is Apollo, thus the art-impulse is MApollinian M• 

Apollo seems tQ cast a hazy dream image over the whole 

world of reality so that, for those whose wakening self-



consciousness is just beginning to perceive the v~~ty and 
.f • 

horror of existence, awakened by the pessimistic world-view 

expressed in the wisdom ,of Selinus above, the shock is 

buffered by the self-cncouragedment that is, as Nietzsche 

says, not without success -- -It is a dream, I will dream 
10. 

OIll N The Apollinian art-impulse, therefore, speaks of a 

profound need of the Greeks, who like the dreamer above, 

were just awakening to self-consciousness. It is the need 

to overcome the "overwhelming dismay in the face of the 

titanic powers of nature-. Thus, ·out of the original 

~itanic divine order of terror, th~ Oiymplan divine order 
, \ I 

of joy gradually evolved through the Apollinian impulse 
11. 

toward beauty." In this way, he says,... the Greeks were 

seduced to life. In this \"ay the wisdom of' Silenus is 
:'-1\ 

reversed, that is "to dieAis the wOrs~ of all for them 
12. 

(men), the next worst -- to die at all." 

Here above all, according to Nietzsche, we have the 

emergence of a culture such as is. celebrated in Qreek 

mythology' and the poetry of Homer. 'I'he gods of Olympus 
.' 

are merely the mythical images reflected in the mirror of 

thi~ culture by its gfeatest ppet. The first task and 

highest effect of this n Apollinian culture II O<ul tur) 1s to 

"overthrow an empire of Titans and slay monste~s.· It 
-

"must have triumphed over a~ abysmal and terrifying view 

10. 

11. 

B. T. 

B.T. 

12. Ibid. 
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of the world and the keenest susceptibility to suffering 

through recourse to the most l'orceful and pleasurable 
13. 

illusions.~ This is the stage of Greek culture which 

Goethe and Schiller held up to the world-- "Greek cheer

fulness", the picture of the playful, happy, beautiful 

Greeks. ~At this Apollinian stage of development, the 

'will' lon~s so vehemently for this existence, the Homeric 

man feels himself so completely at one with it, that 
14. 

lamentation itself becomes a song of praise." Schiller 

applied the ter'm -naive" to describe this art, meaning not 

·simplemindedness·, but harmony with nature. "Homeric 

naivetyU, says Nietzsche~ ·can only be understood as the 
15. 

complete victory of Apollinian illusion A • And it is at 

bottom something false, "an artificial paradise D, and NietzBohe 

refuses to believe in it. How can one live in -harmony" 

with nature? ~o you noble Stoics, what fraudulent words!

Nietzsche was to cry much later in Beyond Good and Evil, 
.-

·Think of a being such as nature is, prodigal beyond 

measure, indifferent beyond measure, without aims or inten

tions, without mercy or justice, at once fruitful and barren 

and uncertain; think of indifference itself as a power--
16. 

how could you live according to such indifference?D Yet 

finding some sort of harmony and justice seems to be the 

task of art. 

13. Ibid. 

14. llM.. 

15. 

16 .. 

BlOT. 

NiotzscM, Boyond Good and. Evil t § 9 
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Nietzsche seems to equate Nnature M with phenomena. If' 

man relies upon this in order to justify his existence then 

he would be placing his hope in a deception. -Here," he 

writes, IIApollo overcomes the suffering of the individual 

by the radjant glorification of the etern~ty of the ph en-

omenon: here beauty triumphs over the suffering inherent 

in life; pain is obliterated by lies from the features or 
17. 

nature." Plato's objection to art, Nietzsche says,--

-that it is the imitation of a phantom and thus belongs to 

a sphere even lower than the empirical world"-- may be 
18. 

justified in this context, since the Apollinian artist 

has f'orgotten what is for Nietzsche the true function of 

art, that is, to justify existence. Instead it takes joy 

in mere appearance, and this, for Nietzsche, is no justi

fication. Apollo, (as the etymolgy of the name suggests), 
19,. 

is the "shining one", the deity of light and also the 

ruler over the beautiful illusions of the inner world of 

fantasy. Like dreams, which may either lend us valuable 

insight or become mere idle day-dreaming or worse, Apollo 

may benefit or mislead us. And so ·we must also include 

in our image of Apollo that delicate boundry which the, 

dream image must not overstep lest it have pathological 

17. B.T. § 16 pl04 

18. B.T. 6 14 p90. This "context", o~ course, is 
Nietzsche's, and is n menns by which Nietzsche may "dam up" Plato's 
more general criticism o~ art and confine it to what Nietzsche would 
hi~(f_ criticize, art that lacks the Dionysi~. 

19. In German the word Scoeinen, to shine, is related to the adject-
ive, Schein, which ICeans, seeming, illusion, appearance, and is also 
related to Der Schein,-- li~ht, firo and ersheinon,-- to appear. 
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~ 
effect (in which case mere appearance would deceive us as 

20. 
if it were crude reality)-, 

This 1s the origin of the -measUred restraint" of the 

Apollinlan-- it is none other than the prir-cipium individ

uationis t whfch, as we have seen, leads not to unity, but 

to separation, egoism, etc. It leads to the loss of uni-

versality. Nietzsche cites the Schopenhauer to --describe thi~ effect of? Apollo. er describes the 
I 

man wrapped in the ve!l of maya-- ·Just as in a stormy sea 

that, unbounded in all directions, rais~s and drops mountain

ous waves, howling, a sailor sits in a boat and trusts in 

his fr,ail bark: so in the midst of a "Iorld of torments 

the individual human being sits quietly, supported by and 
21. 

trusting i~ the princlplum indivlduationis." And so, 

Apollinian art., rather than breaking the spell of indi vid

uation, fortifies it, protect~ng the individual and saving 

him from making the plunge into the primordial-unity of 

things. 
\..; 

·This apotheosis of individuation,n says Nietzsche, 

-knows but one law-- the individual, ie. the delimiting of 
22. 

the boundries of the individual. u Such a delimiting is 

called for in order that individuation does not create a 

.Dante-esque Hell on Earth where every man beoome his neigh-

" bour's devil. Apollo, as ethioal dei,ty, . exacts measure of 

his discipl~s,u Nietzsche says, •••• and so, side by side 
t 

§ 1 20. B.T p;'5· " . 
2·1. B.T. § 1 p;6. " . 
22. B.T. § 4 p46. 

I 
~ - -. 
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with the aesthetic-necessity for beauty, there occur the 

demands 'know thYS~lfl and 'nothing in excess'; consequently 
--" 

overweening pride and excess are regarded as the truly ~ 

hostile demons of the non-Apollinian sphere, hence as 

characteristics of the pre-Apollinian age-- that of the 
23. 

Ti tans. II Here Nletzsc.he departs i'rom Schopenhauer, who 

felt that art could be made to serve an ethical purpose 

by destroying the principle of individuation, egoism, and 

transcending it in "will-less contemplation". For Nietzsche 

it is individuation 'which is moralistic, which is in fact 

responsible for giving birth to morah,'and in leading us 

beyond individuation art does not lead us into resignation 

and ethics, but beyon4 them. 

Nietzsche goes beyond the conventional conception of 

the Greeks, the one still prevalen,t in his'day, the concep

tion maintained by what Nietzsche calls the Mpale egigones U 

of Winck'elmann and Goethe, who maintained the -aesthetic 

necessi ty for beauty". Nietzsch.e drank at the water of the 

sublime and the beautiful Apollinian, but, sw~et as it 

was, he left it unsatisfied, finding it incomplete in , 

itself.. And this 1s 'because, as Nietzsche says, using the 

terminology of Schopenh~uer, the Apollinian is occasion-
• 

ally dumbfounded "by the cognitive form of phenomena 
~ , 

because the principle of sufficient reason, in Borne of its 

manlfe'statiOlEt seems to suffer an exception" and !.We are 

seized be a tremendous terror. 

23 • Ibid. 

" 
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struggling to establish his authority. "Let us .im~gine,· 

Nietzsche writes, -how into this world built on mere appear

ance and moderation and artificially dammed pp, there pen

etrated, in tones ever more bewitching and alluring, the 

ecstatic sound of the.Dionysian restival; how in these strains 

all of nature's excess in pleasure, grief and knowledge 

became audible, even in piercing shrieks; and let us ask 

ourselves what the psalmodizing artist of Apollo, with his 

phantom harp-sound could mean in the face of. this demonic 
24. 

folk-song! .. "The ind\vidual, wi th all his restrain t and 

proportion, succumbed to the self-oblivion of the Dionysian 
, 

states l forgetting the precepts of Apollo. Excess reveal-

ed itself as truth.h Returning to Schopenhauerts analogy, 

we might say that the man in the boat suddenly realizes 
. . 

the frailty of his craft and. the fury of the storm and is 

seized with terror.' uIf we ~dd to this terror the bliss-

ful ecstasy t~at wells fro~ the innermost depths of man, 

indeed, of nature, at t~is collapse of the Rrincipium individ

uationis, we steal a glimpse into the nature of the 
25 •. 

Dionysian. a ~his occurs, either under the influence of 
. 

some -narcotic draught n (as, we may presume, a love-death 
, 

potion), "with the potent coming of spring", or with the 

folk-festivals and danoes of the Middle Ages, for example, 

.the dar .. ces of St. John and St. Vitus, in which. "we rediscover , 

the Baechie choruses of the Greeks!'. 

24 • Ibid. ,>, 

25 .• - B.T~ .§ 1 p36 
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In this way the naive splendour or the Homeric world 

'" was overwhelmed by an inrlux of the Dionysian, in which the 

destruction of the principium individuationis became itsel~ 

an aesthetic phenomenon. The two artistic impulses thus 

~ound themselves at loggerheads-- an open war seemed to 

rage. Here the Dionysian seeme~ to win a victory and the 

Apollinian was smashed and destroyed. Elsewhere -the first 

onslaught was successrully withstood, the authority and . 
majesty or the Delphic god exhibited itself as more rigid 

and menacing than ever." For Nietzsche "the Doric state 

and Doric art are explicable only as a permanent military 

encampment or the Apollinian. Only incessant resistence 

to the titanic-barbaric nature of the Dionysian could 

account for 'the long survival of an art so encompassed with 
.... 

bulwarks, a training so warlike and rigorous, .and a political 
26. 

structure so cruel and relentless.-

periods --

he history of Hellenic art into four 

the age of Bronze, the age of the Titans 
. , 

igorous ~olk.-philosophY'·, the second, the Apollin-

ian, which is in turn overwhelmed by a resurgence of the 

Titanic in the form of the Dionysian impulse, which was in 

turn suppressed in the fourth period by the retrenchment 

·of the Apollinian in the Doric state. How 1s this conflict 

between the two opposing art-1~pulses to be resolved? Which 

of the two art impulses will gain th~ vict~ry? It might 

be thought" that, on 'the basis of all that has been said 

26. B. T. - .~, § 4 

(' 
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upon the nature of the Apolllnian, with its principium 

individuationis, its egoism and its ethical air, Nietzsche 

would now introduce the Dionysian as an alternative to the 

Apollinian, as something that overcomes and replaces it. 

The popular notion, which Nietzsche himself perpetrated, 

that Nietzsche was a disciple of Dionysus contributes to 

this expe9tation. In fact, Nietzsche, unlike the uncautiouB 

Hippolytus in Euripides' play, wishes to offend none of the 

gods. Therefore, in Nietzsche's ~ystem. the Dionysian never 

overcomes and replaces the Apollinian except at its own 

expense, or as a last resort and as a sort of r~venge --

a form of madness 'by which Dionysus punishes those who fail 

to honour him and who, like Pentheus, oppose him. There ~s 

a great gul~ separating those who are merely mad, merely 

intoxicated, and those wqo are the true devotees of Dionysus. 

In order to escape the lopsidedness of the former, the 

Dionysian n~ the Apollinian --.needs the A~ollinian in 

cooperation with it. And so the f~fth period of Greek 

art, that of Attic tragedy and the dramatic dithyramb, which . 
is the subject '01' Nietzsche I s book, Ifpresents itself as the 

common goal of both these tendencies whose mysterious uni9n, 

after many long and precursory struggles, found glorious 
27. 

consummation in this child". 

Th~ principium individuationis, although something to 

be overcome., is in fact an indispensible aid to the appearance 

of the Vionysian as an.~esthetic p~enomenon. 

27. Ibid. 

- . ... . 
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Nietzsche, "the only truly real Dionysus appears (erscheint) 

in a variety of forms, in the mask of the fighting hero" 

and enta~led, as it were, in, the net of the individual will. 

The god who appears talks and acts so as to resemble (Ahnelt) 

an erring, striving, suffering individual. That he appears 

[Nietzsche's italic~ at all with such epic precision and ~ 
, 28. 

clarity 1s the'work of the dream-interpreter, Apollo.-

The Apollinian is, Niet~sche emphasizes, speaking of the 

Homeric gods and the second stage of development, the Ponly 

satisfactory theodicyu. aThe gods justify the rife of man: 
29. 

they' themselves live it." Some sort of mediation seems 

to be necessary between the particular and the universal. 

Dionysus would, in himself, be as incomprehensible to us 

as \"ould the dream of deepest sleep; as the universal always 

will be basically unknowable and incomprehensible as perceived 

by the individual human being. It therefore 1s never "so 

perceived without doing considerable viol~ce to its univer

sali ty. There€ore', Dionysus appears to us suffering the 

properly Dionysian suffering -- dismemberment, i.e., 

individuation. so that "we are therefore to regard the state 

of individuation as the or~ginal and proimal cause of all. 
30. 

Buffering, as something objectionalbe in itself-. We are 
led, through this mystery doctrine of tragedy, this Apol1in-' 

ian-Dionysian art phenomenon, to -the fundamental knowledge 

of the 'oneness of everything eXistent, the conception of , 
.. lol 

'Of 

28.~ B.T. § 10 p73 

29 •• B. T • 6 3 p43: 

;0 B.T. 0 19 p73 
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indi vidua tion as the primal cause of evil" and of art as 

the joyous hope that the spell of individuation may be broken 
31. 

in augury of a restored oneness". Art is the means of 

mediation between the realm of the particular, of phenomena, 

and the universal. Nietzsche asserts the power of art not 

by the criteria of pure will-less objective contemplation, 

$uch as, for example, Schopenhauer uses as one of his 
32. 

criteria, but by the Romantic formula that not mere men 

and individuals are artis~) but that nature herself is the 

artist, so that the "typical velleity" of the artist described 

earlier may in fact be.a symptom of closeness to "nature" 

and "reality" (the inverted commas are of utmost importance 

here). "Nature" would seem here to overcome her indiffer-

ence, t,hough not her ruthlessness. Men, in this process, 

are the mere clay of the world-creating spirit of "nature u • 

In art, therefore, the boundries that ordinarily separate 

men from men. and men from nature, are destroyed in order 

to manifest a higher commtmi ty. "In' these paroxysms of 

intoxication the artistic power of all nature reveals it-

33. 

34. 
self to the highest gratification o.f the primordial unity.' 

We might' say', therefore, that -"nature", as an artis t, em

bodies the Apollinian-Dionysian partnership and that art 

B. T. § 10 p71i 

}2. This in 'fact. appears ,as a sort of left-over of Niet.zsche I s 
use of' Schopenhauerts language (i.e.~ B.T\ p48) but. is not. really 
compat.ible with t.h~ spirit. of The B1rth of' Tragedy_ 

B.T. § 2 • p}8 

~.T. § 1 p}7. 
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merely mirrors nature and brings it within the realm of our 

experience. "Nature I! makes her universality manifest in 

the particular; for only through the principium individ

uationis may she take the form of "realityU in Time and 

Space. And she herself, therefore, becomes caught in and 

shares the contradiction which dwells in all self-conscious 

beings,-- a fundamental contradiction within the nature of 

things, for she must now assert her universality by the 

ruthless destruction of that very thing by which she first 

appeared. 

? The. stage is now set for the aesthetic phehomenon ~f 

the tragic. 

THE PROMETHEUS MYTH 

In the. alliance of the' Apollinian and Dionysian, 

Nietzsche sees the conquest ,of the Olympian ''lorIn-view by 

a much profounder world-view., Nietzsche presents us \"li th a 

_, compact analogy of this conflict and the eventual conquest 

of,the Olympian world-view by the new forces of tragedYt 
-"..:r- ~ " 

using the myth of Prometheus, who appears to us as a mask 
35. 

for Dlon~sus. The Olympian world-view had symbolized, 

for Nietzsche, the order of culture, of individuation, 'ethics 

and morals, but also or the tyranny of the Olympian gods 

who had over'come the Titan world ord.er of nature only by 

ruthlessness. Nietzsche us,es th~ example ~~~ the Doric state, 

saying that in the Doric state Might becomes Right, because 

~ , 

35. An engraving of Prometheus unbound decorates the title p~ge of 
the first edition of ~e airth of Tragedy. Nietzsche refers to this 
engrB;ving in bis .rre£ace:to Richard \'Iagner. 
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'I only Might is able, in this state, to overcome the abys~ 

which possesses the_man living within the prinCiple of 

individuation. within culture and society, whenever he 

looks deeply into himself, or when he looks outside him

self at his fellow men or at the Titanic forces of nature. 

The principle of individuation is always experienced as 

conflict, because an individual is an individual on2y by 

virtue of his ability to negate, in some sense, other in

dividuals. Some kind of ty~anny· is necessary in order to 

keep this conflict from getting o~t of hand. "len are will-

ing, therefore, to suffer a tyranny and forego the justice 

and ethical equalibrium of Apollo in favour of a~trictly 

legal regimentation which deriDes exactly the boundries 

between themselves and others, rather than to face the abyss • .. 
In Aeschylus' Prometheus Soun& this tyranny is aptly re

presented by Zeus and the Olympian gods, for it is these 

gods of the old culture which the new art of tragedy must 

overcome. These are the gods whom Dionysus himself must 

overcome if he is to establish a place for himself in the 

pantheon. Pity, which alone is able to render the tragic 

before us by building a bond of sympathy bet\'Ieen us and the 

tragic hero, is totally denied by the tyranny of Zeus. 

-Are you pitying again?~ as~~ Might, who observes Hephaestus' 

pity for Prometheus as something dangerous, as a case of 

divided loyalty, -since, as Might expreBsos it~ "there is 

nothing without discomfort except the overlordship of the 

god,stl. But Hephaestus does take discomt'ort at the ,t·ate of 

.~ '~---.'--
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Prometheus and sO enters tragedy •. 

The fate of Prometheus 1s a way of expressing what 

happens when the Apollin1an art-tendency gets out of hand 

and becomes tyrannical. The tyranny of the Olympian gods is, 

however, fated to come to an end-- Zeus will be forced to 

enter into an alliance with Prometheus. Justice will be 

satisfied. This justice is tragic justice. Such a strange, 

seemingly unaesthetic cry for Justice, ., the centre and m:ain 

a,xiom of the Aeschylean vie\'l of the world which envisages 

Moira enthroned above the gods and men as eternal justice U , 

would seem to us an uncongenial idea to a system which, as 

NietzBche's system has, excluded ethics from the realm of 

aesthetics. Justice creeps into Nietzsche's system because 

it is necessary to maintain the balance between the Apol-
, 37. 

linian and the, Dionysian and because, in an aesthetic 

system based upon the re.L~tionship betl'leen the divine and 

36. 

the hum~ realms, only justice is able to overcome the 

terrib~ineqUalitY between the two. ThU~, the Titanic, 

W~in the Olympian world-View appeared as the divine order 

. 6f terror to be overcome by the Olympian gods (who r~pres

ent the epic poety of the Apollinian stage of development), 

in the myth of Prometheus appears as the benevolent god 

who' Buffers for human-kind-- gives man a sense of justice 

and so sayes him from the tyranny of fear. Prometheus 

·caused mortals to cease farseeing doom- by placing nin them 

;6. B. T •. S 9 p70 

;J7 • B. T. §25 p14,. Justice 1s here understood as 
artistic balance and harmony. 
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38. 
blind hopes"-- "besides this I gave them fire." Prometheus 

tells us that "men at first had eyeR, but saw to no purpose; 

they had ears, but did not hear. Like the shapes of dreams 

they dragged through their long lives and handled all things 

in bewilderment and confusion." 

But, strangely and paradoxically, this cry for justice 

is also a cry of sacrilege. The unity of justice and 
~ 

sacrilege is what mares t~agedy-- and what makes justice 

tragiC. Prometheus gives men all the things w~iCh. in the 

Semetic myth of the fall, Satan (at least in tJe Christian 

interpretation of the myth) gives to men-- i.e. knowledge,. 

knowledge of "what things come veril~ true from dreams" 

and the meaning of omens and the "flaming signs of "the sky , 
f 

that were bifore dim", as well as fire, which Nietzsche 

characterizes as the "true palladium of every ascending 
-~ 

39. " 
culture". The Prometheus "myth has, therefore the "same 

characteristic significance for the Aryan charact~r ~hich 
" 40. . 

the myth of the fall has for the Semetic character". '--

name~y, humanity·s sacrilege arid usurpation or the,divine 
. 

powers of creation. By adopting the Aryan myth and re"jecting 

the Semetie myth, Nietzscne places. a wide gulf oet~een him-

self d Schopenhauer, whose interpretation of the,myth 

of th fall of man has already been outlined. The .two myths 
D • 

refore both similar and opposite! Nietzsche qharac-

teriz them "by saying that they are ~related to eaeh other 

';8. AeGchyl~s, Promet.heus Bound 

;9. B. T. § 9 p71 

40. B.T. § 0 p70. ... 
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48 • 

like brother and sister". The sins of the Semetic myth: 

curiosi t.y, mendacious deception, suscepti bili ty to seduction, 

are all "feminine" sins, which lead to ethics, resignation 

and ecclesiastical tyranny. Nietzsche contrasts these to 

the ~masculine" sins, the dactive" sins of the Titanically 

striving artist, who, like Faust, overleaps the distance and 
, 41. 

draws the fairest form into existence; and so overleaps 

the boundry imposed by the Apollinian between the divine and 

the human. 

Prometheus, in one sense, represents the spirit of the 
~ 

creative artist, the sacrilegious tendency of the artist 

which is represented by Nietzsche in the audacious words.of 

, Goe~he's Prometheus --

Here I sit, forming men 
in my own image, 
a race to be like me, 
to suffer, to weep, 
to delight and to rejoice, 
and to de(z you, 
as I do. 

42. 

Nietzsche, continuing with the analogy between Prometheus 

and the "creative" artist, says that ·Man, rising to the 

Ti tanic stature, gains culture by his own ,.efforts and forces 
, , 

the gods to enter into an alliance with him oecause in his 
(. 

very own wisdom he holds their existence and their lim~t-
43. 

ations in his hands." This sacrilege i~ none other than 

41. Quoted by Nietzsche on pl1; and ~lao ridiculed by him in his 
Sel~-Crit~cisD4 The Ro~anticigm of t~is art-impulse, whieh Nietzsche 
later c~e to realize, was ~cjected by him. 

42. B.T. § 9 Ibid. 
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the attempt to overcome the principle of individuation, 

artistically embodied in the Apollinian art tendency and 

politically embOdied in the Doric state. In doing so, 

however, Nietzsche says, man becomes caught in a contra-

diction at the heart of the world. "In the heroic effort 

of the individual to attain universality, in the attempt to 

transcend the curse of individuation and to become the 

~ world-being, he suffers in his own person the primordia~ 

contradiction that is concealed in things, which means that 
44. 

he commits sacrilege and suffe~s." The dirference between 

the Semetic and the Aryan myths, according to Nietzsche, is that 

~ Aryan myth is not inclined to interpret away the misfortune 

.-

in t¥~ nature of things, the misfortune which Nietzsche 

characterized as a "contradiction at the heart of the world" 

which reveals itself to us in the Prometheus myth nas a 

ciash of difJerent worlds, e.g. of a divine and human one, 

in which each, taken as an individual, has right on its 

s~de, but nevertheless has to ~uffer for its individuation, 
J+ 5. 

being merely a single one beside another. d Thus, the central 
-

.and innermost kernal of the Prometheus myth is the necessity 

of sacrilege and its uni ty wi th' justice which means, for 

Nietzsche, the destruction nOl'l and again, of "all those little 
. 

circles in which the onesi~edly Apollinian 'will' had 
46. 

sought to confine the Hellen~c spirit.-

Prometheus, however, is but a mask, a mask of Apollin
ian appearance for DionysuB-- and a very strange mask indeed 

44. 

,46. 

B. T. 

B.T. 
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for those \"/ho conceive of Dionysus only as the god of 

destruct"ion, wi thout his Apollinian counterpart. The gifts 

that Prometheus brings, as we may have guessed, are none 

other th'an the gifts of the dream-interpreter, Apollo. 

Indeed, ~n Twilight of the Idols. Nietzsche compares Dion-
47. 

ysian Buffering with t of childbirth. Thus, as a 

god, Prometheus' sacri 

becomes like the world 

t e opposite of man~s. for he 

Br~ma, who, as Wagner liked 

to say, must suffer for having brought the universal into 
48. 

particulari ty." 

But Prometheus finds that even Meternal suffering is 

a slight price" to pay for the manifesting of the eternal in 
< 

the particular. As such he fulfills his role within the 

theodicy by suffering the earlier mentioned proper Dionysian 

8uffering-- dismemberment, birth being experienced here as a 

form of dismemberment, the suffering that all universality 

undergoes in manifesting itself as the particular and giving 
.f' 

birth to it. And conversely, by undergoing this suffering, 

Prometheus, li"ke his Titan brother, Atlas, carries the separ

ate littlejwave-mountains that are humanity. upon his broad 
. 49. 

back, carrying them higher and higher, rarther and farther. 

47. Nietzsche, Twilight o~ the Idols, pllO. 

48. WSfi"er on Mu~ic and Drama, OPe cit. p277. Wagner wrote in 
the screnario of"l62~ for The RlnB that when the ~rl8 endowed oan with 
divine attributes and with ~ree will and conscience to work the annul
ling o£ their crime, the eternals risked their own destruction. (Gutman, 
pl56). This compares to the risk Prouetheus took and ~or which he is 

i 
punished. Co~pare Pro~etheus and Brunnhilde, Wot~n and Zeus. It is not . 
unlikely that Nietzsche1s Prometheus is shaded by The Ring. 

49. B.T. §.9 p72 • ... 
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Only lnundezgoing dismemberment is the Dionysian able to be 

the bond between the universal and the particular, and 
J 

Prometheus. by fulfilling this in his suffering, f~ms such 

a bond. He is a Dionysian mask; "in the aforemention~~ 
I"'j''''t. .... 

.. -l- " profound demand ~or justice Aeschylus reveals to the thought-

'ful his paternal descent from Apollo I the god of indi vid

uation and of just boundries". From this we conclude that 
", 

there is a dual nature in Aeschylus' Prometheus. This 

nature, which is at the same time Diony8i~ and Apollinian, 

might be expres~ed in the conceptual formula-- IIAII that 
. 

exists is just an4 unjust and equally justified in both la • 

Nietz~che quotes Goethels Faust-- "That is your world! 
50. '" 

A world indeed! __ II In other words, they are justi'fied as 

\ aesthetic phenornena~ 

THE LYRICIST AS ARTIST 

The power which frees Prometheus from the bounds imposed 

on him by the Olympian tyrant, Zeus, is the "Heracleian 

power of music~. in which the Dlonys1anl overwhelming the 

Apollini~ p~inciplum lndlviduationis, is able to liberate 

the world-creating spiri~ from the penalty of particularity • 

In music is discov~red·the Dionysian art, a~one-capable of 

approach,ing the universal wi thout becoming entangled in 
r, < 

phenomena. Nietzs~he, following the example of Wagner, 
, , 

BUbst'antiates tht~ claim by ci ting Schopenhauer I s metaphysics 

of music, quoting at length.s passage from,chapter 52 of 
~ 

~f The worl~ as Will ;and _HeRrese~tation. In t¥hisiassage 

~ _Ibid. ~ (~ 
/V. '~~) 

~-~ 
I 



• 52. 

-
S~hopenhaur.r says that ·we may regard the phenomenal wo.rld, 

or nature, and music as two different expressions of the same 

thingft, i.e., the will. He says that music, wif regarded 

as an expression of the world, is in the highest degree a 

universal ,language t " comparable, for example, to "geometrical 
" 

figures and numbers, which are the universal forms of all 

possible objects of experi~nce and applicable to them all 

a priori, and yet are not abstract but perceptible and thor

oughly ~eterminate. All possible efforts. excitements, and 
, , 

manifestations of will, alT that goes on in the heart of' 

man and that reason includes in the wide, ne'gative concept 

of feeling, may be expressed by the infinite number of 

possible melodies, but always in the universal, in the mere . 
• form, without the material, always according to the thing-

in-itself, not the phenome~on, thJ inmost soul, as it were,~ 

of the phenpmenon without the body ••.•. MusLc is distinguish

ed from all the other arts by the fact that it is not a copy 

of the phenomenon, or more accurately, of the adequate ob

jectivity of the will, but' an lmm~dlate copy of the will 

itself, and theref~re complements everything physical in the 

world and every phe~omenon by representing what is metaphyslc~l, 

the thing-in~itself. We might just as well call the world 
51. 

embodied music as embodied will ••• d 

Nietzsche by and large accepted Schopenhauerls meta- . 

physics of music; it offered' a bri.lliant and powerful 

argum~nt against what Nietzsche took to be the Platonic 

51. B. T. § 16 . pplOl-10"2 , 
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objection to art, especially if. in the context of this meta

physics, music W~S united with the plastic arts in~he way 

that Wagner united music and poetry in drama. To achieve 

sUch a union in art would, in a sense, bring into reality 

the union of the universal and the particular" the divine 

and the human -- and so achieve the highest goal of mmkind 

and not just of art. But Nietzsche was alive (~s Wagner 

was not) to the difficulties and contradictions inherent in 

applying Schopenhauer's theories of art to the Wagnerian 

Gesamtkunstwerk or to his own synthesis of Apollinian and , 
• 

Dionysian art tendencies. Schopenhauer rejects toe possibil-

ity of a union of the arts. Nietzsche therefore accuses 

, Schopenhauer of portraying lyric art~ that art which 1s ~ ,the 

union of poetry (Apollinian) and music (Dionysian), as an 

incompletely attained art, a ·semi-art". Nietzsche again 

cites The World as Will and Representation. In this passage 

Schopenhauer portrays the lyric artist as a mix~ure of 
" 

subj~ctive and objective states of mind. He believed on 

the one hand that -It is, the subject ot: the will, i.e.', his 
. ~ 

own 'voll tion, which fills the consciousness of the singer-, 
\ . ' 

while on the other hand, -by the sight of surrounding nature, 

the singer becomes conscious of himself as the subject of 

pure will-less knowing, whose unbroken blissful peace n,ow 
\ 

appears, in cont~ast to th~ stress of·desire~-. It is.the, 

very contrast' betwen these subjective.and objective states 

which n.pri,ncipally constitutes the lyt:"lc~l state l and 1s 

.r~ally what the $ong as a whole expresses.-. lIn it pure 

....---- -
,./. , .. 
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knowing comes to us as it were to deliver us from willing 

and its strain; we rol~ow, but only for moments; willing, 

the remembrance or our own personal ends, t~ars us anew frOm 

peaceful contemplation; yet ever again the next beautiful 

environment in which pure will-lesa knowledge presents 
52. 

itself to us lures us away fr9m willing." 

Nietzsche accused Schopenhauer of clinging to the Kantian 

distinotion between subjeot and objeot; NietZsche wishes us 

to move beyond such arbitrary categories. Such a distinc

tion, he believes, is not longer relevent in artistic act

ivity as Nietzsche has revealed it in his system of Apol

linian and Dionysian art i~pulses (which do not, as one may 

be tempted to think at first sight, represent objective and 

subjective states of mind). The subjective artist, Nietzsche 

says, is known to us only as the poor artist, for -through

out the entire range of art ''Ie demand first· of all the 
~ 

conqu~st of t~e subjective, redemption rrom the 'ego', and· 
53., 

the silencing of the individual will and desires". He 

regPets that, regarding the frequent placing of the faces 

of Homer and Archilochus side bY side on gema, sculptures, 

etc, "modern aesthetiCS, by way of interpretation, could 

only add that here the first 'objective' artist confronts 

the first"subjective' artist u • If Archilochus 1s a 

s~bjective ~ist, and therefore'a poor artist, how, asks 

Nietzsche, are we to explaln -the reverence which was shown 

him -- the po~t -- i~ ve~y r~markable utter~ces by the 

52. B.T. § 5 p51. B.T. § 5 l>48. 
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Delphic oracle itself', the centre of' 'objective' art? II This 

calls attention to the 'need on the part of aestheticians to 

come to an understanding of how the lyricist is possible as 

an ar~ist. And such an understanding, because the lYricist 

embodies the union of music and poetry, will put our under-

standing of the Apollinian and the Dionysian, which in the 

Prometheus myth we attempted to explain by analogy, into a 

concrete world. 

The lyricist 1s possible as an artist-- "he ~ accord-

ing to the experience of all ages, is'continually saying 'I' --.. 
and running through the entire chromatic saale of his paseions 

and desires" because he begins not with "I", not with words, 

but with a musical mood. "With me," Schiller said, lithe 

perception has at first no clear and definite object; this 

is formed later. A certain musical mood comes first, and 
54. 

the poetical idea only follows later." The lyricist 

starts as a strigtly Dionysian artist. He has identified 

himself wi-th the primal unity, with its pain and contra

diction, and expressed it, recast it adequately, in music • 

. (There is nothing either subjective or objective in this 

process). -Only then does the Apollinian intervene, the 

.. lyricist's II I" • The Dionysian musical enchantment of the 

sleeper seems to emit image sparks, lyrical poems, which in 

their highest developmen~ ar~ called tragedies and dramatic 

54. B. T. § ,5 p49. Wagner de~cribes Q .similar proce.ss 
Qf creatipn. The ~sic of, TristQn began to impress itself: upon him 
'~ven 'b~fore he wrote the ~ords. The abov~ reference to tp~ "e~omatic 
scale" also suggests that W~ner is the sub ject of' much of Niet~sche IS 

discussion of the lyricist.. \~ngner was aggressive in hi]> use of' the 
chromatic scale, rather than the more 'restrain~d Diatonic scale-

- ," 0 

/ 
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56. 
55. 

di thyrambs.· This tU1ion of Dionysian and Apollinian, 

incorrectly contrasted as objective and subjective, is 

achieved in the folk- song. The folk-'song, says Nietzsche, 

is the musical mirror of the wo~ld, the original melody 

seeking for itself a parallel dream,phenomenon and express-
56. 

ing it in poetry. This interpretation of the lyric artist 

owes very much to Wagner. It enabled Nietzsche to formulate 

a theory of art which, he believed, would enable art to 

transcend mere imitation and actually seize reality beyond 

appearance. 

WAGNER AND GESAMTKUNST'-lERK 

We leave to ,others the prodigious task of' commenting 

on the validity and truth of Nietzsche's interpretation of 

Gree]{ tragedy. \-Ie shall return to the Greeks to discuss 

other more .$e~e~at _ aspects of Nietzsche's theories on 

them. But having now some idea of how Nietzsche combines 

the Apollinian and the Dionysian and what this unity sign

ifies, it is time to turn to our real task -- what, through 

thi~: Nietzsche is saying about the Wagn~rian art-work. 

It 'is almost too easy to make comparisons between 
~ 

Wagner's synthesis of poetry and music in drama and Nietzsche's 

synthesis of' Apollinian and Dionysian in tragedy. Nietzsche 

~akes clear that, in his mind. 

merely t~e Dionysian, but also 

citing th~ words of Hans Sachs 

55. 

56. 

B.-t. 

B.T. 

Wagner represented not 
, 

the Apollinian art-impulse, , 
in Die Meister'singer---, . 



. 
The poet's ,task is this. my friend, 
to read his dream and comprehend. 
The truest human fancy seems 
To be revealed to us in dreams: 
all poems and versification 
are but true, dreams' interpretaticn. 

57. 

57 • 

It often comes as a surprise to us that Wagner, primarily 

remembered and honoured as a musician, did not regard h1m

self solely as such, and indeed that at times he sought to . . 
dispense with it altogether. ~or a while in the late fortljs 

he toyed with, the idea of writing a spoken drama on Frederick 

Barbarossa, and later he made extensive preliminary sketches 

for a spoken drama oalled Jesus of Nazareth for which he 

would write no more than a'few musical interludes. He 
, 

left behind these projects" however, lured not so -much by 

the lov'e of music 1 tse1f. but by the Siren call of the 

Romantic heritage, which still cried for a synthesis of ~he 

arts-- Gesamtkunstwerk. Opera, the art-fo~m of the bour

geois nineteenth century, wa~ Wagner's natural enemy, being 

more a hodge-po~ge of the arts than it was a synthesis. He 

condemns it as an "art-caprice", having no "natural" origins, 

that is, not having originated from the "folk". Opera did 

not originate from the medieval rolk-plays, wherein Wagner 

found traces of a natural oooperation of the art of tone and 
58. 

that of , drama; it originat~d'1n the rich courts ~f Italy. 

In these Operas W~gner, found that the arias were nothing 

but the original folk-tunes stripped of their naivety and 
, , ' 

truth, rendered before the world of rank and quality by the 

57. 

58. 

B.'!'. ' 

Wagner, 

§ 1 

p18 
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59. 
"art-singer". 'l'he pel'former thereby brought about the 

preferment ,of t~e musician over the poet. Such an un

natural tyranny was, according to Wagner, severly detrimental 
60. 

to the drama. It meant that music, the means of expression, 

had become the end, while the epd of expression, the drama, 
61. 

had become the means. 

In Opera and Drama Wagner worked out his involved theories 

of Gesamtkunstwerk. Accoring to this work all the separate 

ar~s, music alone, poetry alone, etc., were sterile. The 
, ') 

history of these arts is the history of their ~eparate 

d.evelopment wherein they try to make up for their incomplete-
. . 

ness and deficiencies. Wagner believed that he could solve 

this problem by means of a synthesis of the arts, in which 

the deficiencies of one art ,is made up for by the other. 

This fusion would give a more total aesthetic effect whereby 

the bourgeOis ideal of entertainment art is replaced by 

a higher form of art. 

The need for, synthesis came from the belief that each 

art in itself had its particular limitation. Wagner's return 

to the musical-drama, after toying with the idea of abandon-
. 

,i1ig it "for purely spoken. drama, was the result of' his aware-
, ' 

ne~s of the :limitations of the spoken word, and thus, of 

the purely spoken drama. Speech, he says, finds its 11mit-

stions at those gre~t,moments where individual feel~ng has 

59. ~. p21. 

60. Ibid • p25 
. ' 

61. Ibid. p17 -
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59. 

reac~~d a point where the particular and the arbitrary 

give way to the general and the involuntary, "where the 

individQal escapes out of the egoism of his limited per

sonal feeling into the universal realm of great all-
- 62 

encompassing emotion." • To counter this limitation Wagner, 

so to speak, dug -into his grab-bag of the arts to find the 

art which could make up for this deficiency of speech. 

These were the tone of voice, the gesture of the body, and 

the expression of the face. 11usic, then, the art of tone, 
, 

is merely one of the three helpers. The.orchestra, Wagner 

said, 15 the "harmonic means for suppo~ting the individual 

with a foundation of universal emotion from which the per

sonalized feeling of the actor can differentiate ltself. n63 • 

Music, therfore, is subordinate to the words-- contrary 

to·the relation Wa~er saw in Grande opera. Nietzsche 
- . 

, sums up this early attitude of Wagner 1 s by saying that he 

had "made music a 'woman' who requires a goal, a man, in 

order to prosper-- ~amely, drama!~94. Mu~ic is constantly 

running to the aid of the poet, lending him support and 

adding effect, a universal flavouring, to his words. 

Wagner's word-tone synthesis, despite his. later 
theories, remains perhaps his greatest achievement in his 

theoretical writing. Fol~owing Herder's linguistic theor
ies he notes that vowel sounds were the most primitive 

expression of human emotions-- the basis of musical tone 
<, 

expressing ,the most universal emotion. Lat.er. he says, the 

consonants· were added to e~press the relation or'the emotions 

62.' stein, Jack tl.a.dison, Richard \'/agner and the SY!,1thesis of' the-
A!:i!, Detroit, Wayne University Press, 1960 1>64. 

,6;: Ibid. 

64. Nietzsche',- Geneology of Horals, IIl-5. Nietzsche con .. 
demns the use of tho chorus.in'EuripidJs dramas for mucb the same 
toas-on. 
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65. 
to different objects ~- to the particular. Thus, Wagner 

uses alliteration to establish conceptual reLations, for 

example, between Leid and Lust. The effect of alliteration 

is heightened when the support of music is enlisted. Key 

modulation, for example, qan introduce relationships between 
66. 

words \'lhich cannot be achieved in purely poetic a1.1i teration. 

Further effect is given to the poetic line when the climatic 

tone of the melodic line is identical with the key syllable 
67. 

of the poetic line.. Motifs of reminiscence, which Wagner 

WBS responsible for introducing to the opera, were also 

closel~ associated and dependent upon .the poem. ~hey were 

derived from a specific thought expressed by. a specific 

individual'in a specific situation and their recurrance is 

meant to remind the listener of this thought. They were 

not orchestral motifs. "Music cannot think,n Wagner says, 

"but it can materialize thoughts; that is, it can make 

known their emotional contents 8S no longer merely recollect-
~ 68. 

ed, but m\re presented In short, music found for itself 

stein, OPe cit. p70. 

66. Wagner gives a concrete example of this. Constructing the 
poetic lines "Die Liebe bringt Lust und Leid,l doch in ihr Weh auch 
webt s:i,e Wonnen" (Love brings delight and sorrow,/ but into her woe 
she weaves delights), on ~he word "Laid", he explains, the musie would 
modulate to a contrasting, but related, key. Remaining in that key 
until the end of the second line, where a transitional modulation back 
to the original key ''lould take place on the word Il wcbt", it would thus 
link "Wonnen,lI. with "Lust" and IILeid" with "'leh" as parallel, while -
IILust li and "Leid", originally linked by consonant alliteration, would 
now be linked by mus.ical alliterat.ion, as c,ontras~!.ng. (Stein, p74) 

stein, OPe cit. 

70. Ibid. p76. The same holds true ~or ~otifs of preson~iment. 
likewise dominateq by' the poet. \'/agner SaY~~that Ifat those'moments when 
there is no gesture, and melodic speech 16 s1 ent, when the dr.ama. is 
preparing its future course, in inne,r moods aa, t unutt~r~d!, these ~til.l 

-.. J 
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an important place in the Wagnerian art-work, but it is an 

importance established by the service it renders to the poet. 

It 1s nothing in itself. 

However. Wagnerts creative genius was to outdistahce 

the confinin~ rules of his detailed theoretical writing. 

Sooner or later Wagner had to break loo'se even from his .Qlill 

pedantry. The change is foreboded in the striving of his 

early masterpieces, from The FlYing Dutchman, Tannh~user and 

I~henerin, where the dramatic situation transforms music 

into a vehicle for fuller exploitation of emotional intensity. 

and where music takes upon itself the task of expressing the 

universal so powerfully that it threatens the autonomy of 
. 

the poetic line. But the role that music was to take in 

Tristan was unexpected even' by Wagner himself, who \'las 
\ . . 
~ore swallowed up in it'than going into it as the logical 

\ 

fulfill~ent of the striving of his earlier work •. His theo-

retical writings, as we have seen, gave no place for such 
• -, 

a role to music. Ni~tzsche sums up this radical about face 

by saying that Wagner had found in music a language of the 

wil). itself, spel;1king directly out of the abyss-- a "telephone" 

from beyond, some~hing which needed a priest, a mouthpiece 
69. 

of the "in-itself", in short, the musician. Wagner came 

to feel that it was the words which held the music in bounds-

at least, he now began to v~t his-wrath upon the ,recita-

tive in opera, condemning the arias as musically incomplete 

"'-
unspoken moods can be expressed by the ,orchestra in such a manner that 
their manifestation acquires the character of a presentiment condition-
ed by the poet's a~." cited by Stein, op. cit. p77. 

Nietzsche. Geneolog~ of' Morals,_ III ~ 5 
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rather than ~o) being overly musical. Nietzsohe says, quite 

correctly, th~t there "exists a complete theoretical contra

diction between his earlier and h1s later aesthetic creed-

the former set down, for example, in Opera and Dram~ the 
70. 

latter in the writings he pUblished from 1870 onwards." 

This is becaus~ Nietzsche says, "he grasped all at once 

that, with the Schopenhauerian theory and innovation more 

could be done in majorem musicae glorlam-- namely with the 

theory of the sovereignty of music as Schopenhauer conceived 

of it: music set apart from the other arts, the independent 

ru~t as such.". nHenceforth he uttered not only music, this 
71. 

~entriloquist of God-- he uttered metaphysios." 

Naturally Wagner had an interest in maintaining and 

perfecting the synthesis of the arts. Musio obtained for 

itself a new role in this synthesis, no longer the "woman", 

the servant of poetry, but also not quite the soveriegn 

and independent position it was given by Schopenhauer. 

Wagner largely ignored the obvious di~flculties. in ~ccePt~ng 

Schopenhauer. In Zukunfstmusik. the first theoretical work' 

that Wagner published after his contact with Schopenhauer 

and shortly after the completion of Tristan, Wagner 

attempted a "reconciliation" between the newly accepted 

70. Ibid. Nietzsche's part ,in the outpour of theoretical writings 
from \'/agnerl s pen was quite sb:etl.ble. These writings (Beethoven, Destiny 
of Operal t.orrespond to tr,eir closest friendship. Nictzs,che I s influence 
on \'/agner is pointed out by his sister in the Corrsspondance, pp~, 7,. 
71. Ibid. At the ti~ of The Birth of Tra~edv Nietzsche ~ollowed 
this. moto.physics. But by the time of the Ceneol~,q: of }.lorals he had' 
co'me to recognize that it led ,.i~~o morality:'" The above quot.e 'ends-
-no wonder one day he finnll:,.' utt:§.red ascetic ideals. n . 

l 
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philosophy of music, thc·latest work of art, Triotan, ~d 

his earlier theories, paying. little heed to accuracy on 

either side. In fact, Wagner had not even re-read Opera 

and Drama, which he claims to be reviewing an~ clarifying. 

Old idols must not be allowed to speak for themselves if 

they are to be forced into the service of new idcHs. T\'lo 

other works, published somewhat later in 1870 and 1871 

(aeethoven and The Destiny of Opera), also take upon them

selves t~e task of introduc~ng an unwilling Schopenhauer to .. 

the Wagnerian synthesis. 

Opera continues to be the scapegoat in Wagner's politics 

of art, but for diff'erent reason. Citing the old debate 

between the Gluckists and the Picclnists on whether or not 

the ideal of drama was attained in opera, Wagner endorSe$ 

Vol~aire's decisive verdict-- ·Ce qui est trop sot pour etre 
~ 72. 

dit, on le chante". Goethe, going against the .instincts of 

his own poetic genius, involuntarily sided with Voltaire. 

When writing for opera he kept his texts as trivial as 

possible. realizing that a profound text would be unsing-
t-

able. Music was so predominant in,opera that it swallowed 

up the poetry. and so with it, the drama. Opera thus had 

failed to achieve the W1ity of poetry and music outlined in 

Opera and Vram.,a. 

It would seem at this point, therefore, that the old 

W~gnerian system 1s still intact. He speaks of -reaching 

the Bupr~.me height of Dr~a through a union of Poetry and 

72, p;1l0. 

-, 
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Music· and of hOW the poet had "found in Opera a clamped 

and bolted scaffolding of musical forms·. He seems, there

fore, to go on, as he did in ppera and Drama, to insist 

upon the subordination of music to poetry. Indeed, he still ... 

insists that the tyranny of music over poetry is opera's 

greatest fault. It is a tyranny as damaging to the tyrant 

~s the slave, however. Thus, if the relationship of music 

'to poetry is not one of tyrant to slave, as 1t 1s in opera, 

but one of cooperation, then the decisive verdict of Volt~ire 

does not appl,Y; the music would not incapacl tate the poet, 

but serve him. Thus Wagner could write ten years later in 

Destiny of 0Re~~J just as he had in Opera and Drama, that 

the true task or music, according to both Goethe and Schiller, 

was to breath ideal life into the figure of the drama, and 

that this gave the theatre a good cause to envy the opera 
'/3. 

with such a means, to effect at its disposal. This does 
I 

not necessarily contradict Wagner's endorsement of Voltaire's 

verdict t nor does his attempt to set Goethels Faust to 

music contradict Goethe'~ law of opera text writing; Wagner 

is not writing opera. Wagner called his works music-dramas 
.,. 

in order, to emphasize tl'At the relation of music to· poetry 

was not as it was Ln opera. He olaimed his librettos to 

be great poetry in themselves. About Tristan-he said that 

there was no word repet1tion~- that the structure or the 
, 74. 

melody was erected by ~he poet. Wagner struggled to find 

73. Wagnel", Destiny of' 0pCl'a,t. 

74 • Wagner, Zukunf'stsmusik, 

pl;4. 

. p"l. . 
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a technique of diction and orchestration in which every 

~ '15. 
~ngle word would be audible. The lines would be declaimed 

76. 
rather than sung, the orchestra providing the musical 

-ground" • 

All of this sounds ~pcively familiar. It conceals 

a profound turning around in what Wagner is saying as regards 
, J 

to the relation between poetry and music. To be sure, the 

foundations Of the old ideas remain-- the idea that poetry 
1 

~ expresses particular relations while music the universal 

emotions, ~he idea that no art, including music, is'able~to 
I 

stand alone and by itself without.enlisting aid from the 
I 

otheJ:1 arts in order to malee up for its deficiencies. ~o, . 
music 1 ~self. the music of a symphony, for example j' fai Is 

us.' Music needs poetry in which the spoken thought is en

tirely dissolved in feeling, yet which somehow .adds con. 

sistency and ~orm to the otherwise dis 
, . 77. 

th6 music in which we may "feel 
f 

,~eas. with ,nothing firm under our f~~r. 

effect of 

on high 

But hO\!J differ-
.. 

ent now is the relation between poetry and music; Now .. 
poetry seems to s~pport the mu~ic, seems to' be ·its servant" 

. 
its "woman".' While the 8ymphoni8~s~.·the lonely bachelor 

. . 
seeking Wagnerian redempt1on-- a woman~- still tim~dly gropes . r·· 

. 
15. . This is achieved best. in Po.r~ife.l (Also Act I of Die t/alkftres) 
l~ is not., ~n fact., achieved ih Tristan. 

76. In ~ highly succoss~l p,erformance o~ Beet.noven1s Nintn Symphony 
"- in 1l:S46, W~~e.r had the most ec:static phrases proch.iDled, not sung.' 

77. ' Zukunf'ts~ik, oj>. cit. 'p;20" 'to I. 
'V 

... ;I8. The critic Hansliojc 'Used these yords to' d~scrib'\ the lIIUsic of: 
~ Parsifa19 Wagner's last work. If we are to believed~aanslickj Wagner 

only fooled h~~elf'into \hinking ~ ~d solved the problen4 
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back to the original dance forms, now the poet cries to him-

~Launch without a fear into the full flood of Music's sea ••• 

you shall stand on the solid ground of the Dramals action ••• 

the most directly understandable of all poems. Stretch 

boldly out~ur mefOdY, that like a ceaseless river it may 

pour througho~he work:' in 1 t say you what I ke'ep silent, 

since you~~ne can say it; and silent shall I ,utter all, 
79. 

since my hand it is that gUides'you. a 
, 

Wagner characterized the union of mus~c and poetry as 

the union of the Be~thovi~ Symph~ny ~ith the drama of 

Shakespeare; the Dionysian and the Apollinian, 'he says,' 

adopting Nietzsche's formula. ~he Dionysian element of 

mU~ic, which Wagner believed he s~w present in, among others, 
80. " 

Moiart's Don Ju~ and Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, attains 
. 

the height of Orama, transporting the mere actors and ~he 

mere words to the sphere of the Ideaa Oy virtue 9f the 
Hi. 

Schopenhauerian formula that music is itself an Idea. In 
(' , ,. .~ 

this way, Wagner claims, musi'c is reconciled to poetry in 

the way that ',SQhopenhauer wanted ~hem. Ci'tlng th~l?
philosopher him's~lf" (and with ,a recent conversation with 

Nietzsche no "doupt in the back 16f his mind) Wagner ;wrifelr _____ 

in Beethoven that all ~es·thet·ics hitherto sought to m~e 
~ . 

79. Zukunf'stsn:us1k, OPe cit." , ,'p,;7 . - ' . ~" 

80. . It was, among ot;.her things, 'the realization that there"was 
nothing Di9nysHm a,bout l~ozar1;.1 s mUsic that lead Nietzsche to que io 
~agner's music. A ~ 

" . al.' ~agner, Beethoven , ,plo6 ' 

~. ' 
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music as cold as plastic art. Other artists must be in

spired by will-freed, pure beholdi:ng of 'the objecrt, while 

music, being a ct.lrect objectification of the will, work,B 

the opposite effect. That is to say, the individual will, 

siienced in the plactic artist (the poet) awakens 'in the 
• 82 

~us~cian as the universal will. However,. the_universal 
, 

remains inaccessible to the individual. Artistically ~his 

means that it must somehow be shown to the spectator, that 

is, it must "appear". Mus~c itself, music unassisted, un-
/ 

tempered t unrestrained by the plastic arts, would for th~ 

spectatox: be too mUCh. It would breal( him, shatter him 

like glass thrown upon the stone. Speaking of the fourth 

movement of Beethoven'~ Ninth Symphony, Wagner speaks of 

the previous movements as a movement into the most terrible 

dissona~ce, a "dissonance of existence itself" which Beethoven 
'" explores with all the Dionysian "fo~ce of his doubt~, 

- ~ . 
until he see~s to reach the shattering pOint with his 

music, the po~nt at which the dreamer awakens from his 

n~tmar~. At this point the Apollinian intervenes. ~agner 
\ , ' ," ' , 

l'lri tes that. It 1 t was wi th. a veri table leap 'or despair that ., 

th~ divinely naive master t inspired by nothing s~ve his . ~ , . 

" magic, set foet on ,that new, w~rld of Light from out of 
" 

whose 8011 the long-sought godlike-sweet ~d - " -

human melody bloomed for.th. to' gree.t him wi th 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

, 

p72. 

plOl 

guilele",ss-
. ' , 8,3. 
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It is as if music ~tself did not truly sound until, to 

reverse the instruction Mephisopheles cited at the be

ginning of this chapter, it rings with light~ Nietzsche 

deseri bed a similar aesthetic phenomenon--' "the He'llenic 
, ' 

poet touches the sublime ~d terrible Memnon's Column of . 
myth like a supbeam, so that it suddenly begins to sound--

84. 
'in Sophoclean melodies." 

'f, 

8.T. § 9 p69 ' 
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CHAPTER, THREE 

THE SPIRIT OF MUSIC AND THE NUSIC-PRACTICING SOCRATES 

The sun I did not see, 
Nor saw I land and people: 
yet, wha't I saw. 
I can indeed not tell' you. 

Tristan and Isolde, 

THE DEATH OF TRAGEDY 

Act III 

We can see from Nietzsche's analysis ot the my~h of 

Prometheus the extent to which the outcome of the synthesis 

of the Apollinian and Dionysian is to make'my~h8 ar~es~ible, 
"-

not so much to the intelligence, but to th~ ·whole" man. . . . . .. 
The mos~ powerful function of music, says,N~etzsche, con-

tinuing his Wagnerian analysi~ of Greek tra&edy, is to 
. , 

-invest myth with a new and most profound Bignifican~e". 
, . 

More' than that, music was,respon~ible for s~v1ng myth fo~ 

tragedy and for the poet,'savlng it from death in the hands 

'of the emergl~ Gr~ek 'historical' Co~sciou8neps. -For this . ' 

1s the way,· Nietzsche warns us, ~in which religions -are . ' , 

wont to die outt und~r the stern, lnte~ligent eyes ~f. an 
. ' 

orthod0X d.og~atismt 'the mythica~ prem1s~e of B: religion .. ~ , 
• ... • ClIo •• ~. • 

are systematized as,~ sum total ~f historical events; one 
~ . .... . 

.' .,r .. " , • 

,begins appreh,~nsively, to defend the >,credi1;>11ity 'Of. t.he D?Yths, 
" . 

whl1a at. the s'arne time, one opposes any continuation of their 



"-

70. 

natural vitality and growth; the feeling for myth perishes, 
\. 

and its place is taken by the claim of religion to historical 
1. 

foundations.- And by the time that Hercules, in the guise 

of music, came to the rescue "the Greeks were already fairly 

on the way toward restamping the whole of their mythical 

juvenile dream sagaciously and arbirarily into a historico

pragmatical juvenile histor~lt. But myth was not yet dea~, 

and in tragedy she enjoyed one last jubilant dance, one last 

tumul t of blood" one last( "measureless pleasure in the 

t~il~ght atmosphere- heavy ·with the fragrance that awaken-

eq a longing anti~~pation of a met~physical world~, band th~n-~ 

its final coliapse, left to the -mocking Luciana of anti-

qui tytt who .. catch at, the, discoloured and faded f~owers 

carried away by the four winds". This "wounded hero, and 
o 

its whole exce~s of Btrength~, are-like ~o remind us of 
" J \ 

Tristan, \tlho. in expectation of the arrival of Isolde, tears\ 
I 

df his bandages in a last jubilant dance of death, singing-~-

Aha, my blood! . 
flow no~, exulting! 
She who can close my 
wound 'forever 
most valiantl~ comes, 
she comes for my own good! 
let earth now/pass 
in my jubilant hast~! 

, '2 /., . 
In such, a way., "G;reek tragedy met an end different-· . ~ 

from that of her ol,der sister arts! she dle,d by suicide, 
.... ~ 

~ 

1. B. T. § 10, 'p7, 
to 

2. ~rist~n and lsplde. Act III Scene II 

in 
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consequence of an irl~econc1lable confli~ she died tragio

ally, while all the others passed away calmly and beauti. 
J. 

fully at a ripe old age.", The ')reconcilable conflict . 

between the divine and the humanlorders, for the sacrilegious 

bringing together of which she was willing to atone for with 

eternal suffering, the inevitable suffering of dismember

ment-- this was the suicide of tragedy. He passing, there

fore, unlike the passing of ther sl~ter arts, who left the 

world no poorer, but on the contrary, left the world, with 

even "fairer progney·, left the Gr~eks with -the deep sense 
4. 

of an immense ~old". for what now would, with Heraclean 

stl"ength, hold the t,:,o orders, div.ine and hum8l)" toge.ther? 

So, Mjust as Greek sailors in the time of Tiberlus once 

heard on a lonesome lsland the soul~shaking cry, 'Great 
" 

Pan is dead,.' so the Hellenic world was now pierced by the 
, " 

grievous lament: 'Traged~ is dead! Poetry itself has 
, 5. 

perished wi~~ her! I~ 

EVRIPIDES 

. Anew.' art-~ hl!ld to emerge to replace the ely lng 

tr~an art form'W~lch, when it emerged, bore all the 

'features of her mother-:- ·bU~ th.ose she h~ ex~bi ted in 

her long death struggle". This pr,ogehy 'of tra,gedy w~s the 

drama of E~1pides, sacrileg1qus Eur~p1des, who "soug~t 
:t 

to compel this dy1ng~myth to?,"set:'ve you onqe more·, but .. ' 
" ,. B;'1'. 0'11 

: 

p76. 
~. "Ibid. -
5. Ibid: - 'tl • 

.. ' 
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who ended by killing myth. and with it, music-- both or' 
, 

which peri unde'r his tlvlo1ent hands". A pattern begins 

to emer~ death of tra y. and in Nietzsche's in-

terpretation of it, amiliar enough to modern men 

that it almost seems to blur before our eyes, and seems 

to us merely modern, a question only of historical curiosity . , 
and as something to which we must adjust ourselves, but 

certainly not of huniversal a concern, certainly nothing 

that could also have bothered the Greeks, those idyllic, 

naive people nestled. in the bosom of their mythic inher-
6. ': '," 

itance. The d~ath of mYth-- so burri'~n~ a problem to Wagner, 

and still the subject of enquiry by anthropologists and 

psycholo.gists, ~appear8 ~ as if of very recent origin, 

,appearing, .at the earliest, wi th the Renai$sance and the 

Reforma,tion, 'during which time the "·scientific· and histor

leal began to so radically undermine 11 trad'i tion'al values It. . ", 

'We ~ke to visualize myth as performing some psychological 

function, so that when myth dies, when man finally sees th~ 

truth and 1s no !~~ger able to believe in my~h, he~neverthe
less ciings t~ them ~d ~e~kS to invest them with new mean-. 
lng by giying them an allego~lcal, or, depending on his' 

, Q' 

'" ' , 

level of ·p~o~essn ~ a psychologioal interpretation, ,in 

order to preserve the functl'on .af m~th without the Buper~ 

.8tit1on~' .Yet many peopl~ 14ment that, among other things, 
/ ~ . ~ ~~ . ~ ~ ... 

• , cl ; 

6. For this reasOn we 'may be i~¢lined to believe~ as dia many o~ 
Nietzsche I 8 contel1lp,orarie'~, ihn ~ietzsche. if$. di'stoTtlng the picture 
beror~ Our eyes. and ~~ing a 'WOdern p,roblem" into a qreeK p!ob~em-- a 
judgement, ·which is~ fortified .by t.he ma.n~est intention of 'l'he Birth or 
~~edl to.prop up ~he claims of W~g~er to provide a ~ol~~ion to this 
ancient prQblem, and not ,merely to 'be a symptom of 8o~·moder,n·disease. 

, .., . 



Chri'stiani ty died in this way (Wagner was one who 80 lament

ed-- and blamed the Jews, among others). Churches struggle 

in vain to hold their congregations, confused and bewild

ered that the old myths no longer have the power to ~old 

the allegiance of the masses under the spell of modern 
• 

values, despite the tremendous erudition and effort of 

their ministers to give new meaning to the myths via every 

trick, sociological, anthropological, psychological or 
# " ,.. 

historical, that they can muster to their aid. . 

Bu.t, if we are to believe Nietzsche, the Greeks faced 

a slmilar crisis. The comp,lete decline of myth, and wi th 

it of tragedy, Nietzsche "blames on. Euripides and Socrates. 

Eurip~des 'was, according to Niet~schet the first critic

artist. He obserYed the "c'ome'tfs tail" of .A:esohylean 
::J 

tragedy, that element of the unknown, the unknowable', the 
. 

enigmatic depth, indeed, that ·infinitude" which could 
. 

never Oe illumlnated-~ he observed all of this as a question-

able treatment of myth, questionable because it defied all \ '7 ., . ~ 

critical understanding. For Euripides, for that critical 
• <# 

half of- him, not the poet but the thinke..t. who. sat in tne~ 
. . .. 

theatre as a spectator, as well as for-that other evev 
. . 

pre~en~ spectat~, Socrates, whom Euri~ldeB' s~ looked up 
, " 

to, understandirig was~~he re~l root of all enjoyment and 
. . 

creation. And so Euripides, 's1 tt~ng in the theatre ponder-

ing 'uneasily the works of his great predecessors. Sophocles 
, . .. ~ 

and A~chylus, m~st 'have' fancied himself. like ,Anaxagores, , .. . . 
. ) 

7. 
! 

§ 11 pOO. 
. " . \. 
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8. 
as the first sober person amid a crowd Qf drunken one • 

According to this aesthetic criteria the g~t and sub lme 

poets SOPhOCl~S and Aeschylus mu~t ,be included nong the\ 
I 

crowd of drunken ones. While Sophocles praised Aeschylus , 
because he did what was right, although he did it uncon

SCiO~SlY~UriPides felt that Aeschylus, because he created 

unconsciously and did not subject his creati'vi ty to~ cri tica1 
9. 

judgements, did what was wrong. 

What was most offensive to both spectators, Euripides 

and Socrates, was the totaL lac.k of any connection in the 

old tra~edy between vlrtu~ and knowledge, between faith and 
:. 

moral1ty. ~d the to~i"lack of th~Kind of' just1ce demanded" 
\ . 

by the oritical, theoretioal ~lnd --- that i3, the justice 

demanded by the Apollinian prlnci~lum ind1vlduationis. 

Individuals, whom previously the Gree~s, could not Buffer 

upon the stage, now domi~ate it. Euripides is accused of 
" . 

bringing the Itpublic~ (whatever .that may be.>. th~ -mob, 

the masses, on'to the ,stage. With this "the fifth estate, 
. 10. -, 

that of the slaves, now comes to, power". 'lmmediately the 

ne~essity forces itself upon the poet to del~mit~hese 
• '-t' 

individuals. to measure them and keep th~ln.the1r_p~ac~. 

Yet'th~ IIArl~toPhanean EuriPid:~s" who Itpri~imse~~ on 
~ having 'portrayed the common._ f~ii1art ~verYday life and 

... 
8 \ . , . 

B.T • . § J.2 -p85· , I 

0' 

.. 9. Ibid. In the light of Wagner it is imp'ort·ant to note that 
Niet~shcpe says though: ~ ~/agner may well have said b~c"al,lse •. 

10. B.T. .. § 11 p78. 



activities of .. ~he people" had in so dOing taught the masses 

how to epeak, "how to observe,~debatet an~ draw conclusions 

acoording to the rules of art and with the cleyerest soph

istries u • He is, therefore, f~ced with an "entire popula

tion [that) now philosophized, managed land and goods, and 
11. 

conduoted lawsuits with unheard-of clrcumspection N • And 
. 

so it was necessary that the characters of a EUripidean 

drama present themselves as psychologic.ally convincing 

caricatures, and everything that they do upon the stage must 

be immediately and obviously "understandable in terms of 

motivation, and in terms of the caricature presented to us. 

Nietzsohe p~otests against this -un-Dionysian, myth opposing 

'~' spirlt U of "character representatlon u and 'psyohological 

refinement" because then 'the oharacter must no longer be 

expanded into an eternal type, but, on the contrary, must 

develop individually through artistic subordinate traits and 

shadings, through the nicest precision of all lines; in 

such·a manner that the spectator is in genera~ no longer 

conscious of the myth. but of the vigoro~s truth to nature 

and the artist's Imitatatlve power ••• The movement in the 

direction of characte~ delineation proceeds rapidiy: while 
. 

Sophocl~a still portrays complete 'characters and employs . ' 
<, 

myth ~or their refined development. Euripides already draws 
12. ' 

only prominent individual traits of oh~acter.- We can. 

see 'clearly in this situation that these individUals are not 

11. B.T; ft 11 pp77-78. 

>B. '1'. -r ~ 17" 12. 
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any longer, could not possibly be, masks for the gods, for 

whom motivation is unworthy and for whom a caricature is 

simply out of the question, being too narrow, too particular, 

too inoomplete to repreB~nt even the peraonality of a noble 
~ 

man, let alone a god. ~hey are, rather, the smooth talking 

reflections of the mob. of the spectat9rs, who have now 

found their way onto the stage, thanks to Euripides. 

Thus it bec'ame necessary that' the hero become a dialeo

tioian, continually justifying himself, continually explain

ing himself. The ~ranscendental justi~e of Prometheus must 

be replaced by mob morality, by poetic justice, The most 
. 

aesthetically crude mech,anism, the p.eus ex maohina, is em-

ployedoin order tq circ~vent the contradiction of reality. 

This optimistiC dialectic, says Nietzsche. drives music out 

of tragedy, -that is, it destroys the essenoe of tr~gedYt 

which can be interpreted only as.a m~ifestation and pro-
'- 1.3. 

jection into images of Di~nysian intoxication". But i~ 

can no longer do this because the Apollinian tendency, 

which once performed this function, has degenerated. 
~ 

~Phllosophic thought." NietzBche s~ySt having in mind the 

dialogues of, Plato~ whose lite~ary style he objected to, 

'overgrows art_and compels it to oling close to the trunk . ' 

of dialeotic. The Apolllnlan-tendency has withdrawn into 
. 14. 

the coooon of logical achematism." . Thi&.nlogical schemat-

-1sm· is, perhaps, what 1s really meant by-the deus ex 
i 

maohina -- a meohanical nlght:Lngale which lures us al'fal'.~.~, 

§ 14 p92. .. . 
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from the true object of our love. With the coming of this 

meohanical nightingale the chorus, the whole musical-
\ Dionysian substratum of tragedy, now appears only as some-

~ 

... thil)g accidental, not as the cause of tragedy. 

SOCRATES 

And now the 'one great Cyclops eye of Socrates", that 

eye to which is denied the ·pleasure of gazing into the 

Dionysian abysses', is fixed on tragedy. ~ Socrates, like 
~ 

Euripides, sees in tragedy only "something unreasonable, 

full of causes apparently without effects, and effects 

apparently without causes", something that "could not but 
15. 

be repugnant to a sober mind'. "We know the only kind of 

poetry he comprehended:" Nietzsche say~ scornfully, "the 

Aesopian fable; and this he favoured no dbubt with the 
~ 

smiling accommodation with which tbe good honest Gellert 

sings the' praise of poet~y in the fable of the bee and the 

, hen: 

Poems are Useful: they c~ tell 
The truth by means of parable 
To those who-are not very bright.' 

16. 

And so tne fatal question is a~ked--'what is the usefulness 

or- trag.edy?" According ,to Socrates, say.a Nietzsche, it did 
. ~ 

not even tell the truth. And surely the'representation or 
the suffering of the goda has no use. "What gods?' Soorates 

15. 

16. 

j' 

BJT. 
B.T. 
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§ 14 
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~ 18. --.. 

~ 
is made to ask in Aristophanes' Clouds, "with us, gods are 

not legal tender." And so the critic asserts himself in 

the strongest possible terms. "Legal tende~" consists only 

of denominations known and determinable. The gods are not 

determinable. 

In this way Socrates, like Eur~pide~, -killed- tragedy. 

Under his brutal hands, and his demand for reason and use

fulness, myth lost its power over the mind, which was invaded 

by criticism. In such a way ·the youthful tragic poet Plato 

first burned his poems that he might become a student of 

Socrates". Henceforth Plat'o devoted his art to 'the discov.ery 

of "reality". the "idea which underlies this pseudo-reality"--

the older art. he believed, had been a mere -imitation of a ~ 

phantom". And with this critic's interference with ar~ the 

subject-object distinction first finds its way into art--

to ,the detriment of all aes~hetic appreciation. The critical 
, 

prejudice that "to be beautiful a thing must be known n , 

which is 'almost to 

knower" comple~e W~h 

-and the distinctio~ 

. understanding 

.~~, requires an individual, 

boundrles of individualism 

and known. Pia to I s mis-

inability to understand 
. 

the effect of the subject-object distinction in art. So 

great does his· confusion become that, aCQording to Nietzsche's 

1nterpretati9n of ton, he criticizes t pel"hars ·~ninlen.\ic>n.:a.\').) 

the very' 1~Ol. 'Of his master~- 'Euripides. Bec.ause the diety 
. -

who speaks. through E~ipldes is no longer Apollo or Dionysus, 
. ~ ~ ~ 

-but an altpgether newborn demon,' called Soc~ates" there 
I 
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the Socratio.. and the art of Greek tragedy was wrecked 
17. 

On this-. What ~ises out of this new opposition is .. 
-\ 

not the lyricist who, as we have seen, was able to trans-

cend the subject-object dlsti~tion because of the unity 

of the Apollinian and Dionysian art tendencies; nor 1s it 

the "solemn rhapsodist of old timeS\. Rather it is the . 

younger rhapsodist who is portrayed for us in Plato's Ion._ 

Flato almost alw~speaks only ironlcally,of the creative 

J faculty of suCh a poet. He places it on a par with the 

gift of the soothsayer and dream-interpreter. The poet 

is able to compose only when he 1s unconscious and bereft 
18. . ~ 

of understanding. -Like Plato, EUripides 4 undertook to 
, 

show to the world the reverse of the 'unintelligent' 
19.' ~ 

poet.~ It is, therefore, with a great sense of irony that 

Nietzsche turns the tables on both Plato and Euripides by 
" . 

characterizing Euripides as Ion, making Plato seem to condemn 

his master's idol and making Euripides, by virtue of being 

Socratic. also the most un~Socratic. Nietzsche wrltes--. 
-In the Platonic Ion, the younger rhapsodist describes 

his own nature as follows: 'When I am saying anything 

sad, my eyes fill with tears; and when ~ ~m saying something 
.. 

awful and terrible, then my hair stands on end with fright 

and my heart beats quickly.' ••• Euripides is the actor 

whose heart beats, whose'ha'1r stands on end; as Socratic 

thinker he designs the plan, as passionate actor he executes . ' 
..... 

11. B.T. Ei 12 p82. ' 
~ 

lB. B.'!'. ~ 12 pp8;-86 ... 

19 ... B.T. § 12 p&$. 
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so. 

1 t. Neither in the designing nor in the exeou.tion is he 
~ / 

a pure artist. Thus the Eurlpidean drama is a thing both 

cool and fiery, equally oapable of freezing and burning. 

It is impossible for it to attain the Apolllnlan efreet of 

the epos. while. on the other hand, i t has,~.alienated itself 
\ 
as much as possible from D1pnysian elements. Now, in order 

to be effective at all, it requires new stimulants, which 

can no longer lie wi thin the sphere of the only t'wo art

impulses, the Apollinian and the Dionysian •. These stimulants 

are cool, paradoxical thoughts, replacing Apoll1nian con-

~templation-- and fiery arfects t replacing Dionysian ecstacies; 

and it may be added, thoughts and affects copied very real- l 
20. 

istlcally and in no sense dipped into the ether of art." 
I 

THE MUSIC-PRACTISING SOCRATES 

SocratisID, therefore, poses a danger to-art, art seems 

to be helpless against this poison. The Socratic web of 

'logic spreads itself, in ever-widening circles, like a net 
~ 

over the whole ~orld of appearance, whilst the theoretical 

man craves to weave this web impenetrably tight. And so 

the histor~ ?f science, and of its so.called opposite, or 

composite, art, up tQ modern tim~s. N~etzsche, however, 

sees a ray of light, a hope that science, when pursued to 

its limits, will give birth to a new art, art in the pro-

20. . B. T. § ~2 pa,.. "And pen-haps we may see here the birth 
or nomanticism. Wagner fite well Pl&to's criteria for poets, as he 
'aiso fita the descript ion which follo,w8 of the rhapsod ist" the com- , 
pletoly subjective artist. The realization may have dawned on Nietzsche 

~hat ,Wagner did not transcend t,he subject-object distinction and tha~ 
he was, in fa~t, merely the other face of Socratic 'rationalism. 
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roundest, metaphysical sense of the word. -For the periphery 

of the circle of science has an infinite number of points; 

and while there is 'no telling how this circle could ever 

be surveyed completely, noble and gifted men nevertheless 

reach~ e'er half their time and inevitably, such boundary 

points on the periphery frpm which one gazes into what 

defies illumination. When they see to their horror how 

10~lc colIs up at these boundar~es and finally bites its 

own tal1-- suddenly the new form of insight breaks through, 

tragic insight which, mer~ly to be endured, needs art as 
2t. 

a protection and remedy.-

As evidence of such a need for tra~ic insight and for 

art in the highest sense intrinsic in science itself, 

Nietzsche cites the examples of Socrates and Euripides. once 

again turning around our conceptions of them as if to show 

us the reverse side of the coin. -In the evening of his 

life- Euripides himself. Nietzsche says, put to the question 

the whole of his un.Dlonysian art-tendency, and ends in 

his Bacchae by refuting the very possibil1ty of such an 

un-Dionysian art. The question of whether the Dionysian 

1s entitled to exist~or whether it ought not to be forcibly ~ 

Uprooted from Hellenic solI, becomes to a certain,,/extent 

"irrelevant. WCertainly, the poet tells us, if it were only 

possible: but the god Dionysus is too powerful; his most 

intelligent adversary-- like Pentheus in the Bacchae--
6 , 

is unwittingly enchanted by him. and 1n this enchantment 

21. B.T. § 15 pp97-98 
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runs to meet his fate ••• This 1s what we are told by the 

poet who opposed Dionysus with heroic valour throughout a 

long llfe-- and who finally ended his career with a glori

fication of his adve~ary and with suicide, like a giddy 

man who, to escape the horrible vertigo he can no longer 
22. 

endure, casts himself from a tower." 

Euripides' recantation, although it comes too late, 

neverthe~s indicates to us that the Dionysian is still 

alive and only waitin~ to assert himself. The same is true 

1.n. the case of Socrates, that other }rofound enemy of. Dionysus, 

who nevertheless was unwittingly enchanted by him. Nietzsche 

finds in Socrates, and in the Platonic dialogue~, an indic

ation that "we are not entitled to regard it [the phenomenon 
" 

of socrates] as a merely diSintegrating, negative force." 

And so, -though there can be no doubt that the most immed--iate effect of. the Spcratic impulse tended to the dissolu

tion of Dionysian tragedy, yet a profound experience 1n 

Socrates· own life impels us to ask whether there is nec-

essarlly only an antipodal relation between Socratism and 

art, and whether. the birth of an 'artistic Socrates I is 
" ..... 23. 

altogether a contradiction in terms. n Socrates himself 

had enough MApolllnian insight- to feel that somehow logic 

failed. He knew. for example t 'that he was the only man in 

Athens that did not know anything, but who knew that he did 

not. And so he 'occasslonally had the feeling of a gap, 

a void, half a reproach, a possib~y neglected duty.- In 

22. B.T. § 12 pp81-82. B. T. § 14 p92. 
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other words. h~s 'Apolllnian inBigh~ had told him that he 

had neglected its brother and.composite-- music. 'As he 

tells his friends in prison, there otten came to him one and 

the same dream apparition, which always said the same thing 
24. 

to him: 'Socrates, practice music'." He did not understand 

the instructions and finally, his approaching death filling 

him with a sense of urgency. and in an uncertain and clumsy 

effort to fulfill the instructions of the dream apparition, 

he wrote a prelude to Apollo and turned a few Aesop1an fables 

into verse. Although Socrates' attempts to fulfill the 

instruction weremdsdlrected and incomplete, they neverthe

less indicate the right directlon-- the redemption of the 

late repentant and an indication that the god Dionysus, 

although forced underground, is not dead. "The voice of the 

Socratic dream vision 1s the only sign of any misgiVings 

about the limits of logiC: perha~ thus he must have 

asked himself-- what is not intelllgi~to me is not-nec-

essarily unintelligent: Perhaps there i~ a realm of wisdom 

from which the logician ~s exiled: Perhaps art is even a 
. 25. 

necessary correlative of, and supplement for SCience?' 
---..... 

MODERN ALEXANDRIAN CULTURE 

At this point The Birth of Traged~might well end. 

Its task of interpreting the b1r~h and death of tragedy in 
• 

ancient Greece has been accomp~lshed. Indeed, as we men-. 
tioned earlier t the original ~ersion did in fac~ end here. 

24; B.T. § 14 
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Nietzsc1;' however, felt compelled by the very insight of 

his understanding of Greek tragedy, to take the -torch of. 

this thought in our hands" and illuminate the present. And 

so the last. section of the first part of The Birth of Tragegy 

ends by winding down the focuses of our binoculars with 

dizzying speed to the nineteenth century. "Here we knock, 

deeply moved, at the gates of the present and future: will 

this 'turning' lead to ever new configurations of genius and 

especially of the Socrates who practices music? Will the 

net of art, even if it is called religion or science, that 

1s spread over existence be woven eVen more tightly and 

delicatelYt or is it destined to be torn to shreds in the 

restless, barbarous, chaotic whirl~that now calls itself 
26. 

'the present l ?" This dual concern of The Birth of Tragedy 

with the past and the present led Cosima to write that ·you 

have thrown the most ,resplendent radiance over two worlds, 

one of which we do not see because it is too remote, and 
27. 

the other! we do not ap~rehend because it is too near." 

Cosima, of course, took particular delight in this because 

it was only by this bold application of the theories of 

Greek tragedy to the problem of the ·present- that Nietzsche 
, 1 

is able to launch himself on his Wagnerian crusade. 

After its displacement by Socra,ism, the Dionysian 

enters its long subterranean period. 
.. 

Socratlam grows, over 

the course of the centuries, into what Nietzsche calls the 

Alexandrian culture. "It proposes as its ideal the theo-

B. T. § 15 26. 

27 •. Nietzsche-Wagner Correspondence, op. oit. 
'---

p95. 
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" 28. 
retical man equipped with the greatest forces of knowledge.-

The glorl~8 of Alexandria, with its immense library, but 
29. 

without any great creative achievements of its own, is 

coupled with the civilization ,of Rome, also great borrowers. 

Since the revival of the Alexandrian-Roman antiquity in 

the fifteenth century and earlier this legacy has belonged 

also to modern man, who is now one of the, specie,s of 

·Socratic-critical manM. Dante, of course, stood like a 

giant. presiding over the death of the Medieval 

world order and the birth of the newly revived Alexandrian

Roman order. And this, in turn, 1s the inheritance of 

modern culture. 

This cultUre, like all cultures, however, must appear 

before the unerring judge, Dionysus. The judgement is not 

favourable. The Alexand..rian man cannot understand myth 

Mas a concentrated image of the world" because he no longer 
30. 

believes in miracles. ~ In art'this means that bhe myth 

no longer functions as a check to the aimless wanderings 

of the Apollinian dreams. This culture, therefore, has no 

primordial home; it is "doomed to exhaust all possibilities 

and to nourish itself wretchedly on all other cultures." 

In the most important and elevating function of any society 

and culture-- its apillty to stamp ita expe~iences with the 

28. B. T. - § 18 plIO. 

29. Nietzsche seems to pass OVer many great achievemins-- Shakes-
pearean tragedy, for example. ,.Nietzsche, however. does not ignore 
Shakespeare and his interpretation of Hamlet (p69) is one of the finest 
passages in The Birth of Traee~~; Shakespeare, however, may be regarded 
as an exception~ and an indication that tragedy ia,not d~ad, but has· 
only gone underground and is capable of surfacing 1n a great genius. , 
;0. B.T. 
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-----

eternal-- th1S'~11izatlon is most inadequate. The myth less 

man, therefo , -stands eternally hungry, surrounded by all 

past grubs for roots, even if ho has to 

the remotest_antiquities. The tremendous 

of our unsatisfied modern culture •••• what 

does all this oi~to if not to the loss of myth, the loss 
.31. 

of the mythical m, the mythical maternal womb?" 

dig for 

Thus we may isolate his~icism as the first fault of 

Alexandrian culture which the Dionysian judge would con

demn. "According to the method and with the supercilious 

airs of our present historiography· Greek antiquity becomes 
32. 

assimilated historically, along with other antiquities. 

All the power of Greek myth and art is therefore smothered, .. 
picked apart by the vultUre.of historical criticism. The 

"most vigorous and wholesome nourishment~ Is changed into 

"history and criticism-. And this vast collection, this 

Alexandrian library of "history and criticism", 1s our very 

questionable culture and heritage, most extravagantly 

emphasized in Frenqh civilization with its grande opera 

and historical costume acting. "Art has never been so much 

talked about and so little esteemed-, Nietzsche complains, 

lamenting that it has become the mere parlour talk of ehe 

bourgeOisie. Nietzsche emphasizes the serious side of art 
.3.3. 

by stressing its connection to culture (Bildung) and the 

)1. pl}6. 

;2. B.T. § 20 p122. 
.. 

3;. Nietzsche sometimes Bwi~ches to use the word Kultur, but the 
use of Bildung, with its relation to education and Be~f-formation, pre-
dominatos. . Sf' 

I 
I , 
l 

: 
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II 



role of culture in education, saying that "the cultural 

power (Bildungskraft) of our higher educational institutions 

(hOreren Lehranstalten) has perhaps never been lower or 

feebler than at present. Nietzsche traces the cause of this 

feebleness to a rift between art and culture, saying that 

"there has never been another period in the history of 

art in which so-called culture and true art have been so 

estran~ed and opposed as we may observe them to be at 
34. 

present. A To this culture the gate to the MHellenic magic 

mountain" remains closed, for this culture hates true art 

and feare destruction from its hands. Because of this rift 

and estrangement of art and culture, art has degenerated 

into entertainment. lacking high seriousness, while on the 

other hand nothing remains of culture "but the metamorphosis, 

often experienced by now, of flutterin~ also like a cheer

ful cultured butterfly, with the 'light elegance· peculiar 
35. 

to this sphere, employing the journalist's style." In 

the meantime, serious matters are given over to the theo-
\ 

retical men. Our life has been guided by concepts; "the 

inartistic as well as the life-consuming nature of Socratic 
35. 

optimism had revelaed itself to us". 

We are led, therefore, from the historical attitude to 

the Alexandrian ~culture· poet and thus to the second and 

B. T. § 20 p122. 

;>5. Ibid. 

;6. B.T. § 24 p142. ''Ie mey remind ourselves nere 'of 
'Wagner 1.s distinction between the nmodern culture poetU and the naive 
poet of ~tiquity-- the latter being an'inventor of myths, the former 
finding in tho' strictly literary poetry leaning'to the didactic 

, the best means of elevating the popular play. 

, 
~\ 
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third faults of Alexandrian culture-- the cr)tical attitute 

ann optimism, which may often seem to be one and the 'same, but 

which are. in fact, distinct, optimism fo~mlng, as it were, 

the bridge between the second fault, the critical attitude, 

and the fourth, the moral attitude, which otherwise may not 

have met. The NletzBchean synthesis of Apollinian and 

Dionysian art-tende~cies (and, of course, the Wagnerian 

-synthesis of poetry and music) is broken by the intervention 

of the critic-artist. the dialectician, whom Nietzsche had 

characterized using the examples of Euripides and bocrates. 

Wagner had ruthlessly pilloried criticism and critical 

discrimination as pedantry and malice. maKing Beckmesser, , 

in Die Meistersinger, a caricature of this. Wagner loved 

showing critics how lIttle he respected them. In onelnfamous 

inCident, Wagner's friends, hoping to facilitate a reconcil

iation between Wagner and the influential critic, Hansllck, 

in order to insure the success of the Vienna performance 

of Tristan (it eventually foundered) invited the critic to 

hear Wagner read parts of Die Meistersinger. Wagner, how

ever, with his characteristic maliCiousness, used the oppor-

tun! ty. to insult Hanslick, changing Bec'kmesser r s name to ... 
Hanslick.and so announcing in the rudest possible way that 

he did not need critlcs-- that his art was far above them. 

The correct attitUde to art is indicated by Sachs, who says 

of W~ltherts song: ·Ich fuhl's, und kann l s nlcht verstehfn", 
37. 

but nevertheless goes on the do his all for the hero. This 

Kerman, Thoughts in Season, op' cit. 
-' 



attitude toward cr1tics 1s pasoed onto the youthful and 
, . 

enthusiastic Nietzsche, Nietzsche, perhaps foreseeing the 

storm of crlticl~m that would be raised by his book, full 

as it was with so many excesses, char~ed thAt wno one blight 

our faith in a' yet-impending rebirth of Hellenic antiquity", 
;8. 

shuttin~ his ears in advance to criticism. But beyond this 
. 

~ietzsche believed that the critIc was responsible for the 

intrusion of morality into art. The critic sat with "half 

moral and half scholarly pretensions". Everytr.ing in his 

sphere so far has been artificial and merely whitewashed 
• 

with an appearance of life. The perform1ng artist was 

really at a loss-how to deal with a listener who comported 

imself so critically ••• confronted with suc~ a public, the 

ler natures amon~ the artists counted upon exciting 
)9. 

their moral-rell~lous emotions". The critiC, the theo-

retical man, after all, follo\is not only the postulates of 

pure reason, but Is also open to those of practical reason, 
4Q. 

and so to morali ty. This moral atti tude is the four·th 

fault of Alexandrian culture. 

To sum up, the intrusion of morality into aesthetics 

has alr,eady been descr1:l'd by Nietzsche as the resul t of 

. 
;8. 

59. 

B.T. 

B.T. 

§20 

§ 22 ' 

pl~3. 

pl;; 

40. We use the Knntian teros loosely becau$e, of course, critics and 
artists need not be Kantians, nor accept or understand Kant's aesthet
iCS, in order to feel the d~erence between a judgement based on 
pure reason '(theoretical, conceptunl) and that of practical reaSon. 
Unfortunately, in art, t~e c~te6oric~1 ~perative too ofte~ rcveulo 
itself ~9 Q crude, ~eanin~lcBS contradiction wnich the artISt sioply 
lacks the discipline to resolve. Wagner spoke against Kant 1

g imper-
ative in art, arguing fo~ "free inclinationn (ReJigion,and Art, p256). 
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the Apollinian principle ofindivlduatlon untempered by the 

Dionysian. The aesthetic phenomenon is twisted to serve 

as a moral les~on. These -aestheticans" see in the tragic , 
the strug~le of the hero with fate and the triumph of a moral 

41 
world order, or the purgation of the emotions throu~h tragedy. 

They leave the theatre self~Batisfied, their emotions (of 

pity and fear) discharged like so much bile and convinced 

in their minds of a moral world order-- indeed, the strength 

of their conviction corresponds to the level of sufferings 

~nflicted upon the hero. But the fact is that they believe 

in the triumph of this moral world order, despite all the 

evidence of their senses, and that they must~ in fact_ 

take revenge upon th~ir senses in order to make the moral 
l 
I " 

world order feasible~ Thl~ revenge is the achievement of 

the theoretical man. The invasion of morals into aesthetics, 

Nietzsche says, brings the dialectician into art, whose 

task it is to c~struct a new "rea,lity" in order to insure 

that the world is understood only as -illusion" and there-

fore offers no contradiction to the moral world order. In 

this way the theatre was seen as an institution for the 

moral education of the people. The cheapest of artistic 

devises follows upon this attitude, the deus ex mach ina. 

It comes as a sort of Kantian c&tegorlcal imperative to 

rescue the dialectioian from the limitations of his logic, 

le. to save him from really resolving the contradictions 
42. 

within the world. 

41. B.T. D 22 pl;2. Aristotlels doc~rine of eatharsis. 
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OPERA AND OPTIMISM 

In art the Alexandrian culture described above, with' 

all its optimism and morality, was embodied, Nietzche says, 

taking up the old Wagnerian battle cry, in opera. Nietzsche 

detects in the operntic stile rappresentativo (recitati~e) 

a co~perating, extra-artistic tendency. In this way the 

opera listener 1s saved from the music by the distinctness 

of the words 1n this half-Bong. Xet, when the singer 

does burst into virtuoso song the poet comes to his aid 

with abundant lyrical interjection, word and sentence 
. 

repetition, so that, in these words the siqger need pay 

no attention to the words. at all. It is in '~his alter- t,. . 
ation between the endeavour to affect now the concepts 

of the imagination of the hearer in the recitative, now 

the musical se'nse in a display of :vocal dexteri ty, ne1 ther 

of them either Dionysian or Apollinian art-impulses, let 

alone a union of the two, that the opera is shown as being 

inartistic. Nietzsche follows Wagnerian theory in con

demning the opera with its stile rappresentativo. Bather 

than being a cohesive union of Dionysian and Apollinian, 

poetry and music, opera is a conglomeration, a mixture 

of epic and lyric delivery. It does not represent, as 

it ~lalmst a return to the Greek ideal. 
With all the confidence and optimism of the theor~t-

10a1 c~lture which gave birth to. it, .however, the new style 

42. I have tak-en certain liberties in tho above sutlCOry. Niotzsche 
does not use the ex~ple of Kant to describe the ~ffccts of~tDxol anq 
theoretical optimism o~ art, presumably because he insists on plnci~ 
Kant besido Schopenhauer as a pessimist. However, s~nce N1et~scheJs 
attack on optimism io focusing on its modern ~nifestation, the ex
ample of SQcratos looses its ~eaning for us. Greator clarity·is gain
ed if we throw off !:1otzscho 1 s sela-confessed confusion of language 
(See Nietzsche's own Self-Criticism-- B 6) , 
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was thought to be a reawakening of the most effective music. 

the music of the parad~siacal beginnings of mankind; of 

antiquity when. supposedly, (at least in the i~aginations 
~. , 

of the unaesthetic) passion sUfficed to generate songs and 

poems-- as if, Nietzsche says scornfull4, -emotion had ever 
J. 

been able to create anything artistic.- -The premise of 

the opera is a false belief cencerning the artistic process: 

the~idyllic belief that every sentient man is an artist. 

This belief'would ~ake opera the expression of the taste 
'-

of the laity in art, dictating their laws with the cheerful 
44. 

optimism of the theoretical_man. n In other words the , 

un-critical -I know what I like ff (a helpless interjection 

which probably means that one does not know why one likes 

it, or should like it, or what implications this liking 

has. It presupposes that one will always choose correctly 

by some inner light or instinct) and the critical disposition 

(which insists .that only what is intelligible to oneself 

has any value) -- both these are tendencies of op~ra. And 

it is natural that we should find both optimism and the 

theoretical disposition hand in hand, although 'as un-critlcu~ 

and critical they would f~st appear to be opposite to each 

other. Theoretical man has an inherent need for optimism. 

He must believe that all things are knowable, that knowledge 

is good, that truth is beneficial (the maxim: nthe truth 
~ 

shall make you freen) and that tne -ideal is not felt as 
f 

4;_ 

44. 
·8.T . . 
Ibid. 

§ 19 pl17 
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45. ' 
unattained nor nature as lost". In order for man's in-

tellect to becocie so domineering he must first see himself 

as being in complete control of h~is r~ason, but also of his 

will (doctrine of free will)~and of his feeling, so that 

these cannot corrupt his intellect. Luther, fov example, 

denied the intellect on the basis of the bondage of the will . 
• 

The will is held in bondage, of course, because of 1~s 

association wi.th the.body, with the senses. In order to 

overcome this pessimistic awareness of the corruption of 
. 

the senses, the optimist must ass~t t,he powe:r of reason 

over the sense9. Therefore. i~ opera, Nietzsche says, the ~.~ 

words are thought to' be lias much nobler than ·the accompany-
46. 

ing harmonic system as the soul is nobler ·than the· body". 
"" 

The theo~etical content of the ~ords hold the much more 
, 

sensuous 'effect of the m\:lsic 1n bounds. Yet,. che optim'ist 

cannot seriously regard the.senses as being in conflict with 

reason. Making no distinction at this point between the 

mode~ theoretical optimism and Socr~tism, Nietzsche seems 

to be describing a new-fangled, Epicurean optimism where what-

ever pleases the senses l·s gobd and whatever the senses .tell . . 
one is true. 'As oppose~ to the so-called pessimism of Kant 

(where the 'thing-in-itself f is forever hidden and lost in 

the phenomenon) the optimism or' the opera believes that tl1e 

- a man-ln-himself tl
t the -eternally p1ping or singing shepherd •• 

must' always in the end red1scover himself as'such, should he 

. ·Il:iid. 46. B. T. § 19 plHS. 
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47_ 
eve~ at any time have really lost himself." Despite the 

dispari ty betlieen this sort of optimism and the tragic 

spirit -it was to auch a concord of nature and the id~al, to 

an idyllic reality, that the cultured Renaissance man let 

himself be led back Oy his operatic imitation of Greek tragedy. 

He'made use of this tragedy as Dante made use of Vergil. in , 

order to be conducted to the ga~es of paradise; while from 

this point he continued unassisted and passed over from an 

imitation of the highest Greek art-form to a erestoration 

of all things I, to an im1 tatlon of man '8 original art-\'lorld;" 

This Nietzsche terms the bsweetishly seductive column of 
" 4ti .. 

vapour from the depth of the Socratic world view."-
• 

This cheerful optimism of the opera runs counter to the 

'old ecclesiastical conception of man as inherently corrupt 

~d lost", so that Nietzsche favourably contrasts the music 

of Palestrina. \'lhlch flourished in the same time and place 

that saw the invention of the operatic art, with the insipid 

optimism of·opera.. He finds it difficult to believe that 
. 

opera, which he describes as incapable of devotion, was 

looked upon as a rebirth of true music nby the very age in 

which had appeared the ineffably sublime and sacred music of 
, 49 •. 

Palestrina". In the music of Palestrina Nietzsche senses 

a vaulted structure to which all of Medleva~ Chrfstendom 

had been building up, a music basically opposed to the 

cheerful optimism of the opera. One might find this un-

B.T. § 19 "" pllB B. T • § 19 ppl 17-11 8 

B.T~ § 19 p114. . ' 
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reserved praise for a music which grew out of the soil of 

Christianity, within the bosom of Borne and the counter-

Heformation, strange words from one who was later to write 

The Ant if one did not keep in mind that Nietzsche 
i 

I 

Christianity as such, nor even pessimism as 

such (with w lch, following Schopenhauer, Nietzsche identifies 
..: 

Christiani so much'as he is trying to p~int out that all 

t~~ ine art arises only out of a profound need for 

~~ its illusion (that is, for the Apollinian), that 

comes from facing existence in all its terrible contra

diction (that ls, as a Dionysian man faces existence). 

Although Nietzsche 'disllk~ the Semetic myth of the fall 

because of its emphasis upon so-called feminine sins, it 

11eyertheless serves the purpose of revealing to man his 

essential nature of lost innocence, of one who has committed 

a sacr'llege, indeed, of one who must by nature commi t 
I 

sacrilege. The myth reveals ·the sacrilege to us as a felix 

culpa, as the fall of man is described in the.Latin rite for 

blessing the Easter candles. It is a fortunate cri~e pre

Cisely bec~use it marks our departure from the state of 

nature and indIcates our need for redemption and-for art. 

~n opera the truly serious task of art, that of providing 

the healing balm of illusion and delivering us from the 

spasms of the agitation of the will.hss degenerated lfunder 

the influence of its idyllic seductions and Alexandrian 

flatteries to become an empty and merely distracting 
50. 

diversion.- Only the destruction of this optimism will 
.' 

L 
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allow for the re-birth of music and with it of tragedy. 

BEETHOVEN THE CLAIRVOYANT AND ENDLESS MELODY .. 

What is the place of the Wagnerian art-work in 

Nietzsche's historical view? What is its role in the re-

birth of tragedy and so in the revitalization of true reli

gious feeling? It becomes clearer and clearer that it stands 

in a very central position, and that it does so not by 

accident, but by design. The polarization of the artist 

against the critic, of aart U against science. was a typical 

theme of Wagner's diatribes and pamphlets. Wagner too 

complained of art which betrays itself as "false pathos", 

which seeks to elevate itself to the ideal by "the vehicle 

of notions", by the "lofty sentence alone"-- namely, word

speech~ rhetoric, or, ultimately, the didactic and literary 

style of Plato which empl9Ys poetry to "set philosophic 
• 51. 

theses in a quasi-popular lightn~ 

Wagner argued passionately for a metaphysics of art 

where the limitations~of reason and theory would be trans

oended. Endorsing Schopenhauer's desoription of Beethoven as 

·clairvoyant-, and adopting Nietzsche's formulations, Wagner 
" 

established Beethoven as his predecessor, the man who came 

olosest to acheiving the eynthesis Qf word and music, 

Apolilnian and Dionysian, and so transcending the limitation 

imposed on art by the critics and the pedants. The breaking 

5Cl 

51. 

B.T. § 19 pl18. 

Wagner. Destiny of OPrra y op. cit. .' p1,9. 
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forth of music in the Beethovian symphony, especially in the 

Fourth Movement of the Ninth Symphony, Wagner compares to 

the breaking forth of Christianity upon the Ancient world-

·so music breaks forth from the chaos of modern civilization. 

Both say aloud: 'our kingdom is not of this world'. And 

that means: we come from within, ye from without; we spring 
52. 

from the Essence of things, ye from their Show. u Beethoven 

is the "Clairvoyant" of this other world, this other world 

of Night and Dreams. The individual will, which is merely 

silenced in the p~astic arts, awakens in the musician the 

universal will. He goes, deep into a world Mbeyond the bOyPds • 

of time and space" -~ 'the world's both One and All." This 

1s the world of Night, into which Wagner stepped when, "sleep

less one night in Venice-, where he was writing Tristan, 

he heard ariSing from the breathless silence the strident 

cry of a gondolier just woken on his barque, evoking a 

response from another gondolier) again and again "until 

rinally the sound_from far and near died softly back to 
53. 

new won slumber."· 

Beethoven, Wagner believed, penetrated into this world 

of Night arid Dreams. His deafness effectively shut him 

away ~rom the outside world, from all the noise and crass 

c1atter of that world. ·What saw the spellbound dreamer,· 

Wagner asks, "when he wandered through Vlenna 1 s bustling 

streets. with open eyes fixed hard on distance; and animated 

. Wagner. Beethoven, pl20 • 
~ 

Ibid. pp7~-74 • .......... 
, 
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54. 
solely by the waking of his inner tone-world?- The 

Clairvoyant, mediator between the worlds of Night and Day, 

is very much lilce the dreamer who It sees things that our 
~ 55. 

consciousness merely fe~ls as vague sensations". "What it . .. 
here has seen," Wagner says, "no tongue can impart.· Thus, 

in the words of Tristan in Act III --

The sun I did not see, 
nor saw I land and people: 
yet, what I saw, 
I can indeed not tell you. 

-As the dream of d~eptest sleep can only be conveyed to the 

waking consciousness through translation into the language 
;, 

of a second, an alle~ori,,? dream which iflU!lediately precedes 

our waken~ng. so for ,the direct vision of its self the Will 
I 

orea.tes a second orgBl1 of ,transm1.ssion, -- an organ whose 

one side facea toward that inner Vision, whilst the other 

thrusts into the reappearing outer world with the Bole 
. 

direct and sympathetic message, that of Tone. The will cries 

out; and in the countercry it knows itself once more: thus 
J 

cry and countercry become for it a comforting, a last and 
. 56. 

entrancing play with its own self." Wagner, following 

Schopenhauer, establishes mUBic as the language of the will, 

the me~s by which the will ~ows itself, just as we know c: . . 
ourselves by looking in a mirror. So it is that from the 

most terrifying of drear.ts ·we wake with a scream, the immed

iate expr~asion of the anguished ~ill, which thus makes 
-------------- ------ -----, 
54., 

56. 
. Ibid. 

~. 

p91. 

p73" 

55. Ibid • p6~. . 
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definite entrance into the Sound-world first of all, to 

manifest itself without." Wagner finds the scream, -in all 

the diminations of its vehemence, down to the gentler- cry 

of longing ••• the most immediate utterence of the will" 

through which the will manifests itself without. The scream 

is, for Wagner, the -root-element of every human message to 

the ear", meaning, supposedly, that there 1~ nothing to 

communicate besides will. We have less cause to wonder at 

the immediate in~elligibl1ity of the scream, Wagner says, 

than "at an ~ arisine from this element: for it is evident 

upon the other hand, that neither artistic beholding nor 

artistic fashioning can result from aught but a diversion of 
57. 

the consciousness from the agitations of the will.n The 

problem is two-fold: first, how does art originating from 

the agitations of the will transcend this will and redeem 

us from it, and secondly, how is the individual to survive 

the transcending without the destruction of his individuality? 

The answer to the first question is provided in the 

sentence quoted above that, the individual will, whiOh is 

only silenced ~n the other ~ts, awakena in the musician as 
, 

the universal will. Wagner adopts Schopenhauer's monism. 

The will is the nWor~df8 both One and All", or, as the 
.58. 

Upanisad says "This 1s 'l'hyselflt. The answer to the second 
• 

question is provided, in part. by Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, 

57. Ibid. p69. ,In Bhort~ Schopenh~u~rls t~ory of pure 
viII-less knowing as acheived in the plastic arts, 10. painting, 
cap. still-life. h'agner l s interpreto:t.ion of dreams J of the drealf', of 
deepest-sleep and the lighter allegoric dream, he owes to Schopenhauer. 

Cited by Wagner in Religion and Art, 
t 

pe26. 
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of which the open fifths of its first phrases reminded 
\ 

Wagner of' his childhood when the tuning of' an orchestra, or 

the mere sounding of a fifth had appeared to him as a "spirit 
59. ,\ 

message". In this first movement, Wa~er says, we are 

shown the "Idea of the world in its most terrible of lights". 

It is a "frenzy of despair that overwhelms each fresh 

appeasement", in which Beethoven unleaaes ~ll the force of 

his doubt. Nietzsche speaks of the First Movement in 

similar terms~- ~The opening movement otrikes the keynote 

of,passion and its course. Without a moment's respite the 

music surges for .. lard on 1 ts journey through forests and 
60. 

chasms and Nature's prodigious phenomena. n In comparison 

to the First Movement, Wagner says, we hear the "anguished 

cry of one awakening from a nightmare" , and we "see the 
. 

master ••• falling of a sudden out of Music, in a manner, 

as if stepping outside the magic circle he himself had 

drawn, and appealing to a mental faculty entirely distinct 

f~om that of musical conception", namely poetry, the word-
~. . 

speech. WIn trutn, n Wagner continues, "this unprecedented 

stroke of art resembles nothing but the sudden waking from 
.. 

a dream, and we feel its comforting effect upon the tortured 

dreamer; f~r never had a musician led us through the:torment 
bl. 

of the world 80 relentlessly and without end." The breaKing 

forth of the human voice in the Hymn to JOY, is'for,both 

'Nietzsche and Wagner, the awakening of the indiVidual to a 

higher community. Nietzsche describes the Fourth Mqvement 

Gutman, Ope cit. 'p22. 

60. Niotzsche-Wagner Correspondance, p118 

61. Beethoven, OPe cit. pIO!. 



as a IIheart-breaking cry" after the first three movements 

in which the individual is lead through all the agitations 

Of the will. "The soul,M he says, Mis no longer able to 

bear its burden, no longer able to endure the unceasing 

transports of passion. Even the vision of eternal rest 1s 

rudely pushed aside and the soul agonizes, it suffers in

expressi ble torture. NOli 1 t recopnlzes th~ curse laid upon 

it by this soul-solitude, this soul-isolation [i~divlduationJ 

for even the immortality of the individual is nothing more 

than a curse. It is then that a hU1:l811 voice is heard speak

ing to the lonely soul, as to all lonely souls, and exhort

ing it to return to the friends and joys of the multitude. 

This is the burden of its song! At last the song of universal 

human passion bursts in stormily with its full impetus, 

reaching hei~hts which it would never have been able to 

attain had not the passion of the soli tary, onrushing 
oZ. 

individual been of such terrific force.-

The mystic community emphasized here 1s ~he community 

of the "world's both One and All." Yet it is at this point , 

that the boundless power of music, which is in itself like 

to shatter the individual, is restrained by the vocal element, 

so that over the Dionysian abyss an Apollinian net is cast. 

Out of the abyss and over the abyss we are still able to 

affirm the human, represented here by the human voice, as 
d 

for example occurs in Kundry·s awakening in Parsifal. acts 

i1 and 1ii. Th1s deepest want) therefore, is the catalyst 

. that affects the synthe~i8 of poetry and music.~ "'I'he 

62 Correspondance, OPe cit.. pl19. 
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musician," Wagner says, "reaches forth a plastic hand, so 

to speak, to strike a compact with the waking world of sem

blancei just as the allegoric dream so far makes contact 

with the IndividualJs wonted notions that the waking Oon

sciousness, albeit at once detecting the l~eat difference 

of even this dream-picture from the outer incidents of 

actual life, yet 1s able to retain its ima~e.d6J. 
This synthesis leads to a ne\'l element-- drama. Through 

the drama the myth is made manifest. The myth, as Nietzsche 

says, "does not at all obtain adequate objectification in 
64. 

the spoken word." For this reason both Nietzsche and 

Wagner condemhed the recita~ivei its tendenoy towards 
, 

notions and concepts destroyed the mythical consciousness. 

And for this ~a,on the breaking out of the hum~ voice in 

the Ninth Symphony is incomplete. It ~s not yet a com

plete synthesis. Nietzsche's observation that Hamlet, 

like the heroes of the Greek poets, talked more super

ficially than he acted, points the way to drama. Poetry 

must be transformed through music into drama. The poet's 

greatness is therefore measured not by \'ihat he says, but 

by what he leaves unsaid. This unsaid enables the drama 

to emerge more fully and unhindered in the music, the most 

naturally dramatic medium. 'l'he musician brings this un-
~ 

told mystery to clarion tongue in "endless melodyn, what 

Wagner calls the nceaseless river". "Endless melody" is , 

a concept which Wagner developed to counter the operatic 

technique where1y a series of arias are strung together by 

h'agner, Beethoven, p75-76. 

, 
64. B.T. § 17 pl05. 
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recitative. WafOler cites the example of Beethoven, who, 

he' says, gave the interspaces, the connecting links be

tween the melodies, the full character of me~odieo them

selves •. Wagner is rightly credited with the udiscovery" 

of Beethoven1s Quartet in C#m, "Whose seven movements 

flOw into one another without a pause", as one critic said, 

"sustainin~ the pro~ess with an unparalle~ed certaInty 
65. 

and beauty. 11 Wagner noted that one theme in the las t 

movement \1aS very similar to the fugue SUbject of the 

first movement-- in other words, he found in the ~uartet 

the ancestor of the leitmotif, or what Wagner himself 

called not "leitmotif". but II ground theme" (Grundthemen). 

Beethoven had taken the first step towards organic unity 

by welding the movements of the symphony into a psycho

logical whole lasting thirty or forty minutes. As such 

it had dramatic power, although, as purely symphonic 

music, Wagner felt that the direct revelations of music 
, 

still confused the human understanding, ie., that the 

Beethovian synthesis, the composer's compact with the 

world of semblance, w~s incomplete and needed something 

more, something supplied by the stage. 

When, therefore, Beethoven's symphonic techniques are 

applied to the music~ma, the dramatic action is greatly 

enhanced since it now f10\oIs continuously.' We now face the 

question of what it is that the poet leaves unsaid which 
'-. 

opens the flood-gates of endless me'loc1·y. In answer to this 

we may note that Wagner said that his earliest opera, Rienzi 

(in which he successfully applied a~l the techniques of 

\ . 
Kerman, Joseph, Opera as Drama, ap. cit. p205· 
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French Brande opera), was just an oper~~ext beoause tt was 
"- ,-

overly concerned with historical detail (first fault of 

Alexandrian culture). In The FlYing Dutchman he foresook 

history for legend (myth), never to return. All that de

tailed description and exhibition with which grande opera 

was so encumbered he could thus pass over. Drama, forced 
. 

off the stage by Goethe and Schiller, who made it reflective 

(the second fault of Alexandrian culture, now returns to 
66. 

the sta~. Legend seizes the purely human content and is 

so better ~ited for poetry and music. The legendary colour

ing helps the poet to silence the question nWhy?H, so putting 

the mind in ~ dream-like state. Yet Wagner found that all 

he achieved in so doing was to translate the theoretic "\o.'hy?" 

into the tragic "Whence?". He ci tes the ecample of Elsa in 

Lohengrin. This cry of ·Whence?n from the inmost want of a 

woman1s heart for a long time banned him from the magic of 

his art. He only overcame it when he overcame optimism 

(third fault of Alexandrian culture)-- when in a fit of 
67. 

pessimism he gave himself up to Tristan. Here he is concern-

ed only with inner Dotives, action only as the soul demands 

it-- in other words, music from the will, the -thing-in

itselfw. Tristan took him beyond the values of the Day 

(four~ fault of Alexandrian culture) and into the Night, 

into the realm or muaic. The orchestra is like the tragic 

chorus, accept that, while the tragic chorus' interest is 

of the rerlective~W~gner, not yet having ~een enlight-

66. 
67. 

# 

Wagn~r on l·~sic and Drnma., 
Zuh.mrtemusik, op. cit. 

op cit. ~pp155-156 
I p,,o 



ened by The Birth of TraGedy 
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is unaware of the origins of 
~' 

the chorus in music), the orchestra has a much more intimate 

relation to the motives of the plot. It does not break in 

here and there with questions, nor serve as an aid to the 

poern, but rather flows throu~h it, often overwhelming the 

voices, revealine the mysterious motlvatian~ of the will. 

WAGNER AND GREEK TRAGEDY J 

The easy parallelism between Nletzsche t s and Wagner's 

attitudes, as 1 have su~gested, is far frem accidental. 

AlthouFh at ~any pOints one really has to force their argu-, 

ments in order to make them agree (one has even to force 

Wagne~ at times to agree with Wagner), the significant foctor 
J 

is the extent to which both Nietzsche and Warmer were eager 

to reach this agreement, even at the expense of consistency. 

Nietzsche, marked as he later confessed, by every udefec~ 

of youth~, ·without the will to logical cleanliness", 

lacked the discipline necessary to overcome these incOflsist

enoles. He shared too much a mutual passion with Wagner to 

make the sacrifice of recognizing him. He therefore adopted 

W~gner's interpretation of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony whole

heartedly. declaring 1n The Birth of TrsE,edy that it was 

Wagner's Beethoven essay ~h, all its heavy debt to Schopen

hauer, whicp.lnspired him to ·approach the. essence of Greek 
68'~ , 

tragedy." Nor was He in so doing acting upon the whim 

of connecting hls.maater's name with tl)at of the Greeks. 

'" 
68. B.T. § 16 plOO. 

-. 
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c Wagner himself believed that his art-work was modelled on 
69. 

what he called the qreek "archetype". He believed that 

he was followin~ the example of Goethe and Schiller, except 

that while Goether and Schiller, he Bald, made the Greek 

ideal an object of research, he sought to discove~ its 

religious significance and bring it into living expression 

in art. He believed that he had discovered in the Greeks 

the connection ,between art and religion_ 
,,/ 

We need neither accept this nor refute it at this pOint. 

It 1s not our task here to determine the correctness or 

incorrectness of the correlation between Greek tragedy and 

Wagnerian art. We need only understand that Nietzsche does 

make the connection. And i~ is only on the basis of this 

connection that we can understand what Nietzsche is saying 

about Tristan and the meaning that Tristan>holds, fOr 
, 

'Nietz~che, in the modern world. Only having journeyed 

through Nietzschets interpretation of Greek tragedy and, 

w1thout letting go of it, made our adjustment-to the modern 
~ 

world, are we entitled to take up the task of understanding 

Nietzsche's interpretation of Tristan and what it means 

for re11gion>_ 

Zukun ft. Bll1l S i lc , Ope cit. 



CHAPTEH FOUR 

TRISTAN AND THE EXTINCTION OF THE INTELLECT 
., 

Oh , now let the lieht be quenched! 
Put out its frightening glarel 
Let my beloved in! 

Tris~an, Act II, Scene I 

TRISTAN AND ISOLDE AS RELIGIOUS DRAMA 

'4, 

In Art-work of the" Future Wagner declared that for the 

Hellenic "races" the-lyric and the dramatic art-works were 

eaoh a religious act" and that "tragedy was the religious 
1i<Ic'7 

rite become a worK of art, by side of which the traditional 

observance of the genuine religious temple rite was necessar

ily docked of so much of its inwardness and truth that it 

became indeed a mere conventional and soulless ceremony, 
1. 

whereas its kernel lived on in the artwork.~ Much later, 
. 

in a pamphlet entitled Religion and Art Wagner, condemning 

both Jews and Jesuits~or destroying both art and religion, 

claims that only art can save a religion that has grown 

artificial. Art saves it through the power of the mythic 
2. 

symbols. Wagner was, in fact, ~ the process of writing 

his last musiC-drama, Parsifal, which he designated as a 
• 

"Consecrat1on stage piece", .believing that in so doing he 
J. 

was reviving true Christianity. Parsifal is, however, only 

1. Wagner on Music and Drama, 

2. Wagner, Religion and Art, 

op. cit. 

p2l;. 

pBl. 
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the final culmination of Wagner's tendencies. Nietzsche, 

although later revolted by the crass and vulgar form Wagner's 

-relip,ious art" took in Parsifal, was certainly not hostile 

to, nor unaware of, the form that it took in Tristan. In 

fact it was the insight offered to Nietzsche by Tristan of 

the relation between tragedy and religious feeling that led 

him to proclaim the "mystery .et6Ctrine of tragedy" as if it 

were a ne\'1 religious creed. l'lany critics, however, find 

this connection between tragedy and religion incomprehensible. 

They insist that Tristan is not a tragedy but a religious 

~ama, as if religious drama were the opposite of tragedy 

and irreconcilable to it. Despite the Schopenhauerian 

pessimism of Tristan, Joseph Kerman, for example, quite 

correctly said that -the fundamental sense [Of Tristanlis of 

a progress towards a state of illumination which transcends 
4. 

yearning and pain!!, and concludes that Wagner never even 

intended Tristan to be a tragedy. If the latter is the case, 
" 

however, \iagner's enthusiasm over The Birth of Tragedy would 
( 

lose its meaning. Furthermore we should have to ignore 

instances where Wagner compares hlmscl.t" to Aeschylus, and 

Wagner I s own insistence that trageclY is a religious ri te, 
• 

which is echoed emphaticall.y in The Birth or" '!'ragedY, would 

all. have to be regarded by ~s as mean1ng~ess. Despite the 

apparent dift'iculty of reconciling tragedy with religious 

o 

;. Wagner believes not only that he is saving Christianity from 
aTtifici~lity, but also from its mort21 enemies, the Jews. Tho rnclal 
do~trine of Parsi~al is exposed by Robert Gutman in his chapter 
entitled "Moral Collape"e: 'Hclde"ntum' and Parsifa1. 11 

4. JOscp~ Kerman, Opora as Drama, OPt cit.. p195. 



drama, the weight of the evidence compels us to do so. 

'l'ragedy is identified by both Wagner and Nietzsche wi th 

religious drama and it is impOl:.'tant for us to understand 

how each of them makes the identification and how they 

differ from each other. 

We may begin by notln~ that the above rnent~oned sense 

of progress in TriBtan need not be considered uncongenlal 

to tragedy if the function of tragedy is to lead to resign

ation. Progress then takes the form of a negation-- a 

negation which tragedy is well suited to accomplish. And 

this is the kind of illumination that takes place in Tristan. 

The religious drama of Tristan seems to follow from this 

sort· of resignatlonism, i.e., out of its peculiar tragedy. 

Tristan emerged from the years of Wagner's greatest 

despair. Wagner, who as Nietzsche observed, had begun 
• darkly and restlessly and who had tempestuously striven to 

gratify his desires, "to taste those rapturous delights 

" from which he often fled in disgust", now "wished to throw 

off the yoke, to forget, to be negative, and to renounce 
5. 

everything." Wagner himself describes his moods best in 

a letter to Liszt of December, 1854. He says-- "If I 

think of the storm of my heart ,_the terrible tenacity with 

which, against by desire, it used to cling to the hope of 

life, and if eVen now I feel this hurricane within me, I 

have at least found a quietus wnrCh in wakeful nights helps 

" me to sleep. This is the genuine, ardent ~onging for death, 

Niet~scbe, Wagner at Sayreuth, 
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ro~ absolute unconsciousness, total non-existence. u He 

confesses that it is his frustration in love, his realiz

ation that "pure" love cannot ever be achieved in the world 

of deception, of egoism, of pretense, in short, of the Day. 

that leads him to this pessimism. He writes that, "as I 

have never in life felt the real bliss of love, I must erect 

a monument to the most beautiful of all my,dreams, in which, 

from beginning to end, that love shall be thoroughly satiated. 

I have in my head Tristan and Isolde, the sim~lest but most 

full-blooded musical conception; with the Iblack flag l which 
6. 

floats at the end of it I shall cover myself and die./I 

Wagner's idea of tragedy as religious drama therefore 

seems to follow from'his acceptance of Schopenhauer's doctrine 

of denial of the will-to-live. Such a concept of tragedy 

is specifically attacked by N~etzsche in his Self-Criticism, 

but at the time he wrote The Birth of Tragedx he had not 

yet freed himself from the "language" of such "resignationisrn". 

He found it difficult to express himself outside of Schopen

hauer's aesthetics and pessimism. Part of the reason for 

his inability to free himself from this frame of reference 

is surely due to the debt that Nietzsche's doctrine of 

tragedy owes to his understanding of Tristan. Despite 

this restriction, as we have already pOinted out, Nietzsche's' 

own concept of tragedy as religious drama took a somewhat 

dlfrerent form, one which revolves around ,his distinction 

between the Apollinina and D10nysian art-impulses. ~lthough 

struggling to free itself from ethics and resignatlonism, 

6. Wagner on l-lusic and Drama, Op cit. pp271-272 

L 
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this doctrine'nevertheless grows out of the "solI" of 

pessim1sm. In the same way it grows out of Tristan. Just 

as Wagner's ideas on the synthesis of poetry and music led 

to Nietzsche's synthesis of the Apollinian and DIonysian, 

so the pessimistic world view of Tristan suggests many of 

the themes of The Birth of Tragedy, such as the theme of ' 

sacrilege, which, although originating in pessimism, at the 

same time overcomes and goes beyond it. In a letter to 
I 

Liszt in which he expresses his ideas o~ the negation of the 

will-to-live Wagner praises the doctine of the Brahmins, 

and of Buddhism, which, he says, "expounds the myth of the 
. 

creation of the world by God, but •. e e does not celebrate 

this act as a boon, but calls it a sin of Brahma which he, 

after having embodi¥d himself in this world, must atone for .,. 
by the infinite sufferings of thi~ very world. u Brahma. 

although .seen by Wagner, who follow Schopenhauer, in a 

pessimistic light; can be seen as the counterpart of Prome

theus, who in turn is only a mask for Dionysus, who always 

appears to us in a variety of forms, entangled in the net 

of individual'will and suffering the typical Dionysian 

sufCering, dismemberment. Seen in this light the sacrileges 

of Prometheus and Brahma are identical. 'I'he distinction 

between the individual and universal wills, so important 

in the undertandlng of the origins of the Apollinlan and 

Dionysian art-impulses respectively, is central to any 

understanding of the themes of Tristan, aa we ahall see. 

In Tristan the vehicle by which the universal will, or 

7 Ibid. p277. 
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the Dionysian,' asserts itself' is love. The jealousy of 

Aphrodite, which destroyed the hero of Euripides' tragedy, . 
Hippolytus, is easily compand to the jealousy of Dionysus, 

which destroyed Pentheus in Euripides' Bacchae. 
h 

To sum up, Nietz~che did not feel, as others do, that 

tragedy and religious drama were mutually exclusive. In 
• fact he regards tragedy as a necessary pre-condition to 

religious drama. The idea that the function of tragedy is 

to lead us to regard the principle of individuation as the 

origin of all suffering, as Nietzsche says in The Birth of 

Tragedy, is not far from Wagner's belief that it should lead 

to the negation of the will-to-live wherein the individual 

will is negated in f~ of the universal will, represented 

in Tristan by a love so strong and irrational that it des

troys the individuals involved. Although Wagnerts tragedy 

leads to a resignationism, and to Schopenhauerian ethics, 
1 

Nietzsche need only distort the picture a little in order 

to make it seem that it is beyond ethics, regarding the 

destruction of the values of the Day in Tristan as the 

destruction of all religious ethics and hypocrisy, rather 

than merely leading to;a new ethics based upon the most 

radical, "Buddhistic" ~d ~Christian", denial of the world. 

In other words"Nietzsche believed that the tragedy of 

Tristan, like the tragedy of Aeschylus, told us-- -That 
8. 

is your world! A world ind~ed!" 
, 

~ 

But beyond this will to selr-deception on the part 
~ 

~. From F-aust, cited on p72, B.T. 
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of Nietzsche, there is a sort of logical necessity which 

compels him to draw this most r,adical affirmation of the 

-world and triumph of reliF-ious ecstacy out of 'l'ristan, and 

out of tragedy in general. Negation always contains with-

.~ 
in itself an'equal affirmation, accoring to certain Indian 

philosophers. If tragedy seems so radical a negation, ie~, 

of the hero and of the individual, it must 'contain within 

itself an equal affirmation. That is why, for Nietzsche, 

the destruction of the hero is so pleasing to us. It has 

nothing to do with the purgation of such emotions as pity 

or fear. Rather it has to do with the fact that through 

the destruction of the hero the world is most radically 

affirmed-- providing, t'hat is, that one has. the strength 

to cope with the tragic vision. Wagper, Nietzsche believed, 

had that strength. He only appeared to have succumbed to 

resignationism. Emerging out of the fires pf tragedy, out 

of the apparent defeat in Tristan, he re-eme~ged_stronger 
~ ... ----

than ever to write Die Meistersinger. 

THE THEl1BS OF TliISTAN: LOVE AND THE UNIVERSAL WILL 

Wagner borrows his theme from the art-form of the 

Middle 'Ages and the Renaissance-- the Romance. But while 

the artist of~the Renaissance, according to Wagner, ·seized 
9. 

only the outer surface to flee from his inner discord," 

Wagner takes the Romance and attempts to lay bare the inner 

drama. More than' one critic, however, has noted the almosc 

total lack of dramatic action in Tristan. Hanslick, for 

WQgner on Music and DrRma. op cit. p125 
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example, lamented the lack of plot in the first act, 

sayinR-- "where 1s the plot? where the actual drama? We 

shall certainly not be expected to accept the two subsequ-

ent acts as drama!H He goes on to speak of Wagner1s "in

satiable longwindedness", his "intolerably boring musical 

expression" and his want of dramatically motivated plots. 

This want of "dramatically motivated plot~ led Hanslick 
~ ~ 

to denounce.rT'ristan as un-tragic; the interference of the 

"magical II love-potion and its purely "chemical pow'ers" left 

no room for character motivation. "From a tragedy,· 

Hanslick insists, "we demand above all that its characters 

act of their own free will and that they suffer and succumb 

accordingly. The origin of their fate must lie within 

themselves." The fate of Tristan and Isolde, on the other 

hand, "has its origin in a mistake for which neither is 

to blame. They are the helpless victems of a purely super

ficial pathological process, free of moral responsibility 

and thus the very opposite of the tragic heroes of a 
J.O. 

drama. n 

However, it seems that Hanslick, for all the insight 
• 

or his criticism, which Wagner would have done will to lis

ten to, does not succe~d in meeting Tristan on its own 

ground and so condemns Tristan for failing to achieve a 

goal antithetical to its aims to begin with-- that is, to 
~ 

present us with th~~~urface of dramatic action. 

His pro~est about the lack of dramatically motivated plots 

seems rather unjust; his charge that the love potion 1s a 

completely undramatic and un-tragic devise since it repre-

10. Eduard Hanalick, ~.iu,sieal Critioisms, 18~-99. 
edited by Henry Pleas~ts, Ealtiuorc, Penguin Books, 

'!- ~-

• trans. and 
1950, p216. 
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sents a mere ·c~emlcal· power, rather ~an a psychological 

character motivation, does not apply t4 Tristan since the 

inner motivation which Hanslick deman~s is bound up with 

,the individuality of the characters an~ is, in the meta-, 
physical system of Tristan, not an inner motivation at all, 

\ 
but an entirely outward pretense of the R~~ncipium individ-

, ~ 

uationis. Without facing this metaphysical ~stem dead on 

and destroying it Hanslick's criticism is inef\ective. 
, 

The love potion is significant in Tristan p~CiselY 

because it destroys the motivations of the indi iduals 

involved. Henceforth the individuals, Tristan a Isolde.-
" \ . 

become mere shells, as Nietzsche would have it, Dion~ao 

masks of a universal will. The drama is not the conflict 

between various motivations of the individuals, as for 

example, between Tristan and Isolde, Tristan and Mark, or 

Tristan and Melot. This drama, in so far as it was ever 

developed, is cut short with the drinking of the love potion. 

Henceforth the drama is in the conflict between the universal 

will, which is taking over the individuals Tristan and 

Isolde, and what remains of their individuality. Of course 

there 1s no drama in Hanslickts sense; the drama is acted 

out within (within in a very different sense than Hanslick's 

within). All the movements of th~ inmost will-- love, suffer

ing, eternal yearning, death, night-- these are the themes 

that are acted out in the words and the musiC, especially 

in the music, 
# 

No other Work o~ Wagner's is born more completely out 
~ 

of the ·spirit of mus~c" than Tristan. The musiC, Wagner 
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\ . 
tells us, began to assert its chromatic will even before 

he drew up the dramatic screnario. He says that he Mpoured" 

himself out in music as if he were "writing a symphony". 

Tristan is, therefore, a ~amatic whole even without the 

words, which, in any case, are often carried along by the 

orchestral wave, sometimes sinking in it. If we remember 

the role of music in Schopenhauer's philos~phYt which is so 

prominent in Tristan, then we easily recogni~e that dramatic 

action of the kind that Hanslick is longing for is entirely 

contradictory to the spirit of Tristan. A dramatically 

motivated plot, imprisoned as it is in the relation between 

cause and effect, would prevent our plunge into the music, 

which is beyond causality. It would chain us to the characters 

of T~1stan and Isolde as they exist in the world of Day, 

under the rule of the prinCiple of individuation, the world 

of pretext and motivation. That is the kind of drama that 
as _ 

Nietzsche characterizesAEuripidean, as the ~Un-Dionysian 

myth-opposing spirit n of "character representation and 

psychological refinement" which "reveals itself most plainly 

in the denouements of the new dramas u • The task of tragedy 

is to overcome the principle of individuation. 

If Elsa in Lohengrin, therefore, was brought down by 

the voice of her consciousness, by the prinCiple of individ

uation, by the tragic MWhence?1I for \'lhich the world of Day 

demands an answer, Isolde will not be so defeated in her 

quest. By extinguishing the torch in Act II Isolde demonstates 

that she extinguishes the intellect, the last trace of light, 
~. 
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and returns to the primitive unity, to unconsciousness and 

to night. This is death in the Schopenhauerian sense, th~ 

atolition of the intellect and return to a state in whioh 

there no lon~er exists any distinction between subject and 
110 

object. No longer can "Why?" or Whence?" divert her 

from her desire for union in love. Sans Hrites that "Ie 

second act peut 3tre consid~r' comme l'ill¥str~tlon des 
~ ~, 

theories schopenhaueriennes sur la ne~ation de la Volonte 

en ce sens que la possibilit~ d'une r~union des amants se 

fond sur la conscience qui'ils acqui~rent du caraclere 
'... 12. illusoire du monde des phenomenes. 1I Their own identities 

are included in this illusion. Thus at the end of the love

duet Isolde sings. "Tristan I," and Tristan replies MI 

Isolde". In another passage they praise the word lIand" 

which connects their names and so breaks down the boundries 

of their individuality. Elsewhere in the love-duet they 

even sing the wisdom of the Upanisads, a la Schopenhauer--
• 

I myslef 
am the world. 

thus emphasizinR the degree to which their love goes beyond 

their individuality, and so cannot be realized in the world 

of phenomena and illusion. The impersonal power of the 

love potion serves to emphasize that they are not in love 

so much with'each other as they are in love with love. 

rJ.'his music of Tristan swells like a powerful tide 

following the movement of the universal will. A continuous 

melody runs through Tristan as through a symphony, pursuing 

11. Edouard Sans, la ansae aeho enhauerienne, 
Paris, C. Klincksiock, 

12. Ibid. 
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a strange sort of Buddhistic nirvana. This is hardly sur

prising considering that Wagner, while in Venice writing 

TrlstBn,also read a history of Buddhism and planned an opera 

called The Victors on the life of the Buddha. Sans paints 

out thnt the "transfiguration" of Tristan in the Leibestod 

of Isolde resembles a Buddha i~age. She sings--

See him smilinr;. 
softly, gently 

and of him being born to the stars and of "\"lOndrous strains 

of music" "sounding from him", and of perfumes swelling from 

his body into which sn~ dives, as into the billowy surge of 

the ocean of sound, uin the World Spiritls Infinite, to 

drown now." Nietzsche speaks of this as the yearning "to 

be transfigured through love" and suggests tha~_it m~ be 

the opposite tendency of the unnatural need simply to be 
1 J. 

nothing. although in fact Wagner described it as such 

in the letter to Liszt cited above. 

The close connection between Love and Death, poetically 

embodied in the confusion between the two potions, may to 

some be less profound and transfiguring, howeVer, than simply 

morbid, a product of the "?-esease of hyperaesthesia tl -- the 

unhealthiest eros, the boundless desire for union with the 
r-

infinite. If the music seems intolerably boring to some, 

even insufferably painful, it is because its pessimism 1s 
If 

beyond communication to healthy minds, and its wanton 

pleasure in the destruction of Day, of. propriety, of reason . -

Nietzscho, Wagner at Bayreuth, § 1-1. 
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and all things "healthy", can be naught but painful-

especially as the force which destroys them, far f~om being 

a mere "chemical" power of the love-potion, is a deep meta

physical reality, a contradiction 1n the nature of things, 
• 

which even in the most healthy mind 1s only glossed over, 

masked, so to speak, by healthy illusions. Nietzsche, there-
, . 

fore, gave thanks after his break wltr War,ner that he was 

once unhealthy enou~h to experience Trlstan& Tristan 1s the 

experience of death, the experience of the Dionysian. Music

ally this 1s achieved by the use of dissonance. , If, as 

Schopenhauer maintained, the unexpected movement into a 

remote key 1s like death, then, as one critic points out, 

the second and third acts of Tristan are like a continual 

dying. And so, indeed, should they be. 

In Tristan we are presented with the psychologically 
, 

profound observation that love Is often experienced as a 

form of death. Yet we are not merely left with a psycho-

lo~ical observation, but are given as well a metaphysical 
J 

implication-- all suffering arises from individuation; the 

only redemption is in the denial of the Will, a manifestly 

Schopenhauerian philosophy. Love is the process of deperson

alization, the experience that the once strong walls of the 

individual have broken down and, in the most extreme cases, 

it is the experience not s.imply of opening up to another 

individual, but to the ·World's One and All", as if the 

sand castle or the individual had been washed away into the ~ 

waves of the boundless ocean. Some confusion arises, how
\. 

.. 

l 

'f 
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ever, due to the fact that both Tristan and Isolde remain as 

individuals. They are pecessary for the drama. According, 

thereforc, to what Thomas Mann calls the "pan-erotic doctrine" 

of Tristan, sexual desire is equated wit~; the will-to-live. I 

But accordinp; to Sans,Hann wrongly sees the conflict in Act 

II as the conflict of this eroticism with the purely spirit-

ual needs, compounding his error by saying ~hat it is only 

~Q in the second act that this conflict is resolved in the in-

tellectual negation of the will. In the third act, says 
14. 

Harm, the will is affirmed, love is affirmed. 
, 

,ans points out that r'lann'mis,ses the distinction between 

individual and universal will, which in the philosophy of 
I' ' 

Sohopenhau,!3r are shown to be both in conflict with each 

other and at one with each other, and which in Tristan are 

artistically dealt with by making the identification of 

love with will, that is, with the universal will. The love 

of Tristan and Isolde has no place in the world of Day, the 

world of wedlock, of SOCiety, of even the most powerrul of . 
human loyalties, all of which beco~ mere pretense and ego

tistipal-delusion, and to which the lovers become at first 

indifferent (as when Mark and his retainers and court make 

their appearance at the end of Act I) and towards which they 

finat-l~ -~com/i'>""t1le (as when, after the1r fut1le attempt 

to rea11ze~eir love in this world in Act II, Tristan throws 

ryimself on Malotts sword J beckoning Isolde to follow him in 

death). Their love is never consumated in this world, as 

. 14. Sans, 2.P. cit. 

.. 
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it is repeatedly consumoted in the medieval legend, because 

Wagner felt tnat such a love could only be consumated in 

death. ' Nark's maenanlmous gesture, therefore, appears to 

us very shallow. He does not seem to recognize that he 

himself poses but a very superficial, almost symbolic, bar

rier between the lovers. Kurvenal's revenge on Melot, also, 

must appear to us as very superficial. He 'too fails to real

ize that it is neither ~7elot's wound nor Tristan's sorrow 

over the loss of Isolde that brings ~ristanrs death. Rather 

it is that very thing which Kurvenal so ardently hopes will 

return his lord to health-- namely Isolde's return. This 
...,..: 

~ 

is the cause of Tristan's death. The healing hand of Isolde 

brings not medicines and selyes from her bOx of potiQns, but 

death. Death is the only thing that can cure Tristan from 

his eternal longing. 

The nature of this worldly eXistence, as Schopenhauer 

shows us, is that "awakened to life out of the night of un

consciousness, the \"Iill finds itself as an ind.ividual in an 

endless and boundless world, among innumerable irtdividuals, 

all striving, suffering, and erring; and, as if through a 

tro~bled dream, it hurries back to the old unconsciousness. 

Yet till then its desires are unlimited, its claims inex-

haustible, and every satisfied desire gives birth to a new 

one._ No possible satisfaction in the world could suffice 

to still its craving, set a final goal to its demands, and 
. 15. 

fill the botto.mless pi t of 1 ts heart. ~ In short, to 

sum up, what is denied by'Tristan and Isolde In· the second 

SChopenhauor, op. cit. Vol IX, Ch 46, p5l,. 
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act is the individual Nill, characterized above by Schopen-- , 

hauer as a bottomless pit of desires. What is affirmed in 

the third act is the ,universal will, characterized as the 

"old unconsciousness". This is achieved artistically in 

act III in the music. Wagner speaks of the leitmotifs of 

this act as hrestlessly emerging, developing, separating, 

then again reuniting, growing, dlminishingl finally clashing, 
16. 

embracing and well-nigh engulfing one another". The final 
17. 

clash in Tristan's heart occurs when, in his delirium, he 

gradually returns to consciousness, gradually recovers his 

memory. Then, in a fit o( disgust \'1i th his worldly exist

ence, he attains a higher eonsciousness-- ana hurries baele 

to the old unconsiousness, to return to his "own estates" 

and to take Isolde with him, there, only there, where their 

love may be consumated • ... 
Thus might we die 
that together, 
ever one, 
without end, 
never l'laking, 
never fearing, 
namelessly 
enveloped in love, 
given up to each other 
to live only for·love. 

18. 

TRISTAN AND THE HE-BIRTH OF TRAGEDY IN THE HODERN \WRLD 

What i~ the significance of the Tristan tpemes as we 

have outlined them to Nietzsche's much h9ped for re-birth 

lb. Cited in Zuchormnnn. The First 100 Yesrs of Wegner I s Tristan, p19. . , 
17~ A br~ll1ant analysis of Tristan's dilerium is given by Joseph 
Kerman in Opera as'Drama. ~ 

18. Tristan and Isolde, Act II 
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of tragedy? Nietzsche says that he who wishes to destroy 

opera must take up the fight against Alexandrian cheerful-
19. 

ness which has annihilated myth and made poetry homeless. 

This means, above all, destroying the scientific optimism 

of the theoretical man; of Socratism which originally caused 

the death of trage~y. Isolde 1 s extinction of the torch in 

Act II, the relentless journey into Night dffected by the 

music' of Tristan and described by Wagner in his essay on 

Beethoven, is able to achieve such a victory over scientific 

optimism through an art-work. But in many ways such an 

'" art-l'lork would have been inconcievable had not the way been 

prepared by others. Wagner himself ackno'l'rledged his debt 

to Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche says of both Kant and Sch~pen

'hauer that they ·succeeded in' gaining the most difficult 

victory, the victory over the optimism concealed in the 
/"-

essence of logic-- an optimism that, is the basis of our 

culture." This optimism had believed that all the riddles 

of the universe could be known and fathomed. ~d had treated 

spaoe, time and causality as entirely unconditional laws of 
20. ' 

the most universal validity. II Theoretical man, like the 

bu1lders of the TO~'ler of Babel, attempted to take heaven 

by storm, and like all such attempts. their's failed and -

they were fittingly punished for their sacrilege by being 

reduced to babbling and empty logistics. Nothing short of 

a corruption of language is the fate of modern man. Phis 

is made clear in the second essay of Thoughts Out of Season 

B.T. § 17 pl06. 

.. 

20. B.T. 
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where Wagner is declared to be the "first to recognize an 

evil which is as widespread as civilization itself among 

men; language is everywhere diseased, and the burden of 

the terrible disease weighs heavily upon the whole of 
21. 

man's development." Language has retrea~ from its true 

province-- the expression of strong feeling, and has been 

strained toward the impossible, the communication of what 

is the reverse of feeling,-- thought. "Man can no longer 

make his misery known unto others by means of language," 

Nietzsche says, "hence he cannot really express himself any 

longer. And under these conditions, which are only vaguely 

felt at present, lanEuage has gradually become a force in 

itself which, with spectral arms, coerces and drives human-

1 ty where it ·least wants to go. As soon as they \'lo~~~ ain 

understmld one another and unite for a common cause, t e . , . 
craziness of general concepts, and even of the rin~_'f 

modern words, lays hold of them. The result o~ this in

ability to communicate with one .another is tn~t every pro

duct of their co-operative action bears the stamp of discord, 

not only because it fails to meet their real needs, but 

because of the very emptiness of those all powerful "lords 
22. 

and notions already mentioned." In this way it "qpprass-

es the souls of artists and converts these in~o slaves." 

Convention rules, the "incorrect feelingn dominates, governs 

and drills them unremitting~y. 

Despite this rather "gloomy, unfavourable·verdict on the 

end of theore·tical oi vilization, i ts adverse eff~ct upon 

21. Wagner Qt Bayreuth, § 5 Ibicl. 
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what ~s e$sentially the religious life of man, there seems 

little doubt that the cause of it, traced in The Birth of 

Tragedy to Socratism, is, like the sacrilege of Prometheus, 

a felix culpa, a fortunate crime enabling man to tr~scend 

his predicament, in this case, to transcend science, logic 

and philosophy. Only philosophy is able to negate philosophy. 

And this is the achievement primarily of Schopenhauer, who, 
; 

folloNing Kant, uses a stunningly clear logil to demonstrate 

the limits of 10gic. According to SChope~~uerl the philos~ 
opher can.only infer the Uidea" or th0hing-ln-itself/l' 

from the Objective phenomenon bef re him, from the facts of 

self-consciousness as they are 

ThUS, Schopenhauer infers the 

which is, in its embodiment, in 

be found in everyone. 

means of the will, 

.~-.~~uaJs, that which 

constantly cries "I", "mine and to me u , and which is there

fore the root of all suffering, the principle of individu

ation, but which nevertheless is that which the individual 

has in common with every other indlvidual-- tl?e "will-to

liveN. But philosophy must confine itself to this world, 

to the mani fe'stations of the universal in this world. It 
.. 

cannot go beyond and speak of the universal in itself, that 

which .1s beyond the Principle of Sufficient 'Reason, and 

which is inaccessible to all knowledge. Just as the poet 

Vergil could only lead'Dante through Hell and through ~ 

Purgatory, but could not lead him into p~ so the 

Philosopher's task is to lead men out of egoism and the 

bondage of the will, but yet not leBd him beyond. Schopen-
\. 

.. 
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hauer 8ays-- uWh'en my teaching reaches its highest point, 

it assume~ a negative character, and so ends with a nega-

tion. Thus it can speak here only of what is denied or 

given up; but what is gained in place of this, what is 
23 

laid hold of, it is forced .•• ~o describe as nothing." 

Perhaps, Schopenhauer g?es on~ to say, that realm 1s only 

accessible as something positive to the mystics and 

ascetics. Or perhaps-- to the artists. 
" • 

Like Faust, such a philosopher h&s plumbed the depths 

of a well in search for water. He has heard only the hollow. 

sound of a dry well. Amidst the "desolation and exhaustiop 

of contemporary culture", NietzsG11e says, such philosophers 

have come to grips with a terrible and pessimistic view 

of the world. "In vain lie look 'for ~ single vigorously 

develop,ed,root, for a spot of feptile' and healthy soil: 

everywhere ,there is dust and sandi everything has become 

rigid and languishes. One who is disconsolate and lonely 

could not choose a better symbol that the lunight with death 

and devil. 8S n~er has drawn him for us, the'armoured 
. 

kn~ght with the iron, hard loo~, who knows how to pursue" 

his terrible path, undeterred by h~s gruesome companions, 

and yet without hope, alone with his horse and dog. Our 

Schopenhauer was Buch a Darer knight; he lacked all hope, 
24. 

but he desired truth. He has no peers." 

aut all cultures that have outlived themselves r ~uch 

as this one, must race the unerring judge, Dionysus~ In 

2;. 
24. 

Schopenhauer, OPe ci~. 

B.T. p123 •. 
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this sense Kant and Schopenhauer may play the role of these 

judges. They made it possible to destroy Socratism's com-
25. 

placent delight in existence by establishing its boundries. 

These two philosophers showed causality to be the work of 

maya t whereby mere phenomenon is elevated to the 

of sole and highest reality and thus makes any owledge 
26. , 

the inmost essence of thin~s impossible. ~owJ rowever, 

"a tempest seizes everything that has outlived itself, 

ev~rything that is decaY,ed, br'oken, and wittlered, and whirl

ing, shrouds it in a cloud of red dust to carry it into the 
27. 

air like a vulture." Science will turn into art. The 

chaotic mess that calls itself the present, this Alexand

rian.culture of librarians, will be swept away. An anti

Alexander will arise-- a man capable of "gathering up, of 
. 

binding together, and jOining the individual threads of 

the fabric" of Greek culture, of tying together, so to 

speak, the Gordian knot that Alexander cut in order to 
28. 

build his world state and culture. Wagner was such an 

anti-Alexander. A spiritual brother to Aeschylus, as 

Nietzsche would have us think, Wagner heralds the return 

of the language of correct feeling. Wagner is the reform

er of language. He brings his reformation through his music. 

Like Wagner, Nietzsche believed that German music was 

especially endowed for the task or reviving the Dionysian 

25. B.T. , § 19 pl20. 

26. PI. T. '§ 20' p125. 
" , 

27. Ibid. -
28. Wagner at Bayreuth, § 4. 
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spirit, c1tine the German Reformation with its ~chqrale of 

Luther sound" as that which protected Germany from the 

cultural fate of Alexandrian }rance and Italy, and which, 
29. 

he says, will one day reawaken German myth. Nietzsche's 

rhapsody of Wap;ner and his I1Tristanizing" thuB begins, 

bringing us to the central issue of our analysis. In chapter 

two we showed that ~yagner felt the need to're-theorize 

after the writing of Tristan. Nietzsche's proc~s is in 

many ways the opposite. He must fit Tristan into the scheme 

of his theories on Greek traeedy and of his ardently ~ooged 

for re-birth of tragedy. Tristan is, so to speak, the 

litmus paper by which Nietzsche must test the truth of 

what he 1s saying. It is his only concrete example or 

evidence of a re-birth of tragedy and he must either show 

it ,as such or lose the only solid ground on which he stands. 

T9 many it seems as if Nietzsche is just being care-

less at this point, carried 'away by a pas~ion to proclaim 

the 're-birth of tragedy. Why else should he ~b8.ndon h'is 

brilliant and much more respectable argument for a meta

physics of art strictly from Greek tragedy and place all 

his hopes in a demonstration from Tristan, which is brilli

ant, but much more questionable. Yet it may be that Nietzsche' 

1s not ~emonstrating his carelessness here so much as he 

is his courage. The Tristan sections seem to be more than 

just a footnote, a careless addition to a book whose proper 

subject is Greek tragedy. Greek tragedy may be the proper 

subject of The Birth of Tragedy, but Tristan ib inevitable~ 

B.T. U 2} pp136-1,7 
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en ingredient without which the book would have been lack

ing something basic to it-- without which the book would 

have been dishonest-- a pretender, a deceiver. 

Tristan is, for Nietzsche, the model example of the 

co-operation and proper relation between Apollinian and 

Dionysian art-tendencies. 'l'his, and the I\Clture of its 

music, leads him to "take a bold running start and leap 

into a metaphysics of art by repeating the sentence writ-
.. 

ten above that existence and the world seem justified only 
JO. 

as an aesthetic phenomenon." It is the "metaphysical 
>....J 

intention of art to transfigure" and tIlis it does through 
• 

the myth. The myth is, of course, a major factor in 

Wagner's art and theory. We have noted, for example, that 

Wagner portrayed his artistic development, from Rienzi 

through Lohengrin'and to Tristan, as moving away from the 

historical and in to the m'ytt1ical. Lohengrin. al though 

standing mid\oJay iIT this development and thus only realizing 

it incompletely, was a critical and decisive step in Wagner's 
, :31. 

realization of his genius. Nietzsche cites Lohengrin in 

this context, speaking of the "unexpected and totaily un

intelligible effect that a successful performance of Lohen

run, for example, had on" the critical barbarian; that is 

to say, on the theoretical man. Nietzsche says that 

·perhaps the~was no helpful interpreting hand to guide 

h~; so the~incomprehenSiblY difficult ,~d altor-ether 1n-

30. B.T. • • 24 p141. 

?1. Actually The Flying Dutchman ~aS by far the biggest and most 
decisive step. Lohcngrin; howeyer, is Q more ~omplete and mature 
example of the so-ealled·atragic 'Whence?I" • 

.. 
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comparable sensation that thrilled him remained isolated 

and, like a mysterious star, became extinct after a short 

period of brilliance. But it was then that he had an ink-
)2. 

ling of what an aesthetic listener Isll. The inablllity 

of the modern theoretical man to experience an art-work 

like Lohengrin, or to retain that experience, resu upon 
)). 

his historical prejudice, which cannot understand myth 
• 

and he therefore cannot surrender himself to a purely 

aesthetic state of mind-- for which reL1son he is unable to 

let art perform its metaphysical task of transfiguring 

reality. 

The problem of Wagnerian art is the problem of how to 

make myth accessible; how to make myth effective, especi

ally how to make myth acces'sible and effec'ti ve 'for modern 

man, who seems so closed to it. The logical sceptlsicm 

of Kant and Schopenhauer, by undermining the optimism in

herent in a theoretical culture, may have prepared the 

way for a revitalization of myth, but the actual construc

tion of mytho-p~etical art-works remains a pr'oblem. To 

intellectually appreciate the limits of logic and theory 

is not to transcend them, as Schopenhauer shows us. Schopen

hauer believed that the task of actually preceiving a high

er reality was acomplished not by philosphArs, but by 

------------------------------------------------------
;2. B.T. § 22 ppl;4-1;5. 

;5. }~yth plays an enormous role in The Birth of Tragedy. By and 
large myth is place in juxtaposition to historicism and theoreticism, 
which represent a failure to apprehend th~ universal. They reat on the 
particular. J.fyth needs the particular in ~hich to manifest tbe universal ...--
but at the same time it transdcnds the particular. Thus myth is the 
crucial bond between the Apollinian and the Dionysian. It show us 
Dionysus, a god, the universal, suffering, beco~ m.n, an individual. 

" 
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mystics and ascetics. Wagner (and Nietzsche) believed it 

acoomplished by art. The means that Wa~er used to this 

end were primarily gigantic effects, stage effects as well 

as musical effects. In order to make the mass of mythical 

material of The Bing, for example, acceptable to the viewer, 

alonF, with the enormous illogicalness and absurdity of the 

plot and character development (the old catch), at least 

the absurdity it presented on the surface, Wagner had to 

lull the audience into a sort of semi-conscious dream state. 

Psycolop;ically speaking it means that he must( open the door 

to the sub-consciousness and totally repress the intrusion 

of the consciousness, of day values. The technical question 

of how this is done we leave aside. -We are only interested 

in Nietzsche's interpretation of what is done (in terms of 

the Apollinian and Dionysian art tendencies), and specific

ally we are interested in what is being done in Tri~an 

NIETZSCHE'S INTEHPRETATION O}t~ 11!l§'rAN 

On the practical level a very serious problem present-
~ I 

ed itself to Nietzsche in attempting ~is criticism of Tristan 

as a whole art work ... - he had not, at the t.ime of writing 

The Birth of Tragedy, had the opportunity of seeing any 

complete performance of Tristan. He was thoroughly fam-

iliar with the piano score by von Bfilow, had heard orches

tral perfo~mances of the Prelude and L1ebestod, and had 

possibly been subjected to varivus of Wagner's Private 
. . 

performan~of sections of the work during his visits to 

. 
{ 
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Triebschen. While, therefore, Nietzsche's discussion of 

the Dionysian elements of Tristan, because an appreciation 

of this requires only a knowledge of the music, music being 

the Dionysian medium, does not disturb us, we feel slightly 

uneasy and unsure when he endeavours to speak authoritative-

lyon the Apollinian elements of Tristan, this being primar

ily the medium of the stage and stage effects, including 
, 34 

the actors, scenery and costumes. • When, therefore, 

Nietzsche says 'that "with the Apollinian art sphere he <the 

spectator) shares the complete pleasure in mere appearance 

and in seeing, yet at the same time he negates this pleasure 

and finds a still higher satisfaction in the destruction 

of the visible world of mere appearance", we may be suspic

ious that this is based not on a geniune experience, but 

on a felt need on Nietzsche's part to compensate for his 

not actually having seen the opera himself. As one critic' 

says, Nietzsche "had an extrinsic reason for restricting 

his discussion of Tristan to those readers who did not need 

scenery and actors to help them to understand the work".3S. 

When Nietzsche says that "those who have never had the 

~xperience of having to see at the same time that they also 

longed to transcend all seeing will sc~rcely be able to 

34. This author 1s si.ilarly limited. ~o matter how many 
hours may be spent listening to recordings of the opera, nothing 
can make up for that lack of seeing it performed on stage. 
Wagner himself wrestled vith the disparity betveen the effects 
that he hoped and enVisioned vould be achieved on the stage and 
the often l~dicrous effects that were actually produced. 

35. Zucker~an» op.cit. p74 
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imagine how definately and clearly these two processes 

co-exist and are felt at the same time as one contemplates 

the tragic myth~, we are, I think; justified in asking 

whether Nietzsche can s~y th .... t ho has had the experience 

h1mself in respect to Tristan, or whether in respect to 

TriRtnn his, experience wa#, i~ fact, the exact opposite. 

On the other hand, perhaps we should credit Nietzsche wlth 

enou~h intellectual ability and vision to make up for his 

lack of first hand experience. qreat t~inkers, like great 

writers, do themselves a grent wrong if they confine them-

selves too literally to the maxim of writing only about 

their experiences. 

In any case, Nietzsche's instruction that we sh'ould 

both ~ee and long to get beyond seeing was taken seriously 

by the master himself. When von Bfilow invited Nietzsche 

to attend performances of Tristan in the swnmer of 1872, 

Wagner wrote the following instruction to Nietzsche 

"Take off you glasses! You must pay attentio~ to nothing 
36. 

but the orchestra. II wap;ner may have had the above passage 

of The birth of Traeedy in mind when giving these strange 

instructions. They may be interpretod to mean that Wagner 

wished Nietzsche to experience 1ristan solely as a symphonic 

poem, as music alone-- which would, of course, negate all 

or Wagner1s theories of Gesamtkunstwerk (if indeed he 
. )7. 

intended his instructions to be carried out literally). 

;6. Correspondance, op cit. 

;7. Possibly he did. He suspected that tho staging of the performance 
vas badly done and feared that the Drectacle of~sucn ~ performance would 
detrRct ~rom the otherwise good quall~Y p£ the music, which was under 
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Symbolically, ~pectacles, like the torch that Isolde so 
.... 

resolutely exti~guishes in Act II,. represent the light and 
\. 

penetrating Vi6i~ of the intellect. including the light 
,I / 

and vision of cr\lticism, which Wagner wished so ardentrly 
\ f 

to exclude from sll'his art-works. Taken together, bOth 

literal and symbolic interpretations of Wagner's 

instruction to' Nietzsche seem to stand together. Of 

all the elements of Tristan be~~on the destruction of 
,/ 

the intellect, of calm ~~ction and interference from , /-- -----

the co~~~ music plays the most overwhelming role. 

Wagner recognized this importance of music in Tristan and 

was willing to endanger his Gesamtkunstwerk in order to 

guarentee its ef~ectiveness. 

M~GiC, as we have already seen, represented for 

Nietzsche the DiO?ysia.n. "Qui te generally, tl Nietzsche says, 

lIonly music, plaoed beside the world, can give us .an.. i<le.a..9f 

what is meant by the justification of the world as an 

aesthetic phenomenon." It is the task of music to "convince 
, 

us that even the ug!y" and disharmonic are part of an art-. ~ 

lstic game ••• But this primordial phenomenon of Dionysian 

art is difficult \0 grasp. and there is.~nly one direct 

way to make it lntielligibl"e and grasp it immediately: 

through the·wondeJ ul significance of musical dissonance.!. 

The Dionysian, wit it primordial joy experienced even in 
38. 

pain, is the commo source of music and tragic myth. H 

the capable baton of n Billow. (See ZucherI:lan; 'op cit. p74 ) • .. . 
;8.- B. T. p14l 

.. 



Continuing his discussion of musical dissonance Nietzsche 

offers· us a pibture of the metaphysical role of musical 

"-dissonance which is impossible to separate from his inter-

pretation of Tristan. 

MIs it possible.· he asks, "that by calling to our aid 

the musical relation of dissonance we may "meanwhile have 

made the difficult problem of the tragic e~fect much easier? 

For we now understand what it means to wish to see tragedy 

and at the same time to long to get beyond all seeing: re

fering to the artistically employed dissonances, we should 

have to characterize the corresponding state by saying that 

we desire to hear and at the same time long to get beyond 

all hearing. That striving for the infinite, the wing

beat of longing that accompanies the highest delight in 

clearly perceived reality, reminds us that in both states 

we must recognize a Dionysian phenomenon: again and again 

it reveals to us the p'layful construction and destruction 

of the individu~l world as the overflow of a primordial 

delight. Thus the dark Heraclitus Compares the world

building force to a playing child: that places stones ltere 
39. 

and there and b~ilds sand hLUs only to overthrow them again.-

This is achieved in the- music o~~ which is 

primerily responsible for Nietzsche's clinging to- the notion 

that music is Dionysian. But it is also responsible for 

his understanding of the Apollinian. ThroUgh the music 

of Tristan, the destruo~ion of the intellect, of.individu

ality, 1s achieved until ·it is as'iT the li$te~er's "visual 

B.T. I 24 ppl;1-142. 
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faculties were no longer merely a surface facu~ty but cap

able of penetrating into the interior, and a~if he now saw -

before him with the aid or music, the waves of the will, 

the conflict of motivesf and the swelling flood of the 
40. 

passions, sensuously visible •• " In this light Nietzsche's 

cryptic remark in Wagner at Bayreuth that in Wagner's music 
41. 

"sound incarnates itself in sight" is. mora understandable, 

In terms of the Apol~lnian-Dionysian synthesis what occurs 

is that the Apollinian comes to the aid of the Dionysirul. 

It redeems it and it redeems dissonance. aIr we could . 
imagine dissonance become man-- and what else is man?--

this dissonance, to be able to live, would need a splendid 

illusion that would cover dissonance with a veil of eeauty. 
42. 

This is the true artistic aim of Apollo." This incarna-

tion of sound in sight, we may say" is the artistic parallel 

of the incarnation of god in man, or of the univerSal\in. 

the particular. 

Nietzsche's analYSis of'the third act of Tristan re~eals 
, . 

why it Is' necessary for the Apoilinian to Qome to the aid 

of the .spectator. He says-- "to these ge~uine musicians 

I direct -the question whether they can imagine a hUman 

being who would be able to perceive the third act of 

Tristan find Isolde, wi thout any aid o,.f "word and 'image, 

purely as a tremendous symphonic movement, without explr-

,>, 

40. B;T. fj 22. pl;o 

41. Wagner at BaYreuth, § 0 
i 

42. B.T. § 25 pI4;. '. 
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ing in a spasmodinc unharn~ssing of all the wings of the 

soul?" The injunction to remove one's spectacles is thus 

reversed. Enclosed in the "wretched glass capsule of the 

hUman individual", with his ear to the "heart chamber 01' 

the world will" and feeling lithe ~oaring desire for exist

ence pouring from there into all the veins of the world~, 

how could the individual, that incomplete, ~i~erably poor 

manifestation of being, how could he help not shattering, 

as Homunculus, misled by Proteus, is shattered in Goethe's 

Classical Walpurgis-Night? rl'his music 'is too much for us 

and we need the intervention of the words and actors. 

Wagner, in his Prelude to Tristan and Isolde, wrote that-

"Here, in music's most unrestricted element, the mu~iCiW\ 

wno chose this theme as introduction to his love drama 
. 

could have but one care: how to restrain himself, since 
43. 

exhaustion of the theme is quite 1mpossible. n 

!tHere, II Nietzsche says, It'the tragic myth and t·he tragiC 

hero intervene between our highest musical emotion and 
, 

this music-- at bottom orily as symbols of the most universal 

facts, or which only music can speak so directly. But if 

our feelings. were those of entirely Dionysian being, myth 

as a symbol would remain totally lnet'feative and unno.tlced, 
" . 

and would never f'or a 'p1oment keep us from 'listening to the 

re-echo of the, universalla ante rem. Yet here the Apollin

ian pO\Jler erupts to restore the almost sh~t.tered indi vi.dual 

with th~g balm of bllssf'ul illusion: suddenly we. 
• '<'~ 

imagine we see only Trist.an, mot~on~ess, asking himself 

4;.:" Wagner on Musio and D~a.ma t 0p. cit.. '" p27; 



dully: 'The old tune, why does it wake me?· And what once 

seemed to us like a hollow sigh from the core of being now 
44. 

merely wants to tell Us how 'desolate and empty the sea'". 

It must be remembered that the set designs of Adolphe Appia 

for Tristan, o~ any of the designs for performances of 

Tristan in Bayreuth in recent times, which exploit Tristan's . 
apparent compo.tablili ty wi,th stark and simple sta[:;e settings, 

(the full effect of electric lighting and the u~e of shadows 

and d~kness giv~ng the setting an eerrie, mysterious at

mosphere and thus t~rowing the viewer more completely into 

the music) would probably not have been looked upon with 

favour by Wagner. It destroyed the Gesamptkunatwerk. The 

original settin~for Tristan were as extravagant and epiC 

as any grande opera, the tapestries, costumes and the 
45. 

~akart literalnes~ of the scenic paintings having the 

effect o~ distracting the spectator from'the music, an 

effect for which Wagner criticized grande opera, but which 

he seemed tp have thought excusable, even necessary, for 

Tristan. This C:iistraction .is the important thing. When 

the viewer sees Tristan he s'ees him in a~l the epic clarity 

of the Apollinian illusion. So also, "where, formerly 
. 

after such an e):Ccess and superabtmdance of consuming agonie.s, 

the jubilation of the horn cut through our hearts almost - , , 

like the ultimate agony, the rejoicing Kurvenal now stands 
qetween us and this 'jubilation in Itslef'. his race 

t •• 

44. B.T. § 21 p127. 

45. Makarl was Wagner's favourite painter and his style was imi~ated 
in the scEm..ic painting for the first product. ion .... of ,The Ring. 
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-turned toward the ship which carries Isolde ••• The glor-

lous Apollinian illus~on makes it appear as if even the 

tone world confronted us. as a sculpted world, as if the fate 

of Tristan and Isolde flad been formed and molded in it, toop{ 
46. 

as in an exceedingly tender and expressive material. M 

Ultimately, however, the victory of the Apollinian is 

short-lived. Dionysus triumphs. The climax and essence 

of Apollinian art-- to justify the world of the individual-

iR not maintained because of the music. Indeed, the whole 

apparatus of the Apollinian artist seems to have been used 

to create someth1ng whose real purpose ,is to be destroyed. 

Like the playful child of the world-creating spirit, the 

artist creates illusions only for the pleasure of again 

knocking them down. "He beholds the tragic hero before 
-

him in epic clearness and, beauty, and nevertheless rejoices 

in his' annihilation. . He comprehends th& action deep down f 

and yet like~ to flee into the' incomprehensible. He feels 

the actions of the hero to be jus~ifle&, and is neverthe-
-( .. ,~ . ~ 

\ 

less still more elated when these actions annihilate th~ir 

agent. Heskdders at the sufferings which w~ll befall the 

hero, and yet anticipates in them a higher, much more over.' 

powering joy. He sees more extensively and profoundly 
. 47. 

than ever, and yet wishes he were· blind. " This destruction 

is carried out by the myth, which is inseparable from the 

music. "The myth- leads th'e' world",~f phenomena to its limi ts 

where it denies itself and seeks to flee back again into 

B.T. 
B.T. 

§ 21 

I 22. 

to 

pp127-128. 
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the womb of the true and only reality, where it then seems 

to commence its metaphysical swan-song, like Isolde--

In the'rapture ocean's 
billowing roll, 
in the fragrance waves' 
ringing sound, -
in the world breathfs 
wafting whole--
to drown, to sink-
unconscious-- highest joy!U 

48. 

~i~ this final soLo of Isolde the waves of orchestral 
- I . 

sound -frequently overwhelm the wo~ds. Thus this ·vast 

Dionysian impulse th~n devours his entire world of phen

omena, in order to let us sense beyond it, and through its 

destructlon, the highest artistic primal, Joy. in the bosom 
11 49. 

of the primordially One. ft , It is through this destruc-

tion that the tragic art-work is able to redeem, or. as 

Nietzsche says, ftjustify". 

ART, BELIGION AND REALITY-

, 

But what.~s, in the final analysis, beh~d phenomena? 

What is the reality, to be specific, behind the appearances 

48~ In des Wonnemeeres 
wogendem Schwall,. 
in dar Du:rt-\'1e llen 
t6nendem S~h'all, 
in des i'feltathems 
wehendem All
entrinken-- versinken--

. unbewusst-- h6ch~te Lust! . 
steward Robb translates the lines n in desWeltathems/ wohendem All--" 
with a great denl of' freedom as II in the ~/orld Spirit t f}1 Infinite All. If 
Although somewhat_stretching the point this brings out the feeling 
Niet~sche sensed in it of the npri~ordial One. a 

B.T. 
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and how is 1 t able to justify existence and the world'( If 

'the answer to this has rema1ned puzz.ling and vague it is 

because Nietzsche is puzzling and vague. As Nietzsche 

confesses in his Self-Criticism, it is a "book for initi-

" stes·, which speaks to those with ~~~n and rare aesthet-

ic experiences" and which is for that reason ftdistainful 
50. 

of proof, mistrustful even of the propriet~ of proof." 

However, we might at least make the problem clearer by 

clarifying what Nietzsche means by "reality". Nietzsche 

meahs, in fact, two things-- Rcrude reality", which he 

often distinguishes from the ·higher reality" simply by 
51. 

putting inverted commas around the word, "reality" Reality 

without inverted commas designates, generally, the higher, 

transcendant reality, the_~thing-in-ltself", although one 
. 

,\ must judge, in the last analysis, according to the context 

1n which Nietzsche uses it. Letting, for our sake , nrea11ty" 

stand for "crude reality" and reali~y without inverted 

commas stand for th~ higher reality, what is Nietzsche 

saying about them? 

It was the ins.ight of Tristan, of 1 ts boundless quest, 

its longing even in d~ath for raptures undreamed or, for 

~ion with the "World's infinite AlIa, for the "primordial 

one ft
, its~uthless hostility to the values of the Day, to 

the world of individuation and phenomen.a.·_ it was this 

insight ~hlch led Nietzsche, observing the l~k oT com---prehesion'"' on the fa~es of the critics, to say that Mour 

50 
51. 

"' . 
B. T. _ .A~tempt at Self-Criticism,. 

For example, p45, p63, pl40. 
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aesthetlcians ••• ~ave learne1 nothing of the contrast of 

the phenomenon and the thing-in-itself-- or, for equally 

unknown reasons, have not cared to learn anything about 
52. 

it.- Instead they use the fa~se and entirely misleading 

contrast between the soul and the body. Appl~ed to opera 

this means that the music represented the body an~ the 

words the ~oul, owing to the false belief ~hat concepts, 

expressed in the words of the song, could seize reality, 

while the music, being light and airy, was condusive only 

to fantasy and illusion, in short, the body, physical 

"reality". Nietzsche reverses this order between music and 

"word-speech", and prefers instead of the contrast be

tween soul and body the contrast between two realities, 

the higher reality and t~e crude "reality". 
/ 

On this question Nietzsche praises Plato and ~s sym-

pathetic with Plato's criticism of art. Nietzsche praises 

the Platonie distinction between the "ideal" and the lIidol". 
53. 

He says that it helped to keep individuals off th~ stage • . 
It encouraged II ideali ty" in art as opposed to "realism" •. , 

Plato's criticism or art was that it "is the imitation 

of a phantom and hence belongs to a sphere even lower than 

the empirical world"-- that 1s to say, art is twice removed 
~ - . 

from, reality since it 'is but the image or the imitation 

of the phenomenal world, which is itself' an i,lluslon, being 

52. B. T •. 

53 B.T. 
Nietzsche. t.urns 
with Euripides, 
onto the stage. 

. 
§ 21 p129. ' 

§ 10 p7;. .~ere ag~~th 1a usual irony, 
Plato's words. against socrates, for So~ atos, along 
is charged by Nietzsche with bringing th individual 
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at best but the reflection of reality. And so, Nietzsche 

says, Mwe find Plato endeavouring to transcend reality and 

to represent the idea lihich underlies this pseudo-reali ty· t 
54. 

using, Nietzsche says) a detour. 

Thus, Nietzsche feels that Plato is with him when ho 

condemns all ·~ealismn in art, especially in music, since 

it does not truly approach reality, but only offers us a 
55. 

paltry replica of phenomena. For Nietzsche the question 

of "reality· has nothing to do with art. This crude reality 

of phenomena, of nature, is totally indifferent. We cannot. 

expect to find redemption, or to justify it,. merely be 

copying or imitating it. We must, therefore, tttransfigure" 

nature. However, the use of~concepts in art in order to 

escape the un-reality of an art which merely imitates ha~ 
already been fervently condemned by Nietzsche in his crit

ique of Euripides and Socrates. Therefore Nietzsche says 

that ~art is not merely imitation of the reality of nature, _ 
~ .. 

but rather a metaphysical supplement of, the reality of 
56. 

nature. placed beside it for its overcoming. u But ~hat 

does Nietzsche mean by a "metaphysjaal supplement"? 

The metaphysical supplement.is clearly music. "Quite 

generally, Nietzsche says'in a pass~ge we have. already 
El 

.. 7 

B.T. § 14 p9Q. 

55. The question of realism in Wagner l
, music is too "large a pro~lem 

for us here. Nietzsche came to see tnat much of l1agner IS B\'\ocess came 
from his ability as a "tone-painter" and this·d1s111usioned him. 

58. B~T. § 24. pl40. 
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cited, "only music, placed beside the world, can give us 

an idea of what is meant by the justifioation of the world 
5'1. 

as an aesthetic phenomenon.- This is because, although 

one can "agitate and'enliven the figure [of the drama] in 

in the most visible manner, and illumiate it from within, 

it still remains merelr a phenomenon from which no bridge 

leads us to true reality, into the heart of ' the world. But 

music speaks out of this heart; and though countless phen-

omena of the kind were to accompany this music, they could 

never exha:ust its essence, but would ~lways be nothing . 58 • 
more than its externalized copies. u 

By placing art beside the world we are able to ~trans

figure it. dBut what,d asks Nietzsche~ "does it transfigure. 

when it p~esents the world of appearance in the image o~ 

the suffering hero? Least of-all the 'reality' of this 

wo~ld of appearance, for it says to us: 'Look there! Lpok 

closely! This is your life. this is the hand on the cloCk 
59. 

0'£ 'your existence'. If Faced wi th this stark vision of our 
~ . 

temporality we realize the unreality of appearances. But 

(and here'the real depth of Nietzsche's difference with 

Plato reveals itself) the knowledge 'of the unreality of 

appearances does not lead us into the bright sunshine of 

~, reality, but into th~night. Nietzsche reverses Plato·s 

order. The bright sunshine or the Day becomes. following 

,57. 

58. 

59. 

B.T. 
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the metaphysical system of Tristan, the world of appear

ance, of deception, deceit and pretense, while the world 

of Night. of shadows and dark, 1s the world of the higher 

reality. The hig~er reality is no longer the hospitable, 

life-giving, reality that it was with Plato, and therefore, 

music, although it presents us with the "real 1dea of 

the world", is unbearable and like to shatter us. It 

needs the illusion in order to be bearable. 'I'hat is the 

lesson of Hamlet, who gaining knowleuge of reality, of 

the "essence of thingsK, finds himself so nauseated by it 

that only art can save him, since only art is capable of 
60. 

taming the horrible. Man is caught between two ~sses. 

On the one hand is nature, the world of phenomena, which 

is 1nd1fferent, w1thout purpose, not even be1ng "accidental" 

since an accident presupposes ~purpose fr~rn whi?h the 

accident departs. On the othe~d, there 1s the higher 

reality, which, however, threatens to swallow us up, to 

subsume us. In between these two abysses 1s &rt, the only 

hospitable realm for man to dwell. 

It is the helplessness which Hamlet feels, his aware

ness that nothing he cart do can change the eternal nature 

of things, that paralyses h1s capacity"for action. Should 

the Apollinian power of illusion now come and transrlgure 
, 

the -reality" of appearances it would have accomplished 

v~ry little for Hamlet. It would hpve changed only the 

60. B.T .. § 7 p60. 
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surface of "real! ty" " \-shich is /:I in the last ana.lysis, 
. 

nothing but a bright image projected on a dark wall~ which 

means appearan?e through and through, II while H8.r.1let 

-. rema,1ned stuck on the reali ty ~neath appearances. And 

even were the "cure" successful it would only put Hamlet 

in the predicament of Schopenhauer's man in the bOat, the 

man wrapped in the veil of maya. 

There 1s only one way out of Hamlet's dilemna, which 

is, after all, the dilemna of all men-- and that is the 

sacrilege o~ Prometheus, the sacrileg~ of the creative 

artist. AlthouRh the reality "beneath" things cannot be 

~~ changed, it can be transfigured, something is superimposed 

over it, which is to say that a sacrilege is commited to 

it. The Apollinian here is only a ,m3sk, a transfiguring 

mask of illusion for Dionysus. It is Dionysus who commits 
,/ 

the oacrilege and who pays the price for the sacrilege, and 

we rejOice in beholding his punishment because~he takes 

the burden off our shoulders. It is the Apol~i an which 

makes this possible. But lest the Apollinian ·congeal the 

form to Egyptian rigidity and coldness" Dionysus, from time 

to time, destroys it, suffering within himself the suffering 
• of dismemberment. l.'his alternation and 'interplay between 

the Apollinlan and Dionysian art-tendencies, therefore, 
-----,J --

becomes a §or~~artistls game of the world-creating 
~-

spirit ~n which we are allowed to participate as in a 
, , 

religious festival. Each artistic tendenc~ is in d1rect 

• 
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proportion to the sacrilege. The more Dionysus reveals 

the true picture of reality, t~e more the power of the 

illusion, of Apollo, is necessary in order to heal such 

-dithyrambic madness". -How mUCh»" says an old Athenian, 

-did this people hav to suffer to be able to become so 

.beautiful! o witness a tragedy, and 
bl. 

sacrifice with nple 9f both dei'ties l II Or 

does Nietzsche .really mean to say-- "Come wi th me to 

Bayreuth to witness a music-drama and sacrifice with me 

at the temple of both poetry and music"? 

This is the only way to man's redemption-- over reality, 

over the terrible abyss, art must be superimposed. 'J.}~is 

involves sacrilege, yet, it is the essence ,of the religious 
I / 

attitude. But does this justify existence? No-- ahd 
I 

Nietzsche was the fi.rst to grasp this most prot.o.uhdly. 

In The Gay Science he chang~s the formula that .,nit is only 

aa an aesthetic phenomenon that existence and the world 

are eternally justifiedU and says instead-- "~s an aesthetic 

phenomenon existence is still bearable for us" and put 
. b2. 

bearable in italics to emph~size his modification. In 

this section, called Our Ultimate Gratitude to Ar~, he 

says that "if we had not welcomed the arts and Lnvented 

this kind of cult of the untrue, then the realization of 

general untruth and mendaciousness that now comes to us 

--~----------------------------------------------
61. 

62. 

B.T. pl44. 
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through science-- the realization that delusion and error 

are conditions of human knowledge and sensation-- 1juld 
, 
I 

be unbearable. Honesty would lead to nausea and suicide.

The truth shall not make you free. This is the'~fM.on of 

-Nietzsche's Dionysian Insight. Certainly the Apol+inian 

power of illusion, the cult of the untrue, can make this 

bearable, but it.could rtot justify it. Despite Nietzsche's 

intention of turn~ng around the traditional religious 

implication of the word "justify"-- the meaning that 

Luther gave it-- the power of its old meaning is to.o great 

and ~e undoubtab~ thought it best simply to abandon the 

word and substitue "bearable". 

.. 
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